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PREFACE 

My journey on this particular road has been amazing and extremely difficult at the same 

time. It was not a new decision to take the route toward a doctorate. This was well-thought out as 

I always wanted to be a medical doctor. Mistakes happen, and I consider it as a boon because 

studying social sciences and humanities makes me complete as a human. As a social scientist, we 

see the world through compassion and reality. Humanity is something that really needs to be 

understood and taught these days. History is told or heard and is one of the best things about 

studying social sciences and humanities. Believe me, I feel richer than ever. 

When I talk about difficulties along the way, it brings back memories of my mother's 

health. Growing up in my family, I have witnessed my mother’s fragile health, but still, a skill 

that she owns to this day is about getting back into her schedule of walking, exercising, and 

doing her morning rituals, which helps her and helps us as well. A very cooperative patient I 

have seen thus far. Her health has been a priority for me. She has played the role of both parents 

as we lost our father very early in life. Mother care always came first, and everything else had to 

wait. 

Writing about the process was not easy due to many reasons. Alongside my mother's 

illness, I had a committee member who also fell ill, and the illness took hold. I led my class 

towards finishing my coursework, but I got stuck due to the illness of my chair. Forming a new 

committee was difficult as there were people who retired as well. I managed to get it all set up 

and finished with my compulsory requirements of the exam and proposal. 

IRB and other sources took time as well, but achieving a Ph.D. here in the USA is a long 

journey. Taking classes and teaching at the same time is at times very challenging, especially for 
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people who have crossed the globe. We just come from a different system, and working this way 

becomes very challenging. 

Bihar as a state has been behind since the J P Movement. The educational institutions ran 

behind session due to its closed status for very long as students have been involved in the 

movement. It took years to get it back and run smooth and regular sessions. Youths who cared 

landed in New Delhi to continue their further education, but that was not possible for everyone. 

Alongside the rush for admission, it also costs them money to live outside the family home. 

People who had relatives got some support, but people who did not have a support system could 

not make it. They stayed back to fight the system and made it, and I am one of them. Due to this 

process of educational institutions hit, unemployment also continued to be an issue. My parents 

worked in a semi government position and hardly received a full payment. It was all kept as 

arrears and later was rarely paid back. My family has seen long years of financial instability up 

close. As a result, this was one of the major reasons why this project came into being. And of 

course, my family and especially my brother’s constant support made it possible. 

Because of my own experience as an NGO worker and an academic, I have always felt 

and have seen academia more secluded or just limited to itself in many ways. Community 

outreach is very low and maintaining a certain scholarly stance keeps the common people away. 

Reading and writing should be available to people free of cost along with the knowledge and 

skill to understand and express one’s thoughts. In my opinion, academics tend to surround 

themselves with academics only. The conversation and sharing of knowledge tend to stagnate; 

what people think or have to say from the other side of the talent pool never gets accommodated. 

It feels like it is the sheer academic knowledge that has the top slot and the rest goes under that. 

Being an academic for some time, I tried to find ways how to connect both. My own research is a 
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part of it. I have resonated with the voice of the community who need this voice to be heard. 

These people who perform the actual labor and are usually ignored. 

Once I started this project and landed up in my city, finding homeless women was hard. I 

have elaborated on this in my chapters later, but I feel accomplished with the time and energy I 

spent, and at the end it was all worth it. Homeless women are not an easy target. I found very 

few around the city but definitely had to take trains many times to reach another city and in 

extremely interior areas to find them. It was a hard task as it required a lot of patience, and 

believe me, my patience was tested hard. This was a long research and weather has not always 

been cooperative. It was mud, dirt, and sweat and hours of toiling with it to find someone willing 

to share their life’s utmost happenings. 

It is not that I have not lived with this but definitely not the way these people spend their 

lives. From food to shelter to having a life that gives a “sense of living with not much problems” 

is completely different. Even after finding them on a train station or any other secluded place, 

starting a conversation and keeping it going was a difficult task. Doing an ethnographic research 

involving keen observation and ethics cannot be forced on people. There has to be a great deal of 

patience involved, and people have to be ready to accept the time these women take to overcome 

some of their own behavior that involves uncompromising attitude sometimes. These they do not 

do the entire time I am present with them, but definitely sometimes, I say, why will they not? If 

they are a stranger to me, I am also a stranger to them. Why would they open up entirely on my 

discretion? Just because I am a researcher? Most of these conversations took more than 5 to 6 

hours. There were times when I had to meet them more than once, but then I was always scared 

to lose the person, and they did not have a stable place. But there were two or three of them who 

promised me to meet again at the same place, and they did keep their promise and returned. All 
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they wanted to know was that I was not the police chasing them for some reason as these days, 

there are lady police officers who have been appointed as well. I, being a woman, did not have 

that leverage anymore to claim that. Once they were assured, they came back and told me, “Didi 

dhokha nahi dete hain.” “Aap sahi mein dil ke saaf hain.” Sister, ahh this means you did not fool 

us. Maybe you have an honest heart (I think “maybe” was good word to use as being skeptical 

about a stranger is absolutely normal). If we can then why can’t they? This process I learned 

during my research almost a decade before this study. It is best to be honest and tell them the 

truth. Being a researcher and scholar, there were times when I felt very good, but there were also 

times when I felt completely beaten up. However, that is where some of our own way to 

combating with the situation comes into play, and we all survive. 
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ABSTRACT 

This main objective of this study was intended to explore the “lived experiences” of the 

two sections of women who live in poverty in Patna, and in neighboring cities of Bihar in India. 

According to Besly, et al. (2007) in Bihar, “the share of the population in poverty has remained 

stagnant at above 60 percent from 1958 to 2000 (p. 59). The initial section was focused on 

women who lived in slums, and the other section included women who lived on streets or called 

“homeless.” The study focused on both to observe the similarities and differences of the two 

kinds of women who belonged to these different situations. The study also emphasized how 

these women “define poverty and its future,” what they have to say about it, and whether there is 

anything they can say about its future. All the pieces of evidence collected here are from these 

women through conducting interviews via narrative research and observations. Further, the 

shreds of evidence and observations were analyzed and distributed into themes that directly 

connected more than one participant. Women in slums, though they live in poverty had better 

access to resources, food, and clothing. Women living in both places had similar experiences of 

some kind of abuse and had certain or similar reasons to migrate. Some were driven towards the 

city along with their families and converted to being homeless due to hostile situations, and some 

migrated by leaving their homes and families for the same reasons. The study specifies that their 

reasons for leaving homes were due to crisis and fights that embraced their homes on a solid 

basis. Women’s desire to live a life of freedom and not get trapped in situations that contribute to 

their already existing trauma was the primary and most important finding of the study. This study 

was based much on narrative research where women openly talked, and there was not a formal 

setting to create a more appealing atmosphere for women to talk freely. It was spontaneous, and 

the setting was very comfortable. 
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My other questions referred to the connection between human rights and poverty, and 

others related to development and the non-profit sector. Women in this region are not very 

literate, so some of them could answer well, but some have to be explained a bit to get an answer 

or feedback or their observations. Women perfect the art of narrating well because of their own 

“living experiences,” which involved no pretension or well-tailored version of their stories. 

Everything spoken was visible, which also involved argument and abuse even though at times 

we feel women vent as they have hardly any place to talk about it. I feel these were genuine 

conversations that did not involve much pressure for them to speak, and not having a man around 

(which was not always the case) was extremely helpful. In spite of all this analysis, I would not 

ascertain that I have suggested measures to resolve issues, but definitely, I talked about 

continuing education for girls and other children, all of which could help. I was not there to 

document tragedies as a foreigner or had any fascination with their lives; their situations were 

not at all new for me, so was no reason to dramatize the situation. Plain speaking, I was just 

eager to hear about them, from and their lives altogether. For the first time in human history, 

about one third of the urban population is living in slums (Davis, 2007, WHO, 2010). As a result, 

urbanization of poverty is today’s reality, and women count for more in number than men, and 

their stories and life experiences matter extensively. 

Key Words: Women, Homeless, Slum, Narratives, Poverty, Human Rights, Gender, Population, 

Global, Urban 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

Background: 

According to WorldoMeters, India’s population is 1,354,902,079 as of Tuesday, July 24, 

2018, based on the latest United Nations estimates. India’s population is equivalent to 17.74% of 

the total world population (WorldoMeters). It is just below China and is going to catch up soon 

with it. Talking about population is important when discussing urban poverty (WorldoMeters). 

The greater the increase in population, especially the young population, the greater the demand 

for livelihood and jobs. The government never moves fast enough to train people in need of 

skills and education. As a result of this, more people fall into poverty. Reports have 

demonstrated this trend for years, which is expected to grow more rapidly in coming years. The 

reports mark three in ten families live in poverty in India (Business today, 2016). Below are two 

graphs that show the population growth globally in billions. 

Figure 1.1: Global Population Graph 
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Bihar, with a population of 121 million, is the third most populated state in India. The population 

growth is enormous, and opportunities created by the government is low. Though Figure 1.1 

demonstrates development rate as high, it still does not guarantee growth in jobs or 

accommodation of poor people. Many people live within the informal economy, which does not 

guarantee a regular income. They do not have enough income but still try to live in the city with 

dreams of educating children so that a day will come when “all of us can be pushed out of 

poverty,” said one of my participants. While I will not disagree with this statement, records 

suggest that very few people come out of poverty. 

Figure 1.3 
Figure 1.2 

Purpose of this Study: 

As very few studies have captured the aspect of life in poverty for women and their 

narratives, the purpose of this study is to add to the narratives of female poverty in hopes of 

adding to the minimal existing literature. The specific focus of the study was to come up close to 

the destitute women and women in slums to hear about their “lived experience and talk about 

those experiences in a more pertinent and stable way.” More importantly, it had to be done 

because more has been talked about “measuring poverty rather than people who live and breathe 
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poverty and women in particular.” Since I conducted these interviews by myself, this research 

came out as a firsthand experience to see how engaging people of this community with a relevant 

question that they seem to identify can be worthy. 

The Concept of Slum and Settlements: 

Slums are referred to as informal settlements and have five conditions to define them. In 

2003, UN member states came to a consensus that “a slum household is a group of individuals 

living under the same roof lacking one or more of the following conditions: (a) access to 

improved water, (b) success to improved slum facilities, (c) sufficient living spaces that are not 

overcrowded, (d) structural quality/durability of dwellings, and (e) security of tenure” (Habitat 

111 issue papers-informal settlements, 22). Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) has 

claimed, in developing countries over the past 10 years from 2000 to 2010, there was a decline 

by 39 percent of people living in slums. In spite of all these claims and efforts made, “one-

quarter of the urban population still lives in slums, and from the 1990s onwards, 213 million 

slums dwellers have been added to the worldwide population. In Africa, 61.7% of the population 

lives in slums, and by 2050, it is projected that there will be an increase from 400 million to 1.2 

billion. In Asia, 30 percent of the urban population lives in slums. India has the highest 

population just after China, so urban poverty cannot be hidden” (un.org). “The world’s highest 

percentages of slum-dwellers are in Ethiopia (an astonishing 99.4 per cent of the urban 

population), Chad (also 99.4 per cent), Afghanistan (98.5 percent) and Nepal (92 per cent). The 

poorest urban populations, however, are probably in Maputo and Kinshasa where (according to 

other sources) two-thirds of residents earn less than the cost of their minimum required daily 

nutrition. In Delhi, planners complain bitterly about ‘slums within slums’ as squatters take over 

the small open spaces of the peripheral resettlement colonies into which the old urban poor were 
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brutally removed in the mid-1970.In Cairo and Phnom Penh, recent urban arrivals squat or rent 

space on rooftops: creating slum cities in the air” 

(Davis, 2007, https://www.csub.edu/~mault/davis.htm). 

Women’s Equality and Unites Nations: 

The year 1975 was declared as the International Women's Year by the United Nations. 

This was almost 44 years ago. An entire decade was dedicated for women that emphasized 

equality, development, and peace. Now, these narratives and stories that I witnessed are not what 

we would want to hear 44 years after the UN’s International Women's Year. In 1980, at the 

second world conference, the subthemes of education, employment, and health were added. The 

third one held in Nairobi, Kenya shaped a framework to promote the empowerment of women at 

all levels and the privilege for all to enjoy human rights. The fourth conference focused upon 

more space for women’s rights as human rights and upon critical areas of concern that create 

obstacles to advancement provided a bigger platform for women. Formation of CEDAW was 

another additional protection for women. Right to live is always provided by the constitutions, 

but something more is required than just existing like an animal with no rights. Though we have 

activists now who have been adamant on promoting animals’ rights we well. This conversation 

offers the ability to live a life with human dignity. Feminist Scholars have talked about the 

perception of poverty as “being feminine” and how it has become one of the catastrophic issue 

that has been identified in the fast growing world of economy and it definitely concerns them. 

Researcher’s Own Interest in the Concept of Poverty and Women: 

In Calcutta, (now Kolkata) when, J.B.S. Haldane was sick and close to his death he wrote 

a poem called “Cancer is a Funny Thing.” Amartya Sen describes it here, “Poverty is no less 

funny.” Consider the following view of poverty. “People must not be allowed to become so poor 

https://www.csub.edu/~mault/davis.htm
https://mid-1970.In
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that they offend or are hurtful to the society. It is not so much misery and the plight of the poor 

but the discomfort and cost of the community which is critical of this view of poverty" (Sen & 

Dreze, 1999, p. 9). He further elaborates that poor people create problems for non-poor and that 

understanding of this kind of poverty and reducing humans into means is the main problem. 

Sen’s view on human poverty and development has been very focused in all of his writings that 

he did on India’s growth. Moghadam argues that the contributing factors that have underscored 

women in development and gender and development are “(1) the growth of female-headed 

households; (2) intra-household inequalities and bias against women and girls; and (3) neoliberal 

economic policies, including structural adjustments and the post-socialist market transitions. The 

growing visibility of women’s poverty, it is argued, is rooted in demographics, culture patterns 

and political economy” (Moghadam, 2005, p. 2). A longtime Patna resident, Uday Raj remarked, 

growing up here as a child, Patna looked almost like “one to me but there are so many forms of 

Patna now. It is really hard to describe it as ‘Vikaas’ (development) is on its way. When 

development happens, everyone should be on the same line. But I am not seeing it yet. Disparity 

has definitely augmented and people’s compassion has dwindled, when we need more of it now.” 

Growing up in the capital city of Patna and seeing the city become overpopulated and 

cluttered with the outgrowth of slums, I became interested in women while watching them 

working all the time alongside my own mother. These women tried to make a living while 

balancing their own domestic work and children was an immense challenge. Slum women who 

worked as rag pickers, domestic help and Thonga makers (Paper bag makers) toiled 24 hours a 

day while homeless women found their challenge in finding work and ended up begging for food 

as hardly anyone would offer work to them because of their unstable life and living in rough 

situations. Doubts hover around them with employers concerned that if anything goes wrong, it 
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will be hard to trace them. In writing about the challenges of poor women from two sections of 

the society, I find myself extremely mislaid. The women whom I am writing for will unlikely be 

able to read it, and so I am not too sure as to how their voices have resonated while I walk my 

readers through the project. As a result, I am not making claims about anything except that I 

have tried my best to bring out those worthy voices in the academic world which were my lone 

aim. 

I procured the challenge of doing this research knowing that so much of my life has been 

spent in watching women like these. Observing this from my childhood to being an adult is a 

long time. I have seen their struggles with poverty and many other issues very closely. In a way, 

our lives and conversations have been interwoven. Their hopes, struggles, and challenges have 

made my life's learnings very strong and powerful. When we see them, we feel that if they can 

live with such pain and hope, our living this life is definitely worthwhile. Some of these women 

were angry and bitter, but at the same time, I found others to be very easy going with life, 

laughing, teasing, chasing and cracking jokes all along. 

While writing this account of my research that was completed over the course of 30 

months, I have attempted to take the readers up-close into the lives of these poor women whose 

lives I have seen and who have also made me see that all life is worthy to live. In doing so, I 

have jabbered about several people who have given up in spite of their high-status life and have 

accomplished many things in life; all must have a look into the lives of these women who have 

the courage to live and perform in spite of their few hopes and are trapped inside tarps and 

muddy houses. 

Conceptualizing poverty through representing the mindset, styles, or data through which 

the scholars of development organizations create is very different from what these women have. 
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They have lived in poverty for years or even for generations. Conceptualizing poverty must be 

understood from within, while living with it or in it. For me, they are professionals in their lives 

but who are living with it and rocking it. Of course, we use this term mainly for people who 

come with very fine skills, but the skills these women use to survive their harsh lives should be 

termed synonymously. There is a mixed pattern of defining poverty and believing in its 

existence. Some wonder how, for so many generations, this impoverished life cannot be 

overcome as if they were born just yesterday. Such feelings and expressions are at times very 

intimidating to watch. Telling the truth behind the embellished tales of past generations is a 

daunting task. They fear this will continue for the new generation as well, and intergenerational 

poverty has existed for many families for ages. 

Research Questions: 

For this thesis, I examined and analyzed the following questions: 

1. How do Indian women living in slums and destitute women understand poverty? 

Are there differences in understanding or defining the term among the women? 

2. What do women living in poverty (slums/destitute) think about poverty? What 

does poverty mean to them, and how do they define the term? Does their 

definition differ from the understanding of poverty used by development 

agencies? 

3. What kind of mechanisms or strategies do these women use to cope with the 

situation of poverty? 

4. How have development programs/agencies helped these women? What impact 

have these programs had on women in the slums in these areas? 
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The Organization of Dissertation Chapters: 

Chapter One of this thesis is the introduction. This chapter articulates the overall review 

of the thesis and describes the process of reaching my supposed destination by highlighting 

certain points of the research that were important to be noted. 

Chapter Two of this thesis deals with literature review; the books I reviewed were 

basically written by authors who looked into poverty, homelessness, slums, and some other 

social issues. Planet of Slums by Mike Davis was the first one that I read to attain a deeper 

knowledge of slums and how they work in another other part of the world. Hulme’s book on 

poverty, in general, had great insight, and I was amazed to see how deep his research was and 

how he made everything look real. Hulme's book was also like a torchbearer for me as I lived 

and saw poverty; closely defining and writing about it was not an easy task. The book walks 

through the whole scenario. Davis mentions the slum population as “invisible renters” (p. 42), 

which makes so much sense. All through the books, people get to see examples of how raw 

poverty has progressed over years. As Amartya Sen mentioned in his book, 

“Much about poverty is obvious enough. One does not need to elaborate criteria, cunning 

measurement, probing analysis, to recognize raw poverty and to understand its antecedents. It 

would be natural to be impatient with long-winded academic studies on ‘poor and wretches’ with 

‘houseless heads and unfed sides ‘and ‘looped and windowed raggedness’, to use King Lear’s 

graphic description. And furthermore, it may also be the case, as Lear told the blind Gloucester, 

that ‘a man may see how this world goes with no eyes'. There is indeed much that is transparent 

about poverty and misery. But not everything about poverty is quite so simple. Even the 

identification of the poor and diagnosis of poverty may be far from the obvious when we move 

away from extreme and raw poverty” (Sen & Dreze, excerpt, 2004). 
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Poverty has been studied for years but as Sen mentions in the quote and has detailed the 

account very clearly, I agree very closely with him, which was one reason to focus on a different 

mode of study rather than the one that had been studied and researched extensively. 

Chapter Three focuses upon the methods of capturing the narratives and how I proceeded 

with the project though a mixed method qualitative approach has played a dominant role, almost 

90 percent. The qualitative method places narrative research somewhere in between and creates a 

space for it. Most of my interviews were carried out through the process of narrative research, 

observation, participative research method, and my own role as a researcher and how my own 

experience shaped and contributed to this research that came out of it. The age group for this 

study is between 18 and 59 years. Each age group spoke to some degree. Some of them had long 

or complex stories to tell while others spoke little or not at length. Even though some subjects 

spoke less than others, those who kept mostly silent had sufficient body language to emote their 

real feelings, using little words and nodding along with ideas they agreed to. For instance, if a 

woman was narrating her story, another one who spoke less pointed her finger and expressed her 

desire to enhance the discussion. I kept track of body language that were add-ons to the 

dialogues and exchanges that took place between them and myself. 

This was an easy way to interact with the women in slums, but conversing with the 

homeless women was a tedious task. It was more one–on-one and kept the conversation quite 

tight with little distractions as these conversations occurred on streets or in some semi-secluded 

place. The chapter also describes the process of analyzing the data, which I did with help of my 

brother; maintaining confidentiality while talking to this population was a bigger task than 

originally expected. 
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Chapter Four explores the voices of homeless and destitute women. I kept attentive and 

profound focus on their narration because it was easy to lose them as they do not have a stable 

place to live. These women move locations on an almost everyday basis due to the fear of 

harassment by police or men. Destitute women live in open spaces in front of government offices 

when they close down after 5 pm and that allows them to find some space to hide. It was 

extremely challenging to find them. So, it took more time than I had thought to wrap up. It was a 

significant work so I took the challenge and did it. I have described their narration one by one 

while developing them into themes that I described separately at the end of the chapter. Their 

voices came out with much ease as there were more emotions and bitterness involved with life 

and relationships, and that helped me to understand them and their feelings better. This chapter 

has narratives from 25 women. I had a target of reaching 30 of them but was unable to procure 

that number. I could have spent another summer there to find another five of them, but time 

matters, and since I had to wrap up my work in order to move forward, I left the number at 25. 

Margaret Alston (2014) in her edited book, Women, Political Struggles and Gender 

Equality in South Asia, while writing a section on gendering homelessness (Chapter by Paromita 

Chakravati) in a liberalized economy, talks about traditional livelihoods and how women emerge 

as primary bread earners and take up any work possible. She talks about the “kitchen” and how it 

associated with women; no matter where there are “lighting up stoves” (p. 123) on a pavement 

for children or for themselves, it befits their identity. Home or no home, women form a kitchen 

no matter where they go. Women's homelessness, as I have mentioned in my chapter, comes as a 

natural phenomenon as she does have access to land rights effortlessly, but for men, it can be a 

denial of right and is considered to be legal. It is the consequences of a long-enduring rule of a 

patriarchal system. 
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Chapter Five focuses on the voices of women in slums in poverty. This chapter, while 

exploring these voices, does it via themes from the beginning. It does not focus on individuals; 

rather, it focuses on a group of women who falls under the same theme. For instance, violence in 

shacks and patriarchal drama is one of the themes that revolves around the “legitimacy of 

violence” (Mander, 2015) that happens within the household and outside. Women are susceptible 

to violence as it is considered legitimate if a man does it but is not so legitimate when a woman 

does it. These women have no choice. The ban on liquors in Bihar has proven to be one of the 

bright sides, but that has not been a final solution for these women. One of these women 

projected that once the ban (obviously it is not going to stay forever) is over, these men will go 

back to their same old habit and with bring all the trouble back again. 

This chapter also explores other themes; for example, women's role in the informal 

economy, women labor, child poverty, and abandoned women. These themes were important to 

discuss as the narratives were strong and needed attention. The abandoned wives section was 

extremely important because numerous women had men who left them behind when migrating. 

Legal marriages did not help these women reunite with their husbands, nor did it stop the 

husbands from remarrying other women. The daily abuse for being an abandoned wife was 

torturous, and I was humbled by the courage of these women who live with this notorious tag 

every day as if it was their own fault. Women accusing other women who do not even know that 

her time can come too as men in these shacks are prone to migrate to find work in bigger cities. I 

am not sure how women have the courage or ability to accuse other women when similar fates 

can fall upon them at any time. Nothing is permanent unless these women have the backing from 

man completely devoted and has the commitment not to fall prey to another woman. An 
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abundance of stories suggests that there are affairs happening all over and at the same time, men 

accuse their women of extramarital affairs in order to force violence. 

Since this research can easily continue, I will find more time to work on themes in the 

future. I am sure there will be more scholars involved to bring this issue to the forefront. These 

themes definitely require more focus and research especially about Bihar. Human history has 

told a lot of stories in the past and still has a lot more to tell. Its contribution is important as the 

world we live in is full of injustices and requires people like Mahatma Gandhi and Martin Luther 

King who believed in non-violence, love, and forgiveness and also scholars like Dr. Bhimrao 

Ramji Ambedkar also known as Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar, who fought for Dalit rights 

tenaciously and gave them space in the Indian Constitution. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Why do we need or have an urge to focus on poverty? Do reading, writing, and 

discussing about poverty still matter? What does poverty have to do with the era of 

development? Growth and GDP of a country should be enough to prove that nation-states are 

doing well and are powerful. Such measures should prove that developing countries have come 

far enough to produce proper results of growth and development. In the era that has seen so 

much growth, it is surprising that there is still a need to keep our attention focused minutely on 

the science of poverty and those directly affected by it. Poverty seems to be running parallel to 

growth and development. Uneven growth and development invites poverty to another level. 

Poverty is not only a focus on hunger; developing nations with power-hungry aspirations turn 

their normal vision to an abnormal one by refusing to acknowledge poverty at its most basic 

level: a lack of food, clothing, and shelter. 

Talking about poverty in women’s own words matter because women’s narratives matter. 

“Poverty is being sick and not being able to pay to see a doctor. Poverty is not having access to 

school and not knowing how to read. Poverty is not having a job; it is fear for the future; it is 

living one day at a time and not knowing if the next day will arrive. Poverty means losing a child 

to illness brought about by impure water. Poverty is powerlessness, lack of representation, and a 

loss of freedom” (World Bank, 2006, p. 2). “Poverty is also a lack of understanding of 

economics. It is also fear of losing parents to illness. Poverty has no relationships. Poverty 

affects health and the environment “(World Bank, 2006, p. 2). It can also be said that poverty is 

not equal for everybody. People can live in poverty with percentages because some are poorer 

than others. Finally, the feeling of being poor weighs heavily on people’s minds and hearts. 
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According to Narayan (2005), research subjects in Nigeria describe poverty “as the 

inability to exercise control over their lives.” The Older men in Nigeria usually say that, “If you 

want to do something and have no power to do it, it is taluchi/poverty” (p. 4). “Inadequate 

resources force poor people to think in terms of very short horizons. You can't think of the future 

because you can only see how to survive in the present,” says a group of youths in Ecuador 

(Narayan, 2005, p.4). 

While doubts have arrived by seeing the recent case of abuse of minor girls by an NGO 

in Bihar, nongovernmental and religious organizations are much valued in assisting the poor 

where they exist because of the government policies not being focused or enough for the needs 

of the marginalized. For some, these organizations are like saviors. However, they, too, are often 

“seen as not accountable or as refusing to listen to the needs of the poor. Religious organizations 

are also at fault for excluding people of other denominations from their beneficence, thereby 

sowing seeds of disunity in communities” (p.5). Other leading organizations also do not value 

the poor. Poverty and development is always connected, especially in the era of globalization. 

Poverty in the global south worsened after the term development was coined and was replicated. 

How is development defined in the present era? Development has been defined and 

understood to mean economic growth that sustains people and the country. The term was 

formulated in the 1940s with the belief that modernization brings prosperity. Institutionalization 

of the term development, however, became problematic. The Truman Doctrine was seen as a 

“still youthful Uncle Sam eager to solve the problems of world poverty” (see Peet & Hartwick, 

1999, p. 145). According to Escobar, development “is a result of establishment of a set of 

relations among these elements, institutions, and the practices and systemization of these 

relations to form a whole” (1995, p. 40). Marx saw it as if “commodities were congealed 
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quantities of labor or crystals of a social substance, and as such were values” (Peet & Hartwick, 

1999). 

Neo Marxist theory argued “the ability of individuals to freely dispose of their labor and 

the freedom of equals to meet in the market,” or the conditions advocated by Hobbes, Locke, 

Hume, and Smith are the “essence of human freedom and equality” (Hobbes, et al., 1647, 1997, 

p. 97). Feminist theory of development had viewed that the progressive and liberal era will bring 

more women’s participation and improve their shares of resources. It was also predicted that 

women will have better employment opportunities, but in the 1970s, studies documented that 

women were more burdened and were participating in unpaid labor. It was found that the UN 

Decade for Women actually worsened the condition of women rather than improving it in terms 

of education, health, nutrition, and employment (Peet & Hartwick, 1999). Considering 

development as a part of the modern era, Peet and Hartwick (1999) noted that the sociocultural 

dimensions of societies play a key role and are superior in the modes of production, i.e., goods 

and services. They state that “development is a founding belief of the modern world” (p. 1). 

Amartya Sen, in his book, Development as Freedom (2000), enters the thought of a “world of 

capabilities” by defining development as personal freedom and focuses on how society grants 

individuals the capacity of taking part in creating their own livelihoods, governing their own 

affairs, and approaching human capability. Esteva (2003) views this as a creation of hegemony. 

He says that the word underdeveloped used by Truman (post-World War II) actually changed the 

meaning of “development and created the emblem, a euphemism, used ever since to allude, 

either discreetly or inadvertently, to the era of American Hegemony” (p. 6). 

There have been many frameworks built to define the term development, but theories 

agree on a common notion that is concentrated on economic growth and progress of human 
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societies through industrialization and urbanization which also includes technological 

advancement as a tool of the modern era. Silvey (2009) explained that “the spatial stage of 

contemporary development has taken shape in relation to the sedimented histories of the 

capitalist development of colonial, imperial, and post-second world war political economies” (p. 

508). 

Charlton, in her book Women in Third World Development, notes that development has 

also implied “a notion of historical change derived from western European secular and scientific 

thought” (Charlton, 1984, p. 7). However, Charlton continues to insist upon conceptualizing 

development: 

“Conceptualizing development will require more than a single book, but to understand 

the issues facing women, one must be aware of some problems related by scholars and 

practitioners as the attempt to understand development. For both intellectual and practical 

reasons, conceptualizations of development reflect historical experience and individual values. It 

is therefore not surprising that these concepts continue to evolve” (p. 7). 

She continues to argue that since most societies treat women as secondary citizens, it is 

hard to propose an idea that “improvement in their status” might be seen as a threat to people 

who bear more wealth and power. Integration of women in the process of development is 

intricate as it “challenges social and political structures, the distribution of wealth and cultural 

mores” (p. 21). She mentions this as a revolutionary step (Charlton, 1984, p. 22). Though 

Charlton talks about integrating women in the course of development, scholars like Rogers 

(1979) blame the transformation of economy into a “cash economy” and “the pursuit of 

individual security through accumulation of material wealth (totally the opposite of a traditional 

system of using wealth as gifts to accumulate security though personal obligation) is also 
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channeled thorough men” (p. 37). The process of development affects women’s natural and 

realistic relationship with the environment, and women who are living in slums suffered the 

most. Boserup’s (1970) seminal work makes this connection between labor and nature. 

Global poverty is not a new phenomenon. People falling into poverty and getting out of 

poverty is an ongoing process through all regions of the world, encompassing all cultures. 

Despite a century of research and policy change regarding this topic, there is still no perfect 

answer as to why poverty continues to exist and what can be done to eradicate it. The persistence 

of poverty in developing countries presents a fundamental indicator of a problem in the 

understanding of poverty, which is that the basic model used to define it is flawed. Policies of 

international organizations who propose solutions for large-scale poverty reduction, which 

includes World Bank and International Monetary Fund (IMF), have been both honored and 

criticized for their methods, but in order to further examine poverty and its impact on women in 

India, we need to examine questions such as: How was poverty defined and who participated? 

Where are women in this process of understating poverty and reduction? Do women use a coping 

strategy of their own? What is the status of human rights? Is poverty connected to human rights? 

Even with billions of dollars being spent annually on development, women continue to 

live in abject poverty despite the implementation of development programs in Asia, Africa, and 

Latin America. My research will discuss the concepts, characteristics, and origins of global 

poverty and what it means to women living in Indian slums and those who are destitute through 

conversation and interaction with these women. It will also question how poverty has been 

defined in past decades via scholarly debates that have dominated this topic, including 

development. This thesis will further discuss the focus of this research, keeping feminization of 
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poverty as its main theme and using the theoretical framework of gender and development 

(GAD) and women and development (WAD) as well as feminist theory. 

The problems of neoliberal policies (i.e. free market) and its effects upon women’s 

livelihood include politics, government policies, and the role of feminists’ critiques of the 

process and the agenda. Poverty is gendered as men and women experience poverty in different 

ways. It will examine the United Nations and other international organizations’ efforts in 

supporting women by creating a new focus on programs that create gender equality. The purpose 

of these programs is to support women’s fight for their rights and needs as a possible solution for 

sustaining their own lives and families. 

The existence of global poverty has survived across cultures and geographical regions, 

with a percentage of people always living at the bottom of the social strata. Many times, poverty 

has been seen as a system perpetuated by others. Oyen (2005) makes a very clear illustration by 

elaborating that some people are in favor of “sustaining poverty” for their own benefit. She states 

that elites and dictators are visible perpetuators as their “power is built on these uneducated and 

poor people who cannot mobilize resistance” (Oyen, 2005, p. 309). Oyen defines some 

perpetuations as deliberate and some as accidental. For example, she states that women in a 

family do the most work and produce the maximum labor, but the economy is controlled by men. 

Women’s labor is wasted in many daily jobs as they do not have the right to make economic 

decisions which could assist in improved living conditions or investment in the future. Naturally 

occurring perpetuators of poverty include war, ethnic conflicts, and natural disasters (Oyen, 

2005; Narayan, 2010). 

Oyen claims that the term global poverty has not been clearly defined and 

conceptualized. She makes it very clear that the representation of poor people is portrayed in a 
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negative way, and that crude picture continues to dominate the scenario. She argues that 

stereotypes promote misinformation such as “poor people are said to enjoy living with garbage 

all around them” (p. 300). She suggests that stereotyping “takes over for a more detailed and 

factual description about courses and manifestations of poverty” (p. 300). Oyen also makes a 

good point that theoretical knowledge on poverty and its processes is very limited. Even though 

there are many theories to explain poverty, “the scientific foundation for understanding poverty 

is still weak” (Oyen, 2005, p. 301). While Oyen describes the “tale telling” process as occurring 

when “empirical knowledge about the poor was scarce, tale telling substituted the facts” (Oyen, 

2005, p. 300). 

While some studies have investigated the truth behind these stories, many merely 

perpetuate the unfounded myths of the lazy poor who refuse to help themselves. Yapa’s (1996) 

notion of studying poverty depends on the location of the author on the subject. His object of 

inquiry is not a solution to poverty; rather, he chooses the academic discourse of how one can 

engage in the understanding of poverty critically. As academicians teach and write and are 

exposed to wider audiences, he notes that they are more qualified to make an objective definition 

of poverty. Razavi (1998) also seems to keep a closed loop with Yapa on poverty. He claims that 

understanding the “position of gender analysis of poverty is not much about whether women 

suffer more from poverty than men, but it is rather about how gender differentiates the social 

processes leading to poverty and the routes of destitution” (Razavi, 1998, p. ii). He emphasizes 

the importance of the analysis rather than the blame. Jordan (2008) stipulates that the field of 

location-based poverty “is highly-politicized cultural explanations of the persistence of poverty 

and also of policies which promoted exit from poor communities rather than investment in their 

physical infrastructures” (p. 117). 
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Krishna (2010) has a slightly different approach in understanding and defining poverty. 

He believes that poverty is not a stable process but keeps changing over time. He views poverty 

as a “resultant of two trends.” Krishna defines these trends as “falling into poverty” and the other 

as “escaping from poverty” (2010, p. 5; 2011). In his book, One Illness Away, he has defined it 

as “dynamic in nature” (p. 7). He describes that “change constantly refigures the pool of the poor 

which is simultaneously both ebbing and growing” (p. 5). At times, he uses the term “new poor” 

for those who have fallen into poverty considerably later in their lives. He gives an example of a 

woman named Khadijja Nantoga from Uganda who had a good life initially but has fallen into 

“dire poverty” due to her husband’s death, who was the only source of income in the house. The 

author explains that women are more often prone to falling into poverty. However, at the same 

time, he argues that the “definition of being a poor varies, but experiences of poverty across the 

regions and countries stay similar” (2010, p. 2). He points out that people in most places “face 

two sets of events,” and it is the “balance of negative and positive events they experience that 

determines which direction they will take” (Krishna, 2010, p. 162; 2011). 

Dannecker and Sieveking (2009) argue that the role of gender empowerment and gender 

mainstreaming was picked up as the latest cause touted by national and international actors in the 

name of development. The WAD and GAD frameworks were alluring, but it did not produce a 

better image than either ranking women as victims or a solid development agent. This era of neo 

liberal policies and free market economy has initiated discourses that represent them as the same 

stereotypes in spite of their achievements: 

“Certainly, development is a contested terrain. But even though there are many different 

visions of development, a mainstream and dominant development discourse exists, 

focusing on economic development and market growth as the most important means to 
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initiate development and transformation processes in less developed countries”. 

(Dannecker& Sieveking, 2009, p. 6) 

Peet suggests that “if growth produces more Wal-Mart junk rather than schools or clinics, 

it is not development” (p. 2). Development, poverty, and human rights are connected. According 

to the 2008 UN report, poverty has been seen as an obstacle to human rights. “The International 

Decade for the Eradication of Poverty (1997-2006) has been proclaimed by the United Nations. 

The special theme chosen for 1998, within the context of the Decade and the celebration of the 

fiftieth anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, is Poverty, human rights, and 

development” (UN.ORG). Living in poverty involves the denial of human rights as a whole. 

According to “Article 1 of the Universal Declarations of Human Rights, all human beings are 

born free and equal in dignity and rights (HRD Report, 2000). They are “endowed with reason 

and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood” (HRD Report, 

2000). The Human Development Report 2000 further stated, “Poverty cannot be banished 

without the realization of human rights.” It has to be noted that, “A decent standard of living, 

adequate nutrition, health care, education and decent work and protection against calamities are 

not just development goals – they are also human rights” (UN, 2000). Other scholars like Sano, 

(2000) have noted that “Development should rightly be seen as an integral part of human rights.” 

Defining Slums and Women in Poor Settlements: 

In poor countries, slums make up 30-70% of urban populations (Hickman, 2008). Slums 

of low cost housing settlements are said to be a vague concept yet are a harsh reality of urban 

life. Generally, this relates to a large segment of a poor population living in the cities with no 

basic amenities available for them. There are negative connotations related to it as the sanitary 

conditions are poor and crime rates are usually high due to its unsafe housing conditions. This 
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criminal history goes back to the 19th century when “racketing and criminal trade” focused on 

urban districts of the poor (Nylund, 2009, p. 12). Slums are getting larger as urbanization is 

growing, land costs are increasing and more and more people are moving to cities to find 

employment. There are many terms for defining slums, and names vary by country: barrios in 

Venezuela, shantytowns in South Africa, jhuggis, jhopri, tabelas, and tabkka in India, and favelas 

in Brazil (p. 16). Sociologists have coined other terms such as “blight area, renewal area, 

deteriorated area, gray area, lower class neighborhood, and squatter settlements” (Ramana, 2002, 

p. 4). Scholarly discussions have termed slums as an organized and disorganized place. Frazier, 

Clinard, Desai, and Pillai (Ramana, 2004) have ranked them as disorganized and find poverty to 

be the core reason to reside in these settlements while Whyte (2008) focuses more on 

reorganizing rather than seeing them as a negative concept (as cited in Ramana, 2002). Sandhu 

(2005) argues that slums dwellers in the city have plans to reorganize themselves, and he found 

them “structurally marginal but not culturally.” He declares that these residents do not live in 

dark and despair; instead, they are inspired to get their children educated (p. 6). 

Weibe (1975; as cited in Sandhu, 2005) has pointed out that these slum dwellers socially 

reorganize themselves and relate to the environment in which they live. Bapat (1983; as cited in 

Sandhu, 2005) blames the city planners for the root cause of this problem. Stokes (1962) has 

another take on slums. He explains that slums are not much about appearance as it is about the 

“relationship between the slum and it inhabitants and that neighbor and its inhabitants which the 

city regards as having met the minimum livability standards” (p. 188). He says that a slum in 

Lima might not be defined in the same way as a slum in Guayaquil as the “theory of slum growth 

correlates with the theory of city growth” (p. 188), and each city has a different pace of growth. 
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On Slum Growth: 

“At present, approximately one billion people in a global population of six billion live in 

urban slums. By 2030, when the global population is expected to have increased to eight billion, 

the number of slum dwellers will double to two billion. Half of the expected population increase 

over the next three decades will consist of slum dwellers in impoverished cities, particularly in 

sub-Saharan Africa, Latin America, and South Central Asia” (Sclar, 2003, p. 1381). 

The Times of India report (2011) found that the “newly released census data shows 

families living in slums have a far better child sex ratio than the urban Indian average”. There are 

three kinds of slums: notified slums, recognized slums, and identified slums. Notified slums have 

a clear-cut policy while the non-notified do not. Recognized slums and identified slums are those 

with the status of slums, and there is a government intake in those slums (Times of India, 2011). 

Over a third of India’s slum dwellers live in unrecognized slums. Over 65 million people live in 

slums, up from 52 million in 2001, but slum populations have grown slower than the average 

urban population over the last decade. The average household living in a slum is no larger than 

an average urban Indian household, with 4.7 family members (Times of India, 2011). The child 

sex ratio (0-6 years) of an average slum household is 922 girls for every 1,000 boys, compared to 

905 for urban India. The census defines a slum as “residential areas where dwellings are unfit for 

human habitation” because they are dilapidated, cramped, poorly ventilated, unclean, or “any 

combination of these factors which are detrimental to the safety and health” and covers all 4,041 

legislative towns in India (Times of India, 2011). With over 11 million of its residents in slums, 

Maharashtra has the highest slum population; 4.6 million of them in identified slums. Andhra 

Pradesh follows with over 10 million living in slums, and West Bengal and Uttar Pradesh have 

over 6 million slum residents each (Times of India, 2011). Times of India reported, over 1 million 
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of Delhi’s 1.7 million slum residents live in identified slums. Until December 2011, Bihar did 

not have an official slum policy. Bihar remains controversial in determining the number of its 

population living in slums (Times of India, 2011). One non-profit organization reports that it has 

63.5 percent of Bihar’s population living in slums while some claims is it only 25 percent (PRIA, 

2012). The population of destitutes (homeless) is not known. 

Harsh Mander, who worked as a high ranking official for Indian Administrative Services 

(IAS) for many years, has seen poverty up-close. He wrote seven books on poverty and broken 

policies of the Indian government. His books have compared many aspects of poverty and have 

gone in depth to reflect on this issue. There have been many officials since the country 

celebrated its freedom in 1947, but few have been able to actually focus and write on this 

extremely important issue. Anirudh Krishna, mentioned in the beginning of the chapter, was also 

an Indian administrative official who resigned from his job and pursued a Doctoral degree in 

Cornell University to teach about and research poverty. Books written on poverty and pro-poor 

policies have been focused upon by these two high ranked officials alone. India, being a 

developing country and having a population in the billions for decades now, needs this attention 

at the highest level. Indian government and policy makers are not only responsible for forming 

and implementing those policies, but should also be made accountable for making the 

environment aware that policies do not work unless one has the courage to reject the culture of 

poverty. According to Mander, people in India are comfortable with the culture of poverty, so 

policies do not improve. People tend to turn a blind eye toward a problem that is not of 

immediate concern instead of addressing the issue. Mander is among those few bureaucrats who 

tend to keep the issue alive, continuing to talk about the importance of this issue in all of his 

books and articles. 
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Mander’s book Ash in the Belly has many significant episodes that one can never forget 

the impact of poverty on one’s life. The book describes India’s never-ending battle with poverty, 

its love with poverty, and the ramifications of hunger. Seventeen chapters are divided into three 

sections: Stories Beyond Numbers, Hunger and Governance, and Hunger and Justice. The 

chapter “Gender, Social Exclusion, and Food” talks about caste and religious discrimination and 

debt bondage. It discusses the recent international survey by Trust Law that mentions India takes 

fourth position in the list with Afghanistan in being most dangerous for women to live. 

Figure 2.1: Source: BBC 

India’s obsession with sons has encouraged sex-selective abortions and female 

infanticide. The numbers are so terrible that it feels shameful to even talk about. While Nicholas 

Kristof claims in his book, Half the Sky (2008), that “women hold half of the sky.” Mander, 

thinks they occupy more than half. The Trust Law report concluded that 44.5 percent of Indian 

girls get married before the age of eighteen (government-declared legal marriage age for girls). 
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The report also mentions that “50 million girls in the past century are missing and die due female 

infanticide and feticide” (p. 43). Mander also reveals in his book that “women disproportionately 

bear a large part of the cruel burdens to hunger and malnutrition” (p. 49). Malnutrition definitely 

tends to increase the risk of maternal mortality. Also, it seems to be ironic to see women suffer 

by these as culturally, women are the ones who play a major role in “ensuring the food security 

of their households by procuring, storing, and cooking not just for their own children but all the 

members” (Mander,2012) They cook and secure life and health for others but not themselves. It 

is said that if there is inadequate food in the house, women also come forward for “wage 

employment” and make money to run the household, and in spite of initiating all these efforts, 

sometimes women in the family remain hungry. 

India for centuries has accumulated “social injustice,” patriarchal injustice, caste 

discrimination and the injustice that follows it, religious prejudices, and daily neglect and 

humiliation of people with disabilities. This book has plenty to offer. 

His other book, Unheard Voices (2001), has twenty short stories. While most of the 

stories in this book are comprised of small narratives, it still provides a picture of real world 

sufferings. The chapter “Home on the Streets” captures the essence of being marginalized by 

Indian society and of leaving home at just eight years old. To escape the abuse and violent fights 

at home, he ran away from the house and landed up in the streets. His father beat his mother and 

ultimately threw his mother out of the house. The two young siblings (his sister and himself) 

were left alone. His father’s second marriage proved to be brutal, and the youth made his own 

way in the city. As a child, the pain of being snubbed by family and being hungry on the streets 

demonstrates the pains of exploitation and the desire to return home despite its own dangers. 

However, Ananda decides to stay back, continuing to work as a rag picker and later as a street 
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vendor. His life evolves because he is lucky enough to find a good person who comes forward to 

help in his most dire need. While this may be rare, in some cases, it has happened. 

Unlike this story, Mander has touched up a story of rape that had shocked the nation for 

months in the 1970s. It was brutal, provoking the making of a movie, Bawander, focusing on the 

rape victim Bhanwari Devi. The court did not convict the rapists, and the resulting talk of the 

village focused upon the fact that as the rapists belonged to a higher caste, convicting them for 

actions against a low-caste, or Dalit woman, was a tough job. Questions circled around why she 

was raped, focusing on the fact that Bhanwari Devi had joined and was trained by an NGO called 

SAATHIN that worked to prevent child marriage. Bhanwari Devi was seen as an intruder, a 

threat for countless higher caste people who gave away their daughters at a very young age. 

Challenging a culture and custom, and coming from a low caste (Shudras/untouchables) 

community, such actions bruise the ego of a community, striking at the core of their hearts, but 

raping a woman of that particular caste seems not to be beneath their behavior, and she is not 

considered untouchable when it comes to raping her. This also speaks to the stripping away of 

humanity from women growing up in low-caste poverty desiring to take back their humanity. 

Another book, Ripped Chest (2004), written in three sections, reveals the truth behind 

public policy and the poor in India. Mander claims that “Unconscionable levels of poverty 

persist in India despite that fact that the Indian state implements some of the largest and most 

ambitious public works and micro-credit programs designed to combat rural poverty” (p. 141). It 

is estimated that the world’s biggest poor population resides in India, and it is also said that these 

people are poorer than the poor of Sub-Saharan Africa. 

Mander’s other book, A Fractured Freedom (2012), has glimpses of people that he says 

are “too poor to matter,” and adds, “compassion is scarce.” Mander laments that there are simple 
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solutions of which we were one. He covers the period of 2004 to 2011 where he also talks about 

Narendra Modi, current Prime Minister of India who was then the Chief Minister of Gujarat, 

who was blamed for his state sponsored ethnic cleansing of Muslim, ethnic minorities. It was 

terrible, but Mander brings in a chapter discussing this “process of guilt” and the journey one 

embraces while they move forward from such a situation. The court gave Modi a clean record, 

but stories of those brutal incidents continue to trouble his administration. The book has 129 

stories in total that describe various aspects of India’s marginalized in chapters such as “Denying 

Starvation,” “Hunger and the Market,” “Death in the Street,” “Homeless on a Winter Night,” “To 

be a Muslim in India Today,” “The Loneliness of Hunger,” “Unwanted Daughters,” “Unequal 

India and Hunger,” and “Hiding the Poor.” The stories are short but add narrative value to the 

subject of poverty as they reflect on life stories, making us rethink the dire situation. The 

remarkable aspect of Mander’s stories are his efficiency in combining politics, corruption, daily 

life, brutality, and current policies together. The chapter “Hunger in the Valley (Disputed 

Kashmir),” discusses the states, like Bihar, UP, Bengal, Jharkhand, that are known for being 

impoverished. Most of the research on poverty has been done in these states, but it was 

heartbreaking to learn about the poverty in Kashmir. One always has an image of Kashmir as a 

beautiful land with beautiful people, so its poignancy is harsher in the light of its current truth. 

We should not be so shocked by this report because the dispute has been going on for years, 

severely affecting those already marginalized. The recent incident of eight-year-old Kashmiri girl 

Asifa shook the nation, proving even more that those marginalized in the valley are the worst 

sufferers. The girl belonged to the Gujjar nomad tribe; the community is known as an 

agricultural community. This incident also showed the ugly face of religious hatred. Asifa, being 
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a poor child from a poor family, definitely paid the price for it. She was a bright girl born in a 

marginalized community but was considered less deserving to live because her family was poor. 

Mander’s Looking Away (2015, 2016) has a collection of short stories. Similar to his 

other books, this one also has three sections. This book’s cover depicts a man sleeping on his 

belly with “two dirty feet with no toe in one” raises much rage and a true face of poverty and 

homelessness. Definitely the picture is of a homeless man sleeping on the street. The chapter 

“Limits to our Empathy” talks about the gang rape of the paramedical student in Delhi, 

“Nirbhaya.” Mander focused on the display of people’s empathy because unaffiliated people also 

gathered at the candle march and asked for justice for the young student. This showcases the 

story of a middle class family and the enraged people in Delhi that he calls “middle class 

empathy.” Incidents of brutal rape in India has caught the attention of international media outlets 

like BBC and Al Jazeera. 

Cities that “inhibit the most unsafe human beings are homeless women and girls.” The 

first women’s shelter was established by Mander, and when he asked one of the girls what had 

changed most in their lives after entering the shelter, one woman replied, “For the first time in 

seventeen years, when I close my eyes at night, I am assured no one will molest me” (p. 278). 

His other book (Shah,2006, et.al), Untouchability in Rural India, investigated to a great 

extent incidences of untouchability in different spheres of life in contemporary India; it was not 

just an exercise for academic curiosity or a contribution to scholarly debates but to make people 

understand that the “untouchability is a practice that profoundly affects the lives and psyches of 

millions of Indians, and we believe that it concerns all citizen and requires urgent action for the 

state and civil society” (p. 164). If it were the case “that it concerns every citizen,” then the 

situation would have been improved on a larger scale by now. There are still people coming 
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forward to object to the Dalit Reservation Policies (equal to affirmative action policies of the 

United States) and have been protesting against these policies. This is where the narratives that 

Harsh Mander has written are extremely short and precise, and my work would help in 

expanding it further to make it more visible to people who have not been systematic in reading or 

observing the work of poor and of women in particular. Poverty is not actually hidden. People 

see it every day but do not care to recognize it. Women’s poverty is more visible to others, but it 

still is not clearly recognized. My work identifies with his work, but my work is more elaborate 

and has given more voice to these women. 

A book edited by Margaret Alston, Women, Political Struggles, and Gender Equality in 

South Asia (2014), has numerous chapters on the issues of women and poverty but are not 

focused on narratives in particular. The book is more focused on data and analysis rather that the 

narratives but does capture the moods and thoughts of homeless women. The chapter by 

Paromita Chakravati expresses how it feels to “live on the edge” of society. She talks about new 

social movements like “Occupy Wall Street” and the youth unrest in Bangladesh. She also uses 

words like “unhoused population” for homeless growing fast and how economic reforms are not 

able to catch up with it. She goes further into squatter settlements and the delegitimized status of 

the homeless. “Gendering the Homeless” is a worthy section in her chapter to refocus on women 

and the workings of the “Feminization of Poverty.” She also puts emphasis on homeless 

women’s movements, trying to compare them with feminist movements, and makes a case that 

most “mass movements” lose sight of women’s issues. Definitely, she has made much effort to 

focus on “female agency in conditions of abject poverty and insecurity” through Mehfuza’s short 

story. Chakravati brings attention to the public and private space of women and poor women’s 

living experience in public space helps her in conceptualizing it. 
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The one and only book I found that talked of the specifics and importance of women’s 

narratives is Rosanne Rimstead’s book, Remnants of Nation (2001, 2013). The book is mostly 

written about women in Canada with short examples. The writer does make a case that there is 

hardly any literature on women’s narratives and for poor women; it even showcases the 

vulnerability of women easily falling prey to poverty. This eight-section book talks about the 

powerful images of women in poverty and how those images have helped in understanding their 

lives better. The book mentions writer Bryan Green, who has argued that sociologists must 

become better readers of poverty by learning to resist the government-operated system of data 

collecting. 

We are part of the struggle for understanding poverty and other social issues better. Focus 

on government documents and other means diverts us from the goal of doing work, so we should 

resist those and create “more emancipatory ways of reading poverty” (p. 3) that allows us to 

avoid “government documents and official inquiry as an ultimate way to know the poor” 

(Rimstead, 2013, p. 3). Rimstead mentions that there is a constant “struggle between poor and 

non-poor that actually costs human lives. They live shorter lives, are victims of more violence, 

die more frequently in childbirth and from disease, and are more like to freeze to death on air 

vents in our cities or die in mine tragedies and other work-related accidents than the non-poor” 

(p. 3). That is where narratives and their life stories matter in order to create a more 

compassionate and emancipatory culture and environment that leans towards resolving the issue. 

No One Will Let Her Live (Snell-Wood, 2015), is written on the struggles of women 

living in Delhi’s (India’s capital city) slum. Being a country capital of state size and with living 

wage opportunities available, Delhi’s urban poverty rate is exponentially greater than in other 

areas. This four-chapter book definitely has more stories compared to any of the other books 
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reviewed here. The author’s effort to learn Hindi (national language of India) in order to 

understand women’s stories is commendable, but not all from my understanding; not all women 

in slums speak the same language, and this is where it becomes trickier; without strong 

understanding of regional languages and dialects, it is hard to follow their narratives. Most of the 

Delhi (state) population has an immigrant population, and a majority of settlers in these slums 

are from Delhi and Uttar Pradesh, where regional languages form the language of daily 

interactions and communication. Even if knowledge of Hindi is strong, it is difficult to 

understand those stories that women narrate in depth. This is where my own understanding of 

regional languages provided me entrance into the sharpness of the narratives of homeless women 

and women living in slums of my city. 

Powerful narratives by women living in poverty has barely been harnessed. Adverse 

situations in which women live have made them resilient, but as the rich get richer, the poor get 

poorer, and nothing seems to change the lives of those living in poverty. However, feminists 

have tried to capture evidence that gives us a glimpse of the essence of the lives led by the 

impoverished. Deborah Pearce (1970) coined the term “feminization of poverty” when thinking 

about women living in poverty. She had observed it for years and had come to the conclusion 

that households with women as the head were poorer compared to households headed by men. 

Despite it being 2018, we are still talking about equal pay for equal work. Women and their 

poverty seem like a movie that most of the population watches with anger, but policy makers still 

love to relax on the shoulders of a myth that “it is not a required to take action” on their part. 

Feminist Dilemmas in Fieldwork (Wolf, 1996), the book that has guided me through the 

process, has encouraged me to be accountable for the people I interviewed and the writings on 

which I am focused. More importantly, it reminded me of the cultural sensitivity of people living 
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in a different situation can be triggered through the use of language, especially body language. 

This book also reminded me that being an insider in this world is definitely being at the right 

place. I have the strength to use my skills and language to understand the right sentiments of 

these women because following a chain of languages and dialects are my strengths. The culture 

of communication between communities need to develop positively, and that is all we need in 

order to process the scholarly body of work that will ensue from this process. 

To conclude, I feel strongly about what Helen Sword (2009) mentioned in her book 

regarding how they are “made up of stories-the researcher’s story, the research story, the stories 

of individual subjects and participants, the backstory-each to which contains various plots twists 

of its own” (p. 88). It is a fundamental question to ask as a researcher, “Which story or stories do 

I want you to tell, and how can I tell them more effectively?” (p. 88). 
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CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH GOALS AND METHODOLOGY 

Introduction: 

This chapter outlines the methodologies that have been used to collect data on the lives of 

destitute and slum women, two categories of women that were my target group. “Destitute” 

women are homeless women who have been abandoned by their families or have chosen to live 

outside the home due to other reasons like domestic abuse or who do not have a proper support 

system available. Women who live in slums are categorized as those who mostly live with 

families consisting of parents and siblings and/or husbands and children. India is considered to 

be one of the fastest developing countries in the world; however, this growth does not slow the 

establishment of new slums. Large scale migration from rural to urban areas and the 

implementation of structural development has left people settling in slums rather than going back 

home. The number of slums has increased over time, making urban poverty even worse. The 

numbers that has been published i.e. 55 and then 75 and then 95 and 105 now sets a record that it 

has increased over the years. It is a historical trend in India due to rapid urbanization as more 

people are rushing to the city for income and better life which seems to be only partially true. 

The main focus of the study was city of Patna, the capital of Bihar state, India. But I had 

to travel to other cities to reach my target goal of participants. Patna, during the rule of King 

Ajatshatru in early 4th century BEC, was the capital of India and was called Patliputra. Post-1947 

independence, Patna being the capital city had most of the basic utilities like water, gas, and 

electricity available compared to other cities in Bihar. Since it is the capital city, most of the 

government’s attention is focused upon urban planning in Patna instead of the rest of the state. 

People tend to move to Patna seeking a better place to live in order to improve the family’s living 
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standard and acquire a better education, so the population of Patna rose dramatically post-

independence. This urban population expansion in order to seek employment has contributed in 

raising urban poverty and homelessness, as well. Patna’s current population, according to India’s 

2011 census, is 1,684,222, of which male and female numbers are 893,399 and 790,823, 

respectively (http://www.census2011.co.in/census/city/174-patna.html). This trend is visible 

countrywide due to female infanticide and other gender-related atrocities that happen in India. In 

recent years, it has increased. Gender imbalance is prevalent. Patna has 6 subdivisions: (a) Patna 

Sadar, (b) Patna City, (c) Barh, (d) Danapur, (e) Masaurhi, and (f) Paliganj. Slums are spread 

out, but since Patna Sadar is more populated, it has more. 

Poverty is extremely visible in Patna. There has been rise in the informal settlements to 

accommodate the growing population, and thus, this has added to urban poverty. 

“Informal Settlements are residential areas where: (a) inhabitants have no security of 

tenure vis-à-vis the land or dwellings they inhabit, with modalities ranging from squatting to 

informal rental housing; (b) the neighborhoods usually lack, or are cut off from, basic services 

and city infrastructure; and (c) the housing may not comply with current planning and building 

regulations, and is often situated in geographically and environmentally hazardous areas In 

addition, informal settlements can be a form of real estate speculation for all income levels of 

urban residents, affluent and poor. Slums are the most deprived and excluded form of informal 

settlements characterized by poverty and large agglomerations of dilapidated housing often 

located in the most hazardous urban land. In addition to tenure insecurity, slum dwellers lack 

formal supply of basic infrastructure and services, public space and green areas, and are 

constantly exposed to eviction, disease and violence” (World Bank, 2008; Approaches to urban 

slums, UN-Habitat 2015; Streets as tools for urban transformation in slums, Cities Alliance, 

http://www.census2011.co.in/census/city/174-patna.html
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2010; Building Cities, Cities Alliance, World Bank, and UN-Habitat 2002; Cities without 

Slums). 

There are more than 105 slums (the numbers have been not consistent) in the city; most 

are urban and located in the middle of the city while some are far away, closer to villages. For 

the purpose of census, they are identified as “Notified Slums,” “Recognized Slums,” and 

“Identified Slums.” All “notified areas” in a town or city are labeled as Slum by the state, Union 

Territory administration, or local government under all acts, including a state Slum Act. All areas 

recognized as Slum by state, UT administration, or local government, housing, and slum boards 

may not have been formally classified as a slum under any act. An Identified slum is a compact 

area with a population of at least 300 people, or about 60-70 households of poorly built, 

congested tenements, in unhygienic environments, usually with inadequate infrastructure, 

lacking proper sanitary and drinking water facilities (Identified, Census of India, 2011) (see 

Figure 3.1). These are government terms that allow them to classify neighborhoods. The labels 

are taken from the 2011 census data, which is confirmed by the commissioner of city and are 

accurate in terms of labeling. Identified slums are mostly supported by government programs 

like water and other basic facilities while the slums that are not identified do not have basic 

facilities available. 

This chapter will discuss the purpose of this study, the ways in which the data was 

collected, data analysis and interpretations, narratives of the women’s stories told by them, and 

other evidence that was collected. The first part of the chapter reflects upon the development 

theories that have been applied while doing this research. The second part focuses on the process 

of data collection. The final part of the chapter examines the other informants like health, basic 
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immunities that were found during the process of this data collection, limitations, and the 

challenges encountered during the field visit. 

Figure 3.1: A typical Patna slum. Source: PRIA 

Focus: 

McQuoid and Dijst (2012) focused on the fact that “in studies on poverty, emotional 

experiences of persons with dynamic and shifting geographical context is lacking” (p. 28). My 

broad purpose for this study was to examine how poverty works in slums and within homeless 

women in Bihar, which also included looking into the work of nonprofits on this particular 

subject, specifically what their role is and what use they are in the solution to poverty. Within 

this, I focused on the daily life experiences of these women who have actually lived or are living 

in poverty, i.e., women who have spent most of their lives dealing with this issue. My focus was 

entirely on evoking solid, real, and powerful narratives from these women. My own interest in 

this these women and their lives was the product of myself and my parents who lived a very 

humble life not far from these very slums. In addition to this, studying gender and a strong 

consideration to feminism, gender empowerment, and development were major reasons to 

elaborate on this subject. Very little literature was available in this area, especially about 

homeless women. There are hardly any government programs or any policies designed to protect 
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these people, rather they are keener to penalize and criminalize this population. (Cheng and 

Kumar, 2012).In doing so who cares about women of this population to hear their 

narration/native of their own, real-life stories and experiences. Voices kept hidden by poverty 

and gender would have remained inside. Stories of women in slums and homeless women were 

the only targets. Alongside hearing their stories, social support and male employment came to 

the forefront of their conversations. 

Over the span of more than 20 years, globalization hit the world in general and India 

specifically; women in Bihar also started contributing more toward economic growth. The fact 

remains, however, that women still live in poverty, which is why it is important to study this 

process. 

According to Marshal and Rossman (2011), this method is useful when “delve[ing] in 

depth into complexities and processes.”(p.90-91).This process helps in examining the 

discrepancies in policies that relate to the local population and to the marginalized in particular. 

In addition, other than from development studies, feminist studies, historical background reports, 

media, and print articles, a few journals, nonprofit reports, and small data, there are no scholarly 

articles that actually compared the lives of women in poverty in slums and the homeless. To be 

more specific, homelessness and homeless women who are also called “destitutes” are not a part 

of government policies or programs. Given that their status and visibility is so dim in the eyes of 

the government, their focus as a subject of research might have also slipped. This gives an 

opportunity for researchers to examine the important lives and lived experiences of both of these 

marginalized groups. Booth, Comb, and Williams (2008) summarized that the researcher must be 

candid. They laid their focus on doing research carefully is hard work “which consists of many 

task often competing with your attention at the same time” (p. 4), and “no matter how carefully 

https://2012).In
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you plan, research follows a crooked path, taking unexpected turns, sometimes blind alleys, even 

looping back in itself” (p. 5). They also focused on “working with a plan” (p. 5). The process can 

be very intimidating, and it was important to keep note of this process upon which these 

researchers emphasized. 

Though this research is heavily focused and fits into the category of ethnography, there is 

no denial of use of triangulations as Janesick (2000) and Richardson (1994) have discussed. This 

can also be said of mixed methods (partially) that were important for these data collections. My 

primary source of data collection was planned for qualitative semi-structured interviews 

(Sideman, 2006). But I very purposefully made it partially open ended as I involved myself in 

the entire process. Other methods include non-formal observations and using intense informal 

conversations with the women. While I observed the current living situations and condition of 

these women, I also investigated the texts and other articles to paint a real picture of the present 

scenario. Most of these texts are very old and have very little to say, but comparing them with 

real situations and their lived experience allowed to me to shape this research project. 

Poverty, as described by scholars and large institutions such as the World Bank in my 

literature review, is about money, shelter, food, and hunger. It is also about wrapping it in a 

mode of $1 or $2 a day. That is how we have seen it for ages, and that is the way it has been 

described. It seems to be more on the side of calculating poverty in numbers, and how poverty 

can be removed and resolved. While numbers play an important part in quantifying and 

analyzing poverty, finding out how these women define it, and how they feel living in that 

situation is equally important. While data and statistics might help in solving the issue to some 

extent, “lived experience in itself brings in some facts that allows us to look into these lives 

closely and in a more relevant way”. 
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Data Collection and Research Questions: 

Given the focus of the study on understanding local poverty through women in slums, an 

extended period of field stay was critical for the research. The field work for the research was 

spread over a 30-month period from 2015 through 2017. It took a bit longer than expected to 

reach the target number of participants and some follow up interviews that I did later in the 

months. The research was carried out in two phases: 

Phase One: The objective during this phase of research was to do thorough investigative 

visits and preliminary interviews with the women residing in slums, destitute women, and a short 

discussion with local friends who have worked with NGOs about policies related to poor and 

slum residents with the government agencies in India only for the purpose of looking into these 

policies. 

Phase Two: The objective during this phase was to analyze data from the survey and 

follow up interviews and to prepare a preliminary write-up of the results. 

Research Questions: 

For this thesis, I examined and analyzed the following questions: 

1. How do Indian women living in slums and destitute women understand poverty? Are 

there differences in understanding or defining the term among the women? 

2. What do women living in poverty (slums/destitutes) think about poverty? What does 

poverty mean to them, and how do they define the term? Does their definition differ 

from the understanding of poverty used by development agencies? 

3. What kind of mechanisms or strategies do these women use to cope with the situation 

of poverty? 
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4. How have development programs/agencies helped these women? What impact have 

these programs had on women in the slums in these areas? 

In order to understand women and poverty, it was important for me to obtain primary 

data, particularly from the women themselves. Given how quickly and how often the situation of 

poverty changes, it follows as well that the visions and views of the poor must be ascertained 

over a significant period of time to capture as full a picture as possible. The richness of the data 

drawn from lengthy fieldwork has given me the room to expand on the issues and content on 

which my women subjects spoke. It provides an up-to-date picture of their circumstances, going 

beyond survey-based instruments with universal questions that do not explore the subjects’ 

expressions or capture their genuine emotions. The qualitative methodology and ethnography 

employed in this study was one way to capture emotional response. In addition to these, the 

researcher used formulae developed by the researcher to broaden the scope of study and gather 

in-depth narratives from participants who rarely get an opportunity to contribute in this kind of 

academic research. The researcher’s formulae incorporated methods of creating personal 

connections with women in poverty and spending long periods of time with them by making 

them feel at home in the situation. Close to this slum is a community center where mothers leave 

their children to learn free life skills. These mothers are provided a safe space here where they 

can watch their children learn and feel protected without need for hesitation. They always felt 

welcome here until they had their own will to leave because they were bounded by the domestic 

work they did and had to leave for work. 
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Research Methodology: Qualitative Methodology: 

Research Participants: 

The research took place in the slums of Bihar in Patna and streets of Bihar. Qualitative 

methods are best suited to study these interactions and bring about the emic1 perspective of the 

individuals engaged in these processes. Multiple methods of research allowed me to situate 

findings from quantitative methods described below into the local social context. The use of 

multiple methods is a widely employed approach in qualitative methodology to record various 

perspectives and achieve an in-depth understanding of the phenomenon at hand, triangulate 

information, and establish validity (Chung, 2000). Triangulation is an important part of research 

in observing an individual or communities’ social behavior. In this form of research, questions 

such as when and why need to be answered, and triangulation helps to clarify them. Women in 

slums were asked questions through semi structured interviews and ethnographic observations, 

which includes participant observation. According to Yeung, “complimentary methodological 

practices and triangulation” is required to “generate theoretical insights from the multiscalar and 

contingent nature of economic action and social behavior” (p. 443). Feminists over the years 

have preferred using qualitative methods to map out oral histories of “unempowered women” 

(Wolf, 1996, p. 24). Etter-Lewis has argued that “oral narratives is the best method for studying 

women of color who tend to be marginalized and unempowered” (Wolf, 1996, p. 25). Several 

other feminist researchers have mentioned that techniques like “speaker centered approach” and 

“giving voice” is empowering, and it increases their self-esteem (Wolf, 1996, p. 25). 

1 In sociocultural research, emic refers to the perspective of the members or “insiders” of a given 

society. 
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In order to gather this qualitative data, each of the women participated in a semi 

structured and partially open ended interview at the start and end of the research period, where 

data were gathered about their household, the demographics of the participant, work, and the 

impact of poverty in their daily lives. Furthermore, each participant was asked to describe her 

typical day, including productive and reproductive labor, social activities, and participation in 

development programs; she was also asked how this helps her in fighting and understanding 

poverty in daily life. She was posed questions about her knowledge of development-sponsored 

projects that usually work in these areas to help women. More questions were asked of women in 

slums about coping with difficult situations and how they envision the future of poverty (See 

Questionnaire for the semi structured and partially open ended questions- interview, Appendix A 

and B). 

3.1 Ethnography: 

Ethnography is defined in several ways by different authors. “Ethnography is about 

telling a credible, rigorous and authentic story” (Fetterman, 2009, p. 1). He further elaborates 

that it gives voice to local people about issues they have been engaged in. Here, the entire story 

is told through the eyes of local people and the communities as “they pursue their lives in their 

own communities” (p. 1). Fetterman also brings in the notion of open mindedness and biases for 

ethnographers, which might hinder or limit their own research. He also suggests that while we 

are performing ethnography, keeping appropriate theory in mind always helps perform a better 

ethnography. Walcott (2008) has described it as a “way of seeing” and also mentions that 

ethnography is more than a method (p. 71), and it is “from inside out” (p. 137). Baszanger and 

Dodier, alongside “in situ” observation, has laid emphasis on: (a) Integrative Ethnography, (b) 

Narrative Ethnography, and (c) Combinative Ethnography. 
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Hammersley and Atkin (2008) stated, “Ethnography is a qualitative method of social 

research which incorporates observational fieldwork and documentary evidence in order to 

understand the practices and actions of individuals or groups” (p. 3). Ethnography is interactive 

and reflects the participants’ behaviors and perspectives through a cultural lens (ibid. p. 9). 

LeCompe and Schensul insisted “that the purposes of applied ethnographic research are always 

centered on two goals” (p. 6): 

 Understanding sociocultural problems in communities or institutions, and 

 Using the research to solve problems or help bring about a positive change in institutions 

or communities. 

The open-ended interviews gave a complete view of narratives and the lives lived while the 

participant observations will complete the social behavior (positive or negative) portion of the 

research in order to observe coping techniques and day to day issues. The term, “Narrative 

Ethnography” by Baszanger and Dodier (p.10) were completely reflected here in this work. 

Although these books on ethnography helped immensely, the researcher’s own formulae 

were used to collect more factual and in-depth data. It is mixed methodology used within 

ethnographic and qualitative methods and goes beyond the limits of just etic and emic research. 

As Creswell (2014) mentions that “Researchers own personal training and experiences also 

influence the choice of research” (p. 20). My own experience also helped me to shape this 

important project. There is a need for additional terms introduced to define the depth of such 

research. All the objectives and the research questions are mainly spoken by respondents “who 

live in slums” and “homeless women” along with some people who work with them, but most of 

them are women “with lived experience/s,” who enhanced the research by providing a substantial 

voice. Researching women, by a woman, and with women, is a unique situation (Wolf, 1996). 
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What women can do or talk about is extremely important. Culturally, women are shy and can 

only speak frankly in front of women. However, there are definitely some who are very shy even 

speaking to women whom they do not know. Such situations take place, and situating oneself 

amidst all this is a reality. As Creswell (2014) observed, “Qualitative Interviews are conducted 

face to face interviews with the participants” (p. 190). In the same way, all the interviews, 

observations, and participatory methods were done by the researcher. Every interview is unique 

and is different from other one and consists of informal conversation as the researcher is familiar 

with place and culture, as well as situational expectations. The researcher’s purpose was to 

integrate every “powerful story” heard from these women, and that sets apart this project from 

many other ones. 

I was raised in Patna, Bihar. I also worked for a project that involved the poor population 

and the hidden ones as well. Poverty in my region has become a norm due to rapid urbanization. 

As children, my brother and I saw poor populations with leprosy and banded hands and feet. 

Early morning, we witnessed people singing a song while begging and others in worse 

conditions, lying in a cart. While pushing that cart, they sang song of blessings and praise for 

people who donated money to them. Donations were important as these people were destitute, 

and due to the disease, the stigma around them meant nobody would allow them to work. Seeing 

such destitute people around me who have absolutely nothing drives the human instinct to do 

more for them. One reason I started working for the social sector was my childhood memories of 

this population. Another reason was, while being in academia and mapping a project, it allowed 

me to entrance into the lives of slum and street people, providing a place for them to resonate 

their voices through my research and writing. My ability to connect with them since childhood 

gave me the strength to pursue this project. Creswell (2014) also mentioned that “qualitative 
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approaches allow more room to be innovative and to work more within researcher –designed 

frameworks. They allow more literary-style writing, a form that individuals may like to use. For 

transformative writers, there is undoubtedly a strong stimulus to pursue topics that are of 

personal interest –issues that relate to marginalized people and an interest in creating a better 

society for them and everyone” (p. 21). Prior to departure, I prepared a chart of the slums to visit 

and places where I could find homeless women participants. It took longer to reach this number. 

Patna is a medium-sized town. Even though I belong to this place, and I have known it for so 

long, I still contacted nonprofit friends before arriving in India in order to arrange the project 

together. This work is solely based on women’s strong, intense, and powerful narratives. 

Storytelling in a “backward flow” was inherently visible (Kurtz, 2014, p. 119). During the 

discourse, my position as investigator was to be very careful and attentive to their feelings and 

stories that they narrated. 

Site Selection and Research Communities: 

Slum profile: There are more than 55 identified slum (data is not consistent) settlements 

in the district of Patna. My research targeted ten slums in the three areas of the city: East Patna, 

West Patna, and Central Patna (Sadar). The selection of sites for slums stemmed from my work 

posting as a monitoring and evaluation officer for the World Health Organization. The targeted 

slum settlements are from all the three parts to capture the voice of all the women living on 

different sides of the city. Interviews in around twenty slums created a sample size sufficient 

enough for qualitative and quantitative comparison. 

The city of Patna has expanded in recent years. It was clearly visible that in most of the 

slums, participation in government programs is very bleak, and a great deal of effort needs to be 

made for holding the government accountable toward their responsibility for slum dwellers. I 
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probed a little more about this with the ladies, but I learned more from the teenaged daughters 

more. The unique expressions I captured of these young girls were surely amazing as they 

understood the role of the government agencies who are not doing much for these women 

specifically. For these reasons, the girls were disappointed. As a result, this research created 

agency by giving voice to the narratives of all these women who reside in these slums. Because 

the government machinery hardly works, these narratives will help fill the gap in academic 

research on this subject. To better understand their emotions and improve the policies on the 

ground, more narrative-oriented research should be conducted and written with extensive 

descriptions. 

Geography: Patna is divided into 22 blocks, which can be compared to small counties in 

the US. It is in a shape of a bowl, so there is a problem of water logging during monsoon season 

in the city. Such conditions also affect the population in the slums and people who live in the low 

line areas. In spite of all this poverty, Patna still has less slums compared to other big cities. 

One-on-one interviews presented some awkwardness at times, which was acceptable with respect 

to the questions being personal. Encountering and resisting inquiry is a part of life and story. 

Some women are free for only a few minutes while others are able take more time. Frowning and 

squirming is natural, but there are the ones who just have stiff postures and “clipper deliberate 

responses” (Portigal, 2013, p. 78). This does not describe all who were interviewed but instead 

some of those who surrounded them, which was unsurprising as discomfort is natural at the 

beginning of such a situation but disappears as a conversation ensues with compatriots. At times 

there might be feelings of ill will while talking, but that a natural phenomenon for ethnographers. 

Treasuring events in their stories needed to be “boiled up” and not “boiled out.” In this 

hot and extremely humid weather, conversational narratives were disrupted by children crying, 
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asking for water, and older women complaining with heat. Women who articulated the stories 

did bring up that contextual richness (p. 5) but kept losing the flow and imagination and 

sometime also the authenticity of their stories collected over years (Kurtz, 2014). Off and on, 

redirecting stories became difficult. Capturing this in the interview sheets using sticky notes and 

underlining emotions was strenuous. 

Chart 3.1: Target Area for Slums: Total attempts 25 to 30 Slums were attempted 

1. Patna Sadar 2.Patna East Patna West Few other cities of Bihar 

Slums Structure and Women: 

According to The Times of India (2013), 33 percent of the population in slums live 

without basic facilities, but conditions in Uttar Pradesh and Bihar are even worse. The interesting 

part is that women in slums have 1% higher employment rate than the urban employed women 

although the women in slums are mostly rag pickers or domestic help employed by working 

women in middle and upper classes who needed this kind of help in order to keep their own 

employment secure. Women of middle class who are employed do not get much time to do 

domestic chores like cooking and cleaning. Labor is cheap in developing countries, and women 

of middle class who earn money employ poor women for domestic help that allows them to keep 

their “own employment secure.” The report also stated that one in every five people in slums is 

from the scheduled caste (lowest on the caste ladder) (Times of India, 2013). As a result, it is 

obvious that most women living in these slums also come from the lowest caste, and the research 

questions reflect this. Slums, as described by numerous authors, NGOs activists, journalists, 

academicians, and other observers, have always been a place of filth, misery, and disorientation. 

Women living in these slums merely survive. 
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How they survive and why they survive are sometimes hard to fathom. Government-

provided facilities are always in question due to its irregular service or lack of service for the 

people living in desperation. Help from NGOs have been observed but how long such aid will 

exist is a matter of concern, as well. 

Women in the slums live within their nuclear and extended families. Some are very 

young; some of them are middle aged. The age group for this study is between 18 and 59 years. 

Each age group had something to say. Some of them had long or complex stories to tell while 

others spoke little or not at length. Even though some subjects said less than others, those who 

kept mostly quiet had enough body language to emote their true feelings, using expressions and 

nodding along with ideas they agreed to. For instance, if a woman is narrating her story, another 

one who spoke less pointed her finger and expressed her desire to add something. One way to 

understand them was to keep track of the individual’s body language additions to the 

conversations. Based on one’s story, another’s story also materialized and was substantiated. 

Most of the time, this was evident. “Eagerness” was noticeable in many, which was captured 

through researcher notes and pictures. 

I worked on routine immunization and polio projects in the Patna area. In addition, I was 

a district link officer for UNICEF’s routine immunization and polio projects. I was also involved 

in Vitamin A, Iodine, and Iron deficiency programs that targeted women, adolescent girls, and 

children. Furthermore, I belong to this place, and I always call myself a product of this situation. 

With little or no regular income, falling into poverty is quite easy, and being so close to falling 

into that dirty gutter, I can connect with the lives of these women. 

Two slums were chosen to begin the study and the numbers grew as I continued my 

research. Most slum dwellers have mud or tarp houses, but there are two brick houses visible, as 
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well. Most of them have small units with minimal material belongings. I have seen slums in 

metro cities that are huge and have more materials gathered than the ones found in the town of 

Patna. Choosing this place of study was due to the proximity of acquaintances working in 

nonprofits with clear access to these women; also, there were communities of people here who I 

have known for quite some time. One site was within walking distance to the clinic center was 

important due to it’s a large area. Most were accessible by rickshaw, and two were reachable by 

walking, as well. The target number of subjects was 30, which was accomplished. The same 

number of participants was not available in all the slums, meaning that numbers in each slum 

differed. Some had five, but then some had only two or three, but the same amount of time was 

spent in all of these places. 

The target population for this study had no permanent addresses, phone numbers, or 

email contacts. At the beginning of this section, the area where the slums are found are listed, 

and results are discussed in the next chapter, voices of poverty. 

Homeless/Destitute Women: 

Homelessness and destitution are seen all over in India. Bihar is a very poor state, so their 

numbers are higher. As Harsh Mander writes, “Life on the streets usually involves surviving in a 

physically brutalized and challenging environment, with denial of even elementary public 

services and assured healthy food; and illegalization and even criminalization by a hostile State 

of all self-help efforts for shelter and livelihoods by urban poor residents” (Mander, 2013). For 

women, being homeless means being poor and “unsafe” as gender related atrocities are at the 

same time in a challenging environment. “Women appear particularly vulnerable to [being] 

victimized within the homeless population” (Cheng & Kumar, 2012, p. 3). Young female 

beggars feel unsafe as it is common to be sexually abused by other male beggars, rickshaw 
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pullers, policemen, and other men. These women are forced upon around railway track and trains 

for sexual activities. They earn very little money and spend all they make in a day by buying 

food, drugs, and medicine (Cheng & Kumar, 2012). The destitute women do not have a place to 

live. Most of the time, they live in the open spaces outside of government offices after 5 pm, but 

the human spirit of survival and adaptation is strong and visible in them. As a result, the 

challenge was to find them one at a time. It was rare to come upon them in the same spot more 

than once. Reading and translating the research consent letter was challenging because the 

women spoke different languages. I had to read and translate them one at a time, so 31 women 

meant 31 separate times and in different languages as they all do not speak the same one. 

Understanding small conversations might not be too difficult, but carrying on a longer 

conversation was challenging. The homeless research participants were found in hidden places as 

well as in public space. Most of them were found inside big government campuses, i.e., railway 

stations, bus stations, and road side tea shops. Despite knowing the city and the state well, the 

difficulty was that this population is always on the move. 

3.2 Research Objectives and Research Methodology: 

Before conducting any research, it was important to study the structure, functions, basic 

needs, and other important factors of the target group. How do these women function? How do 

they express themselves? Development studies have focused more on economics, but this 

research fills the gap of what women have to say about poverty and what makes them experts of 

the situation they live in. More than money (which is obviously needed), it very important to 

read women’s willingness to share. Were they willing to share? What made them share these 
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stories? The target group was between the ages of 18 to about 59 or 602, but there were younger 

girls who added stories alongside their mothers, with great excitement and bright spirit. I could 

actually see the “willingness in their eyes” to share and to listen to me, as well. They were 

hopeful that their shared stories can brings new ideas and changes to the world in which they 

live. Young children ‘always have hope no matter where they live and where they belong’. 

The idea of a man-made model of development in the era of globalization is not helpful 

for women. Women are everywhere, but all women are not the same. As sizes differ, attitudes 

and nature differ, as well. These women have been “living in slums” and have been “homeless” 

for years. They have been most impacted by poverty, ill health, and the daily chores and 

demands of the family. Denied many rights and basic needs, each and every one of them had a 

different story. The question that kept repeating was: “What can I do to make these women 

narrate authentic stories to me?” 

Figure 3.4: Informal conversation with the women in slums (Picture by U.C Roy) 

2.Because they really did not remember their original age so well. So I kept it in between these 

numbers to be safe. 
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Language: 

In Bihar, there are five major languages (with some more dialects) that are used: 

Bhojpuri, Maithili, Magahi, Angika, and Bajjika. Hindi is also used, but most of my target 

population spoke the previously-mentioned five languages, and sometimes, it was a combination 

of their own language (which might be two or more) and Hindi (the national language). This 

switching back and forth with languages proved to be a daunting task. If a few English words 

were interspersed in the conversation, it was clear that this was just not understandable to them. I 

clarified anything I was unsure of by asking additional questions, and interviews were conducted 

in their own language, which ensured the authenticity of the interaction and played a major role 

in accurately recording the women’s viewpoint. 

Unique Position of the Researcher 

Personal experience and positioning: 

My intention for the research with these women living in this condition was not new to 

me. In fact, I had always thought about this issue, and the current phase of my academic career 

has allowed me to pursue it. This place of filth and misery has been a background part of my life, 

so doing research among these women was not a difficult task for me. As a woman coming from 

a lower caste and a cow raising community, I grew up with all the stereotypes such as the idea 

that girls in these communities do not deserve an education and that their destiny of working in a 

dairy does not require skills or knowledge. In accordance with local tradition, I should have been 

a milkmaid and would have been working at the farms. However, my parents were educated and 

invested in my education rather than saving for a dowry to have me married to a local boy due to 

our lower economic status and caste. If not for my parents’ inheritance of a simple house, I could 
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well have grown up in a slum in this region without the benefit of a stable home and a solid 

education. 

I have lived in poverty and instability for years, so understanding poverty through the 

eyes of these poor women deepens my understanding and narration of their stories extremely 

well. Lived experience allows us to identify and follow the thought process clearly. Also, falling 

in between Oyen’s (2004) and Krishna’s (2010,2012) categories of poverty (falling in and out) 

allows me to develop the space that belongs to an insider—a sufferer who has not been very far 

from the situation they are in right now, and of course the culture and the norms also play a role. 

When I first became an action researcher in 2003 under the umbrella of NHRC-ISS-

SAKHI proposed research, I met women who were victims of different crimes. They were 

trafficked, molested, abused, or were engaged in the flesh trade. Under cover of being dancers 

and singers, some were prostitutes as well. The project targeted women and children; both of 

them are vulnerable groups. Some women were passionate and wanted us to hear their stories, 

but some women did not. They were not happy with the situation they were living in, but they 

were also not ready to share their private life. Even though we followed a process of ethics and 

were taught how the research should be conducted, it was not easy to hear their discomfort of 

being targeted. Now, this was not only them, but I also had the same question. Why would 

somebody want to share what they consider to be their private lives? This goes back to a 

previous conversation with someone who belonged to their community, resided there, and built 

up a political career later. She had asked if this research will be of any use, and would some 

monetary help be provided to them in lieu of this research. Where would this research take them? 

What happens after this is over? Even though I knew what the outcome would be, I was still left 

out without an answer. I passed this along to the people who were on the top, but I never got an 
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answer. I was the Project Director of an International organization in that area that acts as a 

monitoring cell for the local NGOs they work with. I had established some great relations with 

these women. Their children were my organization’s sponsored children. With the help of the 

agency were helping them and their children; one of them was providing the basic human need: 

food. However, no good answer to her questions was clear. I knew this would take shape as a 

book later; it will be distributed, and it will be one of the major achievements of the person who 

wrote it and who published it. Publications are in fashion. 

Spending time in this situation provided a particularly strong understanding into the art of 

researching women. Classes in practitioner’s theory, qualitative methods and quantitative 

methods, triangulation, and ethnographic methods, made it clear that my research would have to 

be different in order to be effective-, but there was no specific name for it. In fact, the form of 

this research cannot be a part of the model. These theories are very specific to the region in 

which the field work was conducted, and they do not work everywhere. Researching women for 

a long time now, I learned the art of asking questions, connecting through heart and mind, but 

what I did not learn was writing about women. Writing about women was learned in gender 

studies classes, classes that provided a way to connect the dots for a sequence with meaning. 

Connecting voices and stories together was a way to replicate more stories and life learning, as 

well. Being a feminist researcher involves some dilemma in the way I view things, how I see 

public versus private, how women have to occupy space by force; all this takes me back to those 

homeless women who do not have the safety provided to them if they are living in the open 

space. 

After completing the comprehensives and proposal research, the next step was the IRB. 

During the IRB review process, I realized that the research for this project would need the same 
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kind of work completed for the trafficking project for NHRC. Rules and methods to apply on the 

ground change accordingly. One has to be conscious of the atmosphere and situation in which 

one is working. Slums and homelessness are not always similar with one person or one 

population. Populations rise and fall when the government changes or the electorates change. 

People fall into poverty every minute, especially women most of the time (Krishna, 2010, 2013) 

Participant Observation: 

Poverty studies have different goals. Using methods that have been advised all these 

years are complex. Observation is not all about looking or seeing the target community closely. 

It also means thinking about them when they are out of sight, and remembering and recognizing 

their thoughts and actions, as well. It has also included going back and forth to the same site for 

repeated visits. I also made sure to ask those questions and even picked up some points from 

their answers to make sure this what they meant. It was also about making sure that they are 

okay with what they have shared. I repeated things in their language and asked them if they 

forgot to mention something more and whether they like to share anything that they felt 

uncomfortable sharing before. I was upbeat with my gestures so that they would feel comfortable 

in sharing their stories. Sometimes, I let them do their work for some time, then I interrupted a 

bit to keep the conversation going. Amidst doing their household chores, they sometimes started 

talking and sharing things that they would not necessarily share in a more formal interview. They 

were better able to recall situations while they were working, which was a distraction from the 

close proximity to a difference in their usual routine (my presence in their home) and a physical 

space between me and the discussion that revolved around them specifically, something new to 

them. Some things were connected to the work they were doing; such conversations were 

spontaneous, and they felt that it was worth 
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sharing. This involved incidents or conversations that they had with their own relatives and 

friends. Below is sample they drew when I asked them about their work. They drew it and I 

marked them. Miles of walking to cover the distance rag picking. Taken in 2016 while the 

researcher was doing the interviews. 

Measurement of Poverty: 

Development specialists have their own method and formula while I felt I had to use my 

own when I was in the field. Situations and environments differ from place to place. When we 

say, “One size never fits all,” there is some truth to that statement. No matter how much research 

is done, there is some unique process that people bring in but do not actually talk about. This 

innovative method of doing research will allow others to either use it or help them define their 

own work. Being an avid reader all my life, I believe that there are many untold stories about 

people everywhere that need to be told, and this is the best time to employ such methods of 

retaining these stories. 

Figure: 3.5 Handmade drawing of distance covered for rag picking. 
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Fieldwork Challenges, Limitations, and overcoming them: 

I have a considerable amount of experience in working with women in the slums. I have not only 

worked with them but have also spent years interacting with them in social and religious 

functions. I worked as a monitoring and evaluation officer for UNICEF and WHO in a slum 

community for years in Bihar, India, so I have leverage and networks necessary to conduct my 

research. One difficulty was keeping track of the women’s locations over the research period as 

they have no phone or mailing address with which to contact them. The women in these slums do 

not relocate often, but sometimes they might shift locations for better opportunities, traveling 

from one colony to another to find food, money, or better shelter. The destitute women do not 

live in one place and use schools, parks, and government office spaces as their sleeping space. 

The amount of research will be somewhat limited by time and budget. 

Overcoming the difficulties in doing research is the key, but it is very challenging. First, 

it was extremely hot in India. Heat stroke and illness was a concern at such high heat. Climate 

change is an issue in many parts of India, now. Most of the open spaces have been taken, but 

developers are building tall apartments that allow little to no air space for lower buildings in the 

area and slums fall in the category of lower buildings. 

Talking to women without the permission of men: 

This is a unique situation and has a great deal to do with culture. As I walked through 

slums, I noticed that men stared at me and asked me why I was there. Now, this by no means is 

something to be scared of. I found this helpful, as well. I know this culture intimately, so I do not 

have to cross lines and make noise to do my job. I come from this space and know my 

limitations. Some women have known me for years, so they have an easy way to talk to me. 

Thinking of me as their sister and treating me as a family member, these women have no issues, 
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and their men know me, as well. However, when talking to a woman who does not know me, and 

who is also a wife, this makes a difference. As a result, when talking to a woman I do not know, 

I need to talk to her husband first. This exchange also gave me an opportunity to convey to men 

that “I am also a woman, so why do I have to talk to you? Don’t you think a woman can be 

talking to a woman?” That proved to be a motivation or a push for him to let me talk to his wife. 

In the course of my interaction with him and with his wife, he asked, “Why is there that most of 

these projects target women and not men? Do you have anything against me?” I laughed and told 

him, “Do you want me to tell you the truth? Are you sure you will not feel bad?” He said, “You 

are my sister. Tell me, what it is? I am not going to feel bad for anything.” My response: “Raura 

jane li ki e sab aurat sab ke la kane khatir e sab kara ja la? E sabbe karal jaala use ki bahini 

login sab bahut najak biya. Kono ensabke baare mein nahi sochela. Survey karal jael aur ohi 

mein sab pata chalal. Badhiyan se rakhab ta sab acha hoi,” (in Bhojpuri), meaning that women 

are vulnerable. They are not given a chance to express themselves properly or are not treated 

properly. Surveys and reports suggest that they are vulnerable, and more needs to be done for 

them. I did not want to make this look like an impersonal research project to them, so I continued 

to go back and forth almost twice a week so that these women were comfortable enough to 

speak. There are always fixed cultural beliefs that exist alongside of social expectations, so I did 

not feel any discomfort about this situation. When I was on the move for these interviews, 

elections were taking place, and not only men but women also took great interest in attending 

rallies. RJD (Rastriya Janta Dal), a regional party, always draws the particular attention of poor 

people, and these slum dwellers one day told me to come back to interview them after 5 pm 

because they were going to attend the RJP party rally. Even if I needed to talk to her with the 

permission of her husband, she did not need his permission to attend the rally. This situation tells 
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about women’s agency in public and privates spaces. For me it feels like a woman’s agency can 

switch within the same space. Also, there was a sole women’s demonstration in the city over the 

issues of government providing basic necessity for this population. 

Interviews and question structure: 

Interview questions were semi structured, and partially open ended layout of the 

interviews were designed to hear their stories and related incidents in depth. The questions also 

allowed for deeper understanding of their lives and experiences. 

Questions asked in-depth: 

1. Why do you feel/think you are poor, and what does it mean to them? 

2. Living with poverty for years, what do they think about this situation? 

3. Will it mean anything different to them if they have been put in another situation? 

4. How do they see future of poverty? 

Women took their time to respond, but when they did, it was a flowing and smooth conversation. 

One day I noticed a woman was completely upset. I told her to get some rest. After a few hours, 

she joined us on her own. One thing that I made sure throughout the process was that I never 

made it look like research. I continued to talk informally. Staying all day and talking about 

family and issues made them uncomfortable. It took days and hours of work for very little or no 

compensation. I felt like a family member myself after a while with them instead of a visitor. I 

made sure they did not feel like I am an “outsider.” However, the terms “insider and outsider” 

are restrictive. Such words limit a person’s capacity of who they are and what they can do. 

Limited terms is also one of my issues towards doing ethnographic research; with participants in 

such close interaction, a better term to discuss this relationship of researcher to subject is “close 

insider.” 
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Family interaction questions were deep and well answered. Livelihood and factors of 

health and nutrition, and questions on personal assessment were asked. Questions also included 

caste and mobility factors (most of them are domestic helpers). These included questions like: 

How far must they travel to work? What effects on their body have they suffered, and do other 

chores affect them? Do they feel sick? Do they go to the hospital? How many meals do they eat 

per day? Do they sleep well? Even though Patton (2005) warns not asking questions about the 

“future” as it might reflect a wish list, I asked them anyway. Their answers did not look like a 

“wish list” because the thoughts and reflections showed genuine concerns and reflections on 

their “future of poverty.” Most of the interviews went as per schedule though they took longer 

than expected. For some, it was less. 

Participatory research methods: 

Participatory research methods were used as well. This particular approach brings the 

community together. Women talk and share their important feelings. They also had fun, and they 

laughed heartily while engaging in this process. Some women do not tell everything by 

themselves. Others feel too shy to share such personal anecdotes. When they are in the group, 

some share more, and then peers feel more comfortable to share a story. Such a phenomenon is 

the “peer story-telling” approach. When a community lives together and has a special bond, they 

share a great deal. The communal bonding is intensive. It allows more space and more ways to 

connect together and build a social support. When I asked them to tell their peers stories, they 

were very conscious and fantastic in expressing them. I think this makes it more inclusive, and 

they make sure they tell the whole story. This methodology prompted the women to engage with 

each other and with the researcher on a more personal level. Women who have been shy in 

expressing themselves had other women tell about them. What I noticed from this exercise was 
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the level of helpfulness evident amongst the women. They were very caring about their peers’ 

stories and made notes of it. Since they do not write and read much, they had small stones laid 

out to represent story number one, two, three, and four, which allowed them to remember what 

was shared and said. Some had threads to count their points that had to be remembered. During 

the process of doing this, I felt very inclusive, as well. I was offered food, drinks, and other 

home-made snacks. I think this was a great exercise to open up among their own peers. I have 

always used this method in the past and have found that it contributes more to the process. 

Figure 3.6. Women (vendors) preparing saris for exchanging utensils. (Picture by U.C Roy) 

In past working in this area, Muzaffarpur, I always did this with the community. During 

the month of Ramadan, I was invited almost every evening to break the fast with them. I was 

offered food when I went for a field trip. I never turned away anything that was offered to me. 

One thing that concerned me was that they have limited income, and I did not want to eat their 

food, but at the same time, I always felt that if I refuse the gift, it would send an erroneous 

message, and it might make them think of me as being rude, which was untrue. 
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Each of the children sponsored by this international organization had a story, as well. 

Whenever I went there, I could see the happiness and curiosity on their faces, and there was an 

expression of wanting to share something. Children are children, no matter whose children they 

are. They all want love and affection. Monitoring projects were in an area marred by prostitution. 

Most of the sponsored children belonged to women who were engaged in prostitution. There 

were more than 350 of them, and we ran a daycare center and a night care center with some 

informal centers to provide the children with primary education. Everything learned in this past 

research post was applied to this project, as well. 

Ethics and Privacy: 

O’Reilly (2012) raised the issues of ethics in qualitative research that needed to be 

addressed since we are “moving into people’s daily lives, talking to them, watching them, asking 

the questions, thinking about what they are saying, writing about what they are saying, analyzing 

what they are doing, and sometimes being critical about these things. Some would consider this 

as an inherently unethical activity. Rather than abandoning research that could be a very 

important contribution, researchers these days have become conscious, thoughtful, well 

informed, more reflective, and more critical of their own actions and responsibilities” (p. 63). 

Women whom I interviewed live and work in open spaces. Houses are small and cluttered. I am 

not sure if we can add these to the definition of a house. Defining privacy is so hard in these 

places. Again, looking through a general angle used to define “privacy” would not be correct. 

For many, there was minimum amount of privacy or no privacy at all. Smaller spaces and rooms 

mean that they cook outside, eat outside, and lay out in sun if the weather is not cold. Despite big 

community setups, intense community ties, large families, relatives living in the same place, 

privacy was not an issue at all. They even take showers in the open with all their clothes on as 
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they rely only on the well that provides water to all of them in that particular community. 

Women and men change clothes inside the tiny space that they use as bedrooms. Scarcity of 

space is extremely visible. Most of the women I spoke with shared things outside their room 

while I was also offered a chair right in the middle of the hallway. Consent was an important part 

of Ethical Ethnography, and is a difficult issue to deal with (O’Reilly, 2012). Most guidelines 

support the process of “full informed and meaningful consent for the research from the 

participants” (p. 65). It is good to explain “what you are doing and why, and what will happen to 

the material that you collect (p. 65). She vouches that one should explain the whole research, and 

that will help them participate (O’Reilly, 2012). That is exactly how I started my process for this 

research. 

Confidentiality: 

Most of the books have guidelines about maintaining confidentiality and anonymity and 

to respect the person’s privacy; the job is not as simple as it sounds (O’Reilly, 2012). “Ensuring 

confidentiality by changing names, places or other hints or identity can get complicated” (p. 68). 

Maintaining confidentiality was handled by changing names and places. Since this field research 

targeted a vulnerable population, confidentiality is critical. Keeping the data anonymous is 

important as this allows for no harm to the subject. The data were collected by identification 

number with no relationship to their real identities. The participants’ names were changed when 

relating their narratives in order to maintain confidentiality. Target groups were identified by 

group names. The group of slum women are known as the “Migro group,” and the destitute 

women are noted as the “Ousted group.” The data that were recorded are kept on a portable hard 

drive, which stays under the control of the researcher. Written research notes, journals, and hard 

copies of all transcriptions and data referred to participants by identification number and are in 
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the researcher’s personal file after completion of the fieldwork. This is kept as the data are big, 

and there might be more data that can be used further in conducting new research because there 

will always be a population who will be living there. 

Field Notes: 

Schensul, Schensul, Lecompte (1999, part 2) emphasized “Writing good field notes 

involves detailed and concrete observation and recording on a regular basis” (p. 114). They also 

focused on field notes as not just being material to look at but also to help in “noticing pattern 

overtime” (p. 114). While in the field, the guidance of these leading ethnographers was 

invaluable and detailed notes and recorded conversations were the norm. These were taken as bi-

and trilingual notes mainly recorded in their language, but sometimes, translating into English 

was more efficient in the transcription process. While taking pictures make them conscious, a 

few pictures were taken in order to document the work in progress and the “flow of voice” that 

came from them naturally. Permission was provided prior to capturing pictures or recording 

conversations. 

Data Analysis: 

“Ethnographic and qualitative date collection produces a great amount of raw data: stacks 

of interviews, piles of field notes, collections of reports, documents, paper clippings, artifacts, 

boxes of video recordings and cards, photographs, and other digital materials” (LeCompte & 

Schensul, 2013, p. 1). Qualitative data are very descriptive (LeCompte & Schensul, 2013). 

Bringing all these together for data analysis and interpretation is a daunting task. Creswell (2014) 

talked about natural settings and collecting data for the marginalized, which made sense, while 

Marshall and Rossman (2011) stressed choosing the best data to “support the emerging story” 

(219). 
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For my data analysis, I began with NVivo as it was suggested by one of my committee 

members, but it did not work for me because of the combination of different languages I used for 

the interviews. I had almost five languages in total, which confused the software. Instead, the 

data was uploaded in separate files on the computer for each participant. The first thing I did was 

to assign pseudonyms for each participant. I already had names mentioned in the beginning, slum 

dwelling women (Migro Group) and homeless women (Ousted Group).This allowed me to 

separate the data well. I proceeded further with dividing the sections, like food, health, family, 

children, hours of work they did, day spent, poverty, human rights and development sector. 

Then, all the recordings via tape recorder and written paper were matched to ensure no difference 

in the narrated story. 

Also photos, videos, and other interview-related documents were filed separately. Field 

notes were compared frequently with the interview sheets. I did reread all the contents to make 

sure all of them are actual to the interview. After arranging the data and required material, a flow 

chart and a database of information for comparison was created. Flow charts were developed for 

comparative analysis. After finishing the flow charts, writing the personal narratives of the 

women who were interviewed was the next step. Privacy was protected by using participant 

identification numbers, and pseudonyms were also provided. 

Ethnographic data mostly reflects the progress and impacts that happen in a participant’s 

life, which is the main purpose for narrating the lives of these women and their surroundings. 

While doing so, I took the position of a feminist researcher who envisioned women’s issues and 

rights for real. It is not hypothetical data but the actual stories that happen in the real world. 

Marshall & Rossman (2011) mentioned that submerging yourself in data is very challenging, 

intricate, vague, imaginative and at times can be a very amusing, because the data collected can 
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be huge and overwhelming (which was definitely true for me). Marshall & Rossman (2011, p. 

219) has initiated the power of “telling a story,” and that was my base foundation for this 

research. Delving into this did not take much time, but going through and arranging and re-

learning took more time. Creswell (2014) has emphasized dividing information into themes is 

good for qualitative data, and so I went ahead and themed it as well by dividing it in different 

categories like runaway brides, abandoned women, child marriage and poverty, redefining 

freedom and marriage as bondage. Coding of quantifiable data and analysis of the qualitative 

data was solely done by myself. I coded all of them. Numbers were overwhelming in the 

beginning but then I sorted it out. 

The total number of interviews was transcribed by my research assistant, Udayan Roy, 

and me. Udayan Chandra Roy has been living in that area for a long time and has also done 

research in that area. He is an expert in regional languages and technology. I invited him to help 

me with the technology and some language to make sure I have the correct translations. We 

worked together to bring all the analysis in one and final mode. Issues and impacts are 

multifaceted, depending on the quality of life people lead. Hence, this dissertation looks into the 

incredible and powerful narratives of these brave and courageous women who betokened the 

actual and various meanings and understanding of poverty. In the next chapters, I will compare 

and contrast the women living in two different situations and will analyze it while with their 

“own stories” and dividing them in themes (Creswell) as well. 
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Figure 3.7: Blocks of Patna 

Figure 3.8: Map of Patna, Bihar, India 

http://www.onefivenine.com/india/villag/Patna 
Source: http://www.mapsofindia.com/maps/bihar/patna-city-map.htm# 

http://www.mapsofindia.com/maps/bihar/patna-city-map.htm
http://www.onefivenine.com/india/villag/Patna
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Table 3.1 

Reason For Homelessness Bihar 

Extreme Poverty 6 

Abandonment of Family 5 

Family Abuse 4 

Stigmatizing Illness 3 

Unemployment 0 

No Response 0 

Other reasons 5 

Source: Harsh Mander’s article (New data collected by the author). 

Table 3.2 

Age Group Total Number Number of Number of Slums 

Homeless 

18-23 12 3 8 

24-29 16 5 11 

30-35 17 4 13 

36-41 10 3 7 

42-47 6 3 3 

48-53 5 3 2 

54-59 3 2 1 

60-65 3 2 1 

Correct age of the participants wasn’t known so this table show the age range not the actual 

age. 
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Table 3.3 

Primary Occupation Homeless Slums 

Wife Husband Wife Husband 

Vegetable Vendor 10 5 0 0 

Daily Wage Labor 2 20 0 0 

Construction Worker 0 8 0 0 

Rickshaw Puller 0 5 0 0 

Handcart Puller 0 5 0 0 

Charity(Begging) 2 2 25 0 

Rag Picking 20 25 5 0 

Shoe Polishing 0 3 0 0 

Work(Cobbler) 

Beauty Parlor 5 0 0 0 

Regular Blood Donor 0 10 0 0 

Domestic Work 25 0 0 0 

Motor Garage Worker 0 10 0 0 

No Response 0 0 0 0 

The table shows the primary occupation but most of them do more than one job so the 

numbers might vary. 
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Figure 3.9(a) 
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Figure 3.9(b) 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

VOICES OF POVERTY PART ONE: 

NOWHERE TO EVERYWHERE, PLIGHTS OF DESTITUTE WOMEN 

The narrative constructs the identity of the character, what can be called his or her 

narrative identity, in constructing that of the story told. It is the identity of the story that 

makes the identity of the character.—Paul Ricoeur, French Philosopher, February 27, 

1913 - May 20, 2005 

Advancing gender quality, through reversing the various social and economic handicaps 

that make women voiceless and powerless, may also be one of the best ways of saving the 

environment. -Amartya Sen, Nobel Laureate in Economics (WEDO). 

The role of women is crucial in meeting the big crises of the world today (Fresco, 

1985:24) 

Why are stories of human lives so important? Cynthia F. Kurtz, while introducing her 

book Working with Stories, writes, “Because they are made of same thing we are made of: Time. 

Stories are tiny speculations of life itself. When I think of people and stories, I always think of 

that time from the Bible: Mary treasured up all these things and pondered them in her heart. That 

is what people do. We do treasure things that happen and things that could or could not have 

happened and should and should not happen- and we ponder them in our hearts. We build them 

and play with them and give and receive them as we make sense of overarching stories that are 

our lives. This is what I mean by working with stories. You might not think you work with 

stories, perhaps because you are not professionally connected with storytelling or oral history” 

(p. 1), but we all tell or hear a story. Stories make sense. Stories deliver powerful messages and 

directions. 

Researchers like us who believe in qualitative research and ethnography need to believe, 

breathe, and live with stories (Kurtz, 2014). Women whom I have interviewed also had stories— 

https://www.brainyquote.com/nationality/french_quotes
https://www.brainyquote.com/profession/philosopher_quotes
https://www.brainyquote.com/birthdays/february_27
https://www.brainyquote.com/birthdays/may_20
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stories of freedom, stories of conviction, stories of abuses, stories of character, stories of neglect, 

and stories of being unwanted. Women narrated stories with compassion and courage. 

Why are these women hopeful of living if they are poor? What does this life mean to 

them? Do they have a way to tackle this issue? What are they thinking about friends and 

networks? What do they think about this culture of poverty? What does the culture of poverty do 

to people? How does it feel? 

I had the opportunity of interviewing 25 homeless women in Patna and, Bihar. My 

interaction with these destitute (homeless) women started with a very informal conversation. 

This was a difficult one as they are not all found in one place. These women suffer so much, 

hiding in small places so that they are not visible in order to protect themselves from 

exploitation. However, most of them are exploited anyway. Women have to think ahead. Women 

have to act with care. Women need protection. Women have to talk more in order to be heard. 

The interactions with these women have been deep and at times painful. When women 

cry, it hurts to the core our humanity. While in the hot and humid summer of India, my research 

began. I saw poor people laying here and there on streets due to dehydration. One homeless 

woman and one old man sat at my front door requesting in a meek voice to fill their broken 

plastic bottles. They came practically every day because not everyone welcomed them and 

offered them cold water, a basic need for such treacherous weather. 

Destitute women do not have a place to live. Destitute women move locations on almost 

a daily basis in order to avoid harassment by police or men (Cheng& Kumar, 2012). Even though 

non-profits do humanitarian work, their goals are target-oriented in order to meet the needs of 

their funders. Most of the time, destitute women live in open spaces in front of government 

offices when they close down after 5 pm. My challenge was to find them one at a time. Once or 
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twice, I was able to find two of them at the same site, but that was not a usual occurrence. 

Reading and translating my consent letter was challenging because the women spoke different 

languages. As a result, I had to read and translate the letter for each person separately, so 25 

women meant 25 times in same language or a different one. In actuality, understanding the letter 

was not difficult, but carrying on a longer conversation proved challenging. 

Participant number one Gulabo (meaning “Pink”) is a woman in her 40s. She narrated her 

story of marriage and how she was actually sold into it. Arranged marriages involve the bride’s 

family paying a dowry to the groom’s family in India, and women of these families are helpless 

in the situation. Some of these women leave home, knowing that their family cannot afford 

money for their dowry. Married to a family that demands money of the bride’s family even after 

the marriage and then abuses the bride if it is not paid (or even if it is paid) is a common 

occurrence. Women decide to leave the marital home rather than risk abuse and death. This 

woman’s story was similar. The pain and suffering received by women in a marital family leads 

even the heartiest to question whether life is worth living. 

India has a long history of oppression of women and of the marginalized. Women 

suffered when as devadasis (deva means “God” and dasi means “servant”), or women given in 

servitude to temples to take care of God. During this process, they were exploited by the priests 

as well. Young girls were brought in to the temples, were married to God, and remained there 

until they became old and were replaced by another group of young girls, one of the most 

torturous processes that still exists in South India. “Southern India's devadasi system, which 

'dedicates' girls to a life of sex work in the name of religion, continues despite being made illegal 

in 1988”. (The Guardian, 2011). 
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Figure 4.1: A young devadasi being interviewed by in story Ville (Source: BBC) 

We cannot ignore the custom of committing sati. Culture forced widows to die as their 

deceased husbands were cremated even if these women did not want to. In Hindu culture, bodies 

are burned after death, so young women were forced to sit on their husbands’ funeral pyre to 

commit sati. In spite of the passing of the Sati Regulation of 1829, only recently, the young, 

newly widowed girl, Roop Kanwar, was forced to commit sati in the state of Rajasthan. People 

chanted “Jai sati maata,” meaning “Brava Mother Sati,” watching avidly as the 18-year-old was 

forced to burn alive and aware in the fire. Men saw this as returning to a tradition that had 

evaporated due to the rule of law and social reform. There was full media coverage of this tragic 

event. This patriarchal form of torture against women still exists today and I firmly believe that 

today what happens trees that were planted yesterday. 

Another tradition mentioned earlier is still followed avidly—the giving of dowry. 

Arranged marriages requiring a dowry given by the bride’s family to the groom’s family has led 

to killing, burning, and maiming of many Indian brides. Dowry as a form of social violence 

creates trauma and depression. Poor brides whose families are not able to offer much in the way 

of dowry end up in trauma due to torture and harassment. Some of these women are not accepted 

back into their birth families due to social norms and are abandoned. Some homeless women 

whom I interviewed belong to this category as well. The Dowry Prohibition Act of 1961 gave 
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some relief, but there are still loopholes that help the bridegroom’s family to escape, and not 

many poor communities are aware of this act because law is only applicable within 7 years of 

marriage. If anything happens after those years Dowry act is not applicable. They might be other 

charges that can incur but not this particular charge (See Hindu Law). 

Social reforms, like the Succession Act, helped India’s peasant movement for land rights 

of the marginalized. Bihar spearheaded the land distribution. The Bengal Land Reform is a part 

of agrarian movement that took place in India. There was also a peasant’s revolt where female 

peasants were not properly treated or given their proper share in the labor movements. Land 

distribution in Bihar was not as successful as in Bengal, so women and poverty is seen in Bihar 

more than in Bengal. Since land distribution was not fair, peasants did not get their share of land, 

and land ownership did not pass to future generations. As a result, if the father is poor, the 

children will also be poor. Destitution, especially for women, is connected to these oppressive 

practices that once did not allow women to earn, get out of the house, lead a life of her own, but 

rather produce children by consent of in-laws and husband, remain in an abusive situation, and 

being prey to dowry demands. 

Naturally, in developing countries, women in their 40s are not considered young. Gulabo 

had a sense of courage and determination, but the question remains: what is this courage and 

determination for? She had the courage and determination to speak and counter false allegations 

to which homeless people are subjected. For her, homelessness was not a part of her problem; 

instead, she blamed the government for putting them in this situation. This lady told me to sit 

comfortably and asked me why I am not afraid of her. I asked her why I should be afraid of her. 

She emphasized that women are afraid to talk to her because the homeless might steal jewelry by 

force as they do not have money and can be categorized as beggars. She then asked me “beggars 
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are thieves, right?” I assured her that I do not believe in these general statements, and for me, 

anybody can steal anything. There is no reason to blame a certain group of people. This 

conversation was taking place on the shore of the River Ganges, where it becomes secluded after 

the rush of the day. I think she had this in her mind, so when I told her my thinking on these 

issues, she laughed hard and told me in her local Bhojpuri language “Tab ta tu kono dusar grah 

se aaite hai. Hum aisan amdi na dekle he.” [The thinking is that the researcher comes from 

another planet and that she has not met people in her life who trust poor people.] For a while, my 

mind was spinning, and I did not want to talk or think. Our conversation had gone beyond my 

questions even before it started. She was street-wise and had bad experiences with so-called nice 

people, great citizens of our country. I was struck with the notion of humanity and was disturbed 

by the system of education and why people study. Being a woman who thinks like this for other 

women makes me question where we are in this process. How far we have gone? Will we be able 

to come back together? The woman was brilliant. She touched my arms and asked me what made 

me think. Was it that I did not like her conversation? Or was it that the conversation made me 

think deeply? I honestly told her, yes, she is correct. Her conversation made me think profoundly 

about where humanity has gone wrong. 

While we were talking, she reminded me of an incident that took place a few years back 

where children were killed. She asked me how I felt about that. I answered, telling her that I still 

cry when I think how someone could commit such an act. She requested me to ask another 

question. By this time, I felt she was very comfortable and willing to talk. She asked what I did 

for my profession. I told her that I teach and work for the union, explaining what a union means, 

but to my surprise, she said, “I can teach people what I just said and believe.” I told her that I am 

planning to teach a course in humanity, if that is what she meant. “Yes!” she screamed as we sat 
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there, watching boats come and go and people heading home in small ferries after work. We sat 

and chatted although the woman wanted to leave as it was getting darker. She reminded me how 

unsafe women are in these circumstances, chiding me to move closer to the road where there is 

more traffic, so we could feel a bit safer. We moved near a roadside tea stall. The shopkeeper 

knew her as she cooked her food on his chulha (stove) sometimes. He asked her, “Didiji, ka bol 

rahi hai? Didi ko chai pilaye?” He asked her what I was saying, and if she has asked me to have 

tea as a courtesy. As I said earlier, this woman is quite brilliant. She kept our conversation secret 

but definitely pointed out her inability to offer anything and that he has a shop, and he needs to 

offer me a cup of tea, which I am sure he would have done even if she did not ask him. Some 

actions are very cultural, and this aspect of hospitality is one such cultural touchstone. 

Beyond this conversation, I asked her general questions that did not make much sense to 

her as many of the questions we shape are just needless. All we need as researchers is to spend 

enough time with the participants; research should not be done as a formality, and surveys should 

not be completed only in order to write a thesis paper. Actual research should go beyond a 

published paper. 

This woman had been through a great deal in her life, from abuse to losing a young child 

and getting blamed for everything that happened to her as a result of her destiny. Just as women 

in India have been killed for being witches, or black magic practitioners, they are also killed for 

not having children. It did not take any effort on her part to make me understand how everything 

is culturally interwoven and that it works differently for a woman in such a situation than it does 

for a man. Men are not to be blamed for anything that happens to a family. 
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Being poor and homeless at the same time is harsh. My conversation with Gulabo 

continued. Female suicide rates have been prevalent in India. Patriarchal culture does not just 

seem to be entrenched at the tip of iceberg, but it goes deep down. 

The Importance of Caste: 

Bina Agrawal, a leading author and an advocate for women’s land rights, has written 

numerous books and articles on this issue. She focuses on inheritance of property by women, 

mostly from the woman’s father’s side. Agrawal claims that inheriting property will make more 

women independent and poverty free because jobs are not permanent and may not be available, 

especially to uneducated or untrained poor women. In a conversation with Agrawal, I asked her 

if she ever considered looking at poor women on the basis of caste. I added that some of these 

women come from poor families where the fathers own no property. They have been poor for 

generations. How can a woman inherit anything if nothing is owned by her father? Deborah 

Pierce coined the term feminization of poverty (Pearce, 1983), and it stays true as more women 

than men live in and with poverty in this world. Women who do not own property definitely are 

more prone to falling into poverty rather than those who own property. The reason I bring the 

issue of caste is because women from lower caste is considered to me more poor because their 

father’s did not own any property and there is hardly any education that was provided to these 

women who can keep jobs and save their lives. 

Lack of Theory to Write Women’s Poverty Narratives: 

Roxanne Rimstead (2001) in her book Remnants of Nation has described that there is 

hardly any theory or literature available for writing women’s poverty narratives. The literature 

itself is lacking in its ability to describe poverty. As a researcher, I am in complete agreement 

with her on this. It is difficult to describe the feelings and emotions that one goes through while 
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talking to the poor. The powerful statements; the powerful, real-life images; the silent actions; 

the quiet children in their arms looking around; the formidable tasks that they perform every day; 

the everyday abuse, whether at home or at work—it is hard to put into words. All these build 

inside the heart and mind, and it is hard to take away one’s eyes from them. There is a feeling of 

solace that comes from within while hearing them, the feeling of satisfaction upon hearing their 

story with the hope that there might someday be one genuine solution after this work concludes. 

As Rimstead has described, we must question what the quality of the poor we are 

Figure 4.2: A slum house. Credit: U.C.Roy 

discussing is. Should we classify them as working poor, or are they the isolated poor, or is this 

someone who is unemployed? Is this the generational poor? Unemployment does push people in 

poverty. I agree with Anirudh Krishna’s view on poverty. He calls it “one sickness away” and 

“gasping in water while keeping your head up” (Krishna, 2005). One can easily slip under the 

water and drown, or if strong and able to continue swimming, there is a chance that one will 

come out of it. I can see all of it when I sit in my parents’ house in Patna, or when anyone walks 

by somewhere in my city. I can see them everywhere and anywhere as there is no gentrification 

in my area. I can see people poorly dressed passing near my house, or a homeless man or woman 
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sitting on my doorstep. I can see how people conceal poverty, and I also have seen people who 

have the courage to talk about and display poverty. 

Rimstead has further explained in her book that the “ordinary voices of these women” 

(2001) convert people’s ethnographic studies into currency. It also turns people into writers and 

without any acknowledgment of “poor people’s voices.” I also feel that “the knowledge that lies 

in slums and within homeless should be shared, and there has to be a way to return this back to 

them” (Rimstead, 2001). I have sometimes also agreed with them “when they say that they really 

don’t want to talk to people they don’t know and to people who come here only for their own 

sake.” I am in agreement to these ideas as I have felt that discomfort myself during the research 

process, thinking and tying myself into the same situation. As a result, the need to 

conscientiously tie those emotional moments with a humane touch remained my priority. The 

interviews have been emotionally draining for me, 

but they also gave me a sense of human emotions 

that exist in each one of us. 
“Chut ka bimari hai,” 

My conversation continued with these meaning it is infectious. 

I said, no, it is not. 

women one day at a time, one hour at a time, one She emphasized, it is 

you (me) who is 

moment at a time, one word at a time. I am not sure convinced, not her 

family.” 
how I should describe the poor women I met. Some 

acted like queens once we started talking. I got the 

sense that very few people ever listen to them. As I 

talked to these women, memories came back to me of early mornings as a child when I would 

hear religious chants from street dwellers begging for money. These were poor men and women 

who were leprosy patients. One used to be on a cart, and the other with less pain used to drive the 
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cart. They all had big bandages on their hands and feet. Both my brother and I used to get very 

upset and pushed our parents to give them money. As time passed, we saw fewer and fewer of 

them. I asked my father and mother what happened to these men and women. They both assured 

me that government programs had included leprosy in their policy chart and that they are 

treatable. The beggars who came every morning might have been admitted there and were 

probably getting treatment. 

My third participant was about 57 years old and has obvious markings on her hand, 

which made me remember what I saw as a child. The begging, the poverty, the wounds, the pain, 

the hunger, and still there was room for compassion in their eyes. The tall lady who might have 

been very slim and good looking in her youth told me about her struggle with leprosy and her 

recovery from the pain. She considered herself very lucky and applauded the government for 

taking this step that helped many poor people. When I asked her about living on streets and what 

made her sleep on the road, she actively participated in the conversation and told me that leprosy 

was only one of the reasons that no one wanted her to be in the house. I remember my mother 

told me that leprosy is not infectious, so I tried to ask her why people in her house would force 

her to leave. Now especially, she is perfectly healthy to return. In a soft and low voice, she told 

me that once a person is infected with leprosy, she is done. It is extremely hard for people in the 

house to convince others that she is perfectly fine. “Chut ka bimari hai,” meaning it is infectious. 

I said, no, it is not. She emphasized, it is you (me) who is convinced, not her family. Because I 

am educated, I know facts while they do not know or possibly do not want to know. 

She was around 35 years old. Pretty, young, and energetic, she said she suffers from 

some mental illness. The lady looked quite normal, and she conversed well, but she also knew 

she has some traumatic experience because she was beaten, and her head was damaged. Since 
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that incident, she feels she has lost some of her ability to hear, and her brain stops working 

sometimes. It just goes vacant. I did take her to the hospital nearby to get her checked. However, 

they needed more investigation into her case. There are complications in handling these matters, 

signatures needed, answers as to who would take the responsibility when there is no one present 

from the family. Non-profits do have some kind of accessibility, but that is not enough. 

She looked depressed at times, but it was not very visible. My questions to her on poverty 

made a lot of sense to her. She took time to process her answer. She said fights and arguments in 

her house were just too much to remain in the family. On another note, she did say that she 

wished people in her house understood this as she misses her family very much. She did not have 

any living children; one was stillborn, and the other one was aborted. No particular reasons were 

mentioned for the abortion. She looked humble and spoke kindly to me, which worries me 

sometimes; if people like this cannot survive in the family system, then there are few who will. I 

asked if there were any relatives who thought of her, any cousin who would help, or anyone who 

liked her. She did nod but did not say anything. 

My conversation on poverty continued. Her intention not to blame anyone for this 

situation was obvious. Normally, we all blame each other, but we all should be blamed. There is 

nothing that one person can do or be responsible for, but as a group, we can do it. I asked her 

what she feels is the responsibility of the government who is elected to a parliament seat. She 

looked serious and told me: “Don’t we all belong to the same community? Humans?” I said, yes, 

but elected leaders do have more responsibilities because they have access to a platform from 

where things can be advocated and problems can be treated well or resolved. She agreed. 

It is important to note here that these conversations that I am having are not with an 

educated community or anyone in academia. My conversations are taking place with female 
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beggars, the homeless citizens of my country. We lose them and their participation by thinking 

that they do not have an education and are therefore unable to participate in the conversation of 

society. The reality is that they understand better since they live in the situation and deal with it 

every day. 

My listed questions sometimes did not make much sense. I always felt that these women 

are brilliant, and I can have better conversations with them rather than asking set questions. 

Academia is a very secluded field. Terms that people use or play with in real life are later stolen 

by academia to be used for writing about these people. For example, Prince, the legendary singer 

played with the term “intersectionality” much before academia stole it and people started writing 

about it. Most of his performances included these “real term live experiences.” Theories are not 

randomly created. People actually practice these theories in their lives before the theories 

becomes working theories and before people in academia start writing about it. My arguments on 

theory versus practice will continue as I come from a very rich field background, and I refuse to 

make theories play a leading role in any of my work and in any context. 

As I interviewed these women, I saw that no one had the same issue of being thrown out 

of the house. Most of them were out due to their in-laws’ poor treatment of them because they 

may have not brought enough dowry, they were childless, or they contracted a disease, all 

reasons seen as women’s faults. 

Mataya Devi was 65 years old, the oldest woman I met among the homeless women. 

Because I was almost her daughter-in-law’s age, she trusted me from the start. Trust building 

was the first stage of this process. Gray haired with tiny bits of black, she seemed content with 

her red sari and red bangles. I asked her what the occasion was that made her wear red. She 

looked at me, and while being a little shy, she grinned, and her eyes sparkled, prompting me to 
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smile as well, and she said that someone gave them to her when her son was born in the family 

after four daughters in a row. I saw this as an opportunity to ask her what she thinks of the 

importance placed on having a son. 

Mataya Devi lamented, “We don’t need sons in this age.” Sons spoil the relationships and 

the environment, and there is no other way to live. Moreover, they come after such a long wait 

and spoil everything in a minute. What is the point of having them when there is no solace? She 

continued to tell me why people have to have four daughters in order to have a son. This began 

the story of her own pain and suffering due to having a son 

and embracing poverty all her life. Though she never claims “We don’t need sons in this age.” 
Sons spoil the relationships and the 

she was not in poverty before she gave birth to a son, what environment, and there is no other 

she convinced me of is that having a son did not improve her 
way to live. 

condition. The birth of a son does not ensure riches. Her story 

of living in poverty and ups and downs did not matter much to her. However, forcing her to have 

a son was important. 

In Hindu culture, having a son in important because it is said that when you die, a funeral 

pyre lit by a son or the last drop of water fed by a son takes you to heaven, freeing your soul 

from rebirth. She pointed out that after he was born, immense poverty hit her. Sending him to 

school and showering him with all the family resources did not help the family as a whole. After 

doing all this, he kicked her out of the house once he took the responsibility of a man. Perturbed 

and helpless, she narrated this story in a painful way. This is a culture where a pyre lit by a son 

sends the parents to heaven, and in the same culture, that same son has the power to kick out a 

mother from the house while she is still healthy and can move and do her own work. 
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Currently, this lady spends her time in open spaces, like railways and other poorly suited 

accessible places. She receives food from people living in these areas and sometimes cooks when 

she has access to the stove of the tea seller. Tea sellers usually give the poor the use of their 

stoves after they are done and are about to close. Alongside Matiya, many of the homeless 

women answered similarly. Some said that they have tried their own ways to cook here and 

there, but this is only one way they can cook without any interference. 

Mataya Devi’s answers to the question “what does poverty means to you and how do you 

define it” were real and plain. Matiya had a very different story than other women, so I planned 

to document her “feelings and expressions in another way.” I felt that this was a very powerful 

note on her side because people usually assume that women who belong to this class are illiterate 

and have no sense of realization or judgement. Notably, my conversation with this woman 

basically throws that concept out of the window. When we as human beings assume without 

asking or thinking, it results in something not true or even baseless. I do agree that most of the 

women in this setting might have other opinions or actions to take, but there was an exceptional 

human being who thought otherwise. This one example turns things around. This particular 

woman’s voice was “really felt” rather than how I was supposed to feel, “thereby making a 

distinction between stimulation and reality rather porous” (Mahmood, 2001). 

Sohani 

Creswell (2014) mentions, qualitative researchers tend to collect data in the natural 

settings “where participants experience the issue or problem” (p.185). This was the best example. 

Sohani lives on a railway station in Patna. Her life has become a living train. She says she feels 

her body is moving like a train as she watches the trains carrying people coming and returning. 

She sits inside the train when it is empty and uses it as a sleeping space for a few hours. Moving 
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trains have an effect on the body and mind, which she mentions. Before I started the interview, 

she is already a bit comfortable by referring to me as Didi (older sister). “Didi, kahin ja rahe 

hain? Ki kahin se aa rahe hain? Kahan rehti hain?Patne mein? She has many questions for me. 

Obviously, I answered them all and questioned whether she is willing to talk to me. Very 

comfortable she said yes, why not? What do I have hidden that I won’t talk? Kuch chipa thoda 

hai Didi? Aap dekhiye rahen hain. Jeevan hai, Aise hi chalega sab.Kono chinta ke baat nahi 

hai.Insaan kya kya control karenge? Yahan to sab swarthy hi hai. She did have genuine 

complaints reflective of my own societal complaints. 

Sohani did begin the session with a few of her own ideas before beginning the research 

questions. She talked about her life, her family, and how she landed at the junction that has 

become her life for now. She did not know what to do with it. She mentioned her food habits that 

just about sustain her. Her eagerness to know things about me was apparent: my marital status; 

whether I appreciate life of not. She had many questions for me and was exploring a few ideas as 

she went on asking. I promised to answer all after I complete my list of questions. This poor 

woman accepted the conditions and situations of her life more easily than men. I have seen it so 

frequently that I have not doubts left other than to accept it. Sohani was not different at all. After 

my fifth question, although she had mentioned “how she landed up here,” I asked her migration 

story. She took a long breath and said, it is long story. The condensed version: it was her 

marriage to someone that tore her apart. She had chosen to run away with a man who lived in the 

city and promised her a place. The man with whom she ran away was a vendor who sold biscuits 

in her village. She mentioned that the confined walls of her house did not do anything good for 

her. She has been stuck with it and though her husband was not physically abusive, she still was 

not able to take his abusive language. She shrieked and mentioned that her husband was good 
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compared to many other women’s husband, and she feels that she did a mistake. I asked if she 

plans to return. Her answer was no. I asked why; just apologize and go back. With her tense face 

and long silence, she looked at me. Didi, she said, you are a woman, right? I acknowledged this. 

She continued: do you think it is that easy to for a woman to run away from her husband’s house 

and get back? She was so right. I told myself, women from progressive or modern families 

would not feel comfortable leaving; how could I think she would be able to do it. Absolutely, the 

culture will not let it happen. A woman’s inner self is very aware of these expectations in such 

patriarchal societies. Living abroad for a few years now has made me think slightly differently, 

but I had to go back to realize again such issues about women. 

As I imagining her situation, she told me a word 

that completely shook me. Didi, have you heard or do 

you know the meaning of Chinaar? I shook completely, 
kuch chipa thoda hai didi? 

aap dekhiye rahen hain. 
from head to toe. I said, “Sohani, kya matlab hai tumhara 

jeevan hai, aise hi chalega 

sab.kono chinta ke baat aisa bolne ke liye”? I asked, what she means by using 
nahi hai.insaan kya kya 

this word. She laughed hard and in a haphazard way told control karenge? yahan to 

sab swarthy hi hai. 

me how I became pale upon hearing this. She said, 

women who leave their family homes and go back after a 

while are compared to “chinaars.” Chinaar in my local 

language means prostitute. Now, since she was still discussing the question of migration, the 

story went further since she was willing to open up to me. I reminded myself that if I am 

narrating a woman’s story, I should listen and not divert her to my own questions. Poor women 

do have so much to narrate. Women in these places sometimes have mental issues due to their 
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circumstances and other situations, but Sohani struck me as very sound of mind. This could be 

due to her youth, but I have seen depressed young girls with extreme trauma issues. 

My childhood memories were refreshed about this particular issue. As a child I saw 

adolescent girls sitting on my open porch speaking to themselves and at times speaking very 

loudly and later crying hard. I can never forget it. Stories of survival are never easy to hear. It 

makes us uncomfortable and stressful, but researchers, reformers, or social activists must hear 

them in order to understand the far reaching effects of poverty. 

Sohani, is a pleasant looking woman with a slim body and defined features: big eyes, 

small nose and lips. Her complexion can be described in the local way as wheatish. She came 

from the outskirts of Patna somewhere near Parsa bazaar some miles away from the city. Her 

dress was good, but her clothes were understandably not clean. She said that she needs a place to 

change and wash, which is not always available. I tried to move ahead with my question about 

relationships and friendships when she mentioned, “Poor people have small size of friendship or 

they have none,” and she falls in the first category. She still feels better that she has some people 

with whom she can share her pain and happiness, which, according to her, rarely occurs. I 

proceeded with my question about poverty and what it means to her. I pressured her to think a 

little before she answers as I felt she had a sharp brain. She fiddled with her black and soft hair 

and told me that she shampooed a while ago, and her hair still looks good. I added, her hair is 

thick and beautiful and that she should not think much about it. Sohani replied naturally, “I had a 

lot more.” I nodded my agreement and said, sure you did. Tony Morrison’s powerful 

descriptions of human personality in her books remind me of Sohani and many other women I 

met. I observed them from head to toe and made sure I heard them well. 
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While I took some notes and stared at the trains and passengers try to juggle with their 

luggage getting on and off the trains, Sohani said she is ready. I said, “Bolo” (tell me). For her, 

poverty means “badkan ke karistani,” meaning big people’s games. I asked her to elaborate. She 

smiled and in a relaxed tone, told me that I am very educated. Could I write about this more? I 

said, yes I can, but please tell me more; I want to hear you. Sohani was not feeling great and said 

in a very exhausted tone, “This is a fraud that is kind of mixed by the government and the 

officers.” I tried to ask if it was the government and the officers. Who is the government? She 

silently mentioned “Neta ji” (politicians). She further told me that someone she had met told her 

how big companies give money to the government, who then does the company’s bidding. 

Surprisingly, she remembered all these stories that someone had told her. This led to my related 

question on poverty. How does she think about the future of poverty? I think this made her little 

bored. I checked with her if this was something useless to ask her? She replied, No, but 

responded: “Poverty does not have a future.” This was a very interesting statement to note. My 

understanding was if she means there is not a future, it means she thinks it is gone. I probed her 

more on this one. She said, no future for her means “it is not going to change” at all. I asked if 

she meant change for the situation of poverty itself. She said, poverty itself is a situation. I told 

her that if it is a situation, then it should change. Situations change in life. Is she herself a 

situation or in a situation that she can change? She said, she considers this as “a part of ordinary 

life,” and that is what is not going to change. For people who live in this low category, it is not 

hard for them to think in this way, but I found her words to be remarkable. Despite her lack of 

educational background, she answered in a noteworthy way. Incredible! She said that cash is so 

important, and they do not have it, so getting things and visiting a doctor becomes difficult. 
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My questionnaires for homeless women had fewer questions along with some different 

ones because I assumed that there are some questions which are not suitable for them, but in the 

course of in-depth conversations, many of those questions were asked and answered. Some of 

them were answered without even posing them. Overtime, I understood that poor women in an 

urban settings have similar feelings and stories to relate. Wordings and descriptions fluctuate, but 

there are extreme similarities in their thinking and narrations. 

My next question was on human rights, whether she understands and thinks human rights 

is important. She told me that it was hard to understand it, but “tu bata de” meaning, you explain 

it to me. After I complied, she reacted by saying, “it is the basic thing and it needs to get in our 

lives in order to improve our lives.” She asked me: “Do you have one?” I 

struggled hard to answer her question. Very vividly, I remember I told her 

“YES” and asked if it makes me look different to her. Sohani’s reaction was very 

visible on her face. Though, very calm by nature and personality, I could see her 

being uncomfortable and aggressive, which she tried to hide. This was not a surprise for me at 

all. Women like her struggle with words and descriptions but usually take over with a little 

support. She wrapped up by saying that she would prefer a day without poverty in her life. 

Maybe she could get to live like a queen for a day, and that might give her another experience. If 

I am still doing this and if there are chances of reunification, I can approach her with a set of 

fancy questions to make another amazing story just as rich with her reality. 
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Mitni Devi 

My interaction with Mitni Devi happened somewhere under a bridge close to the railway 

station in Patna. She looked more reserve compared to Sohani. As I 

walked past her, she seems to not pay attention to anyone who walks by, 

which is natural as there are so many passers that take that route. Mitni 

seemed to be rude and had foul language when describing her life. Much 

can be seen in her personality, so I stepped forward to talk to her. I made a sound effort and 

bravely stood in front of her. She looked at me, squinting her eyes, and asked, “ka hai? Her tone 

was flared, and her voice was thick. My inner self told me I have to go extra soft with her and 

that there was no other way. I smelled dissatisfaction in her personality and tone. With a very 

soft tone and keeping my voice as low as I can, I asked, “naam ka hawa?” “Mitni,” she said. 

“Hindi bola hu?” I asked if she speaks Hindi. She shook her head no and said she speaks the 

local Magahi as I had begun speaking in Magahi at the beginning of the conversation. Mitni will 

not reply directly before asking me questions. 

I asked her where she lives and does she have a place to cook? Rudely, she replied, 

“Kahela puchte hai? Makan jameen deba ka?” Why are you asking this, and are you willing to 

provide me with a house, land, food, and water? Questions like this hurt; there must have been so 

many bedrocks that crumbled in the past to try to alleviate poverty, but there has not been any 

sustained solution to this problem in the world. In India since liberalization, the social welfare 

resources have been pulled back, which resulted in more poverty and poor people suffering 

(Snell-Rood, 2015). 

I moved further with my question and asked her if I can sit and have a brief conversation. 

She said I could. I asked her if she has relatives around or any friends that she loves spending 
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time with. It seemed to me that her squeezed eyebrows replied instead of her, and she told me 

that she would not answer anything about relatives as they never stood for her. Regarding 

friends, she roped in some questions for me. She said if I am always on the go, how can I have 

friends? Can you? I told her that we also make friends, but we all do not stay in touch all the 

time. People move in different cities, but that does not mean we lose our friends. Mitni voiced 

her concerns by saying her fragile living conditions do not allow her to make friends. There are 

acquaintances around, but she would not call them friends. Talking about friends and food, she 

mentioned that sometimes people who give her food 

become her friend as she thinks they care. She further 

elaborates that standing on everyone’s door never 

brings in food. There are only a few people who are 

kind and offer food. In her powerful message, she 

mentions that these people are not present on a large scale but are the nicest people on earth and 

that she is grateful and blesses them often. She sees me with a smile and asks me if I am married 

and if my man allows me to work? That allows me to ask her if she is and what does he think of 

women working. In her own words, “It was a bad marriage which ended in sadness.” I hinted if 

there was anyone to be blamed for this sadness. With teary eyes, she said it is herself that should 

be blamed. I asked why. She said, that she was not well-behaved, and within moments, she lost 

it. For a second you scared me too, I joked. She smiled and said that it is how she is, and not 

everyone understands her. She accepted that sometimes she is extremely rash. She has two 

children who are married and have families. She cannot stay with them because both are girls, 

and staying with them is culturally dissolute. In Indian society, living with a son is acceptable but 

not a daughter. Modern families have adopted new rules, but culturally it takes a while for such 
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change to root. Financial situations should move people in an upward direction, but this is not the 

case with poor people. 

Moving ahead with my poverty question, Mitni told me she is “jete hila” (living life 

anyway). She lives in poverty, but she still living. And anyhow, she says, I have to live, so we 

live. Dying is not an option for me. She says, people are slithering all over, and it is hard to 

believe them right away. They make promises but never get back to us. I am sure they know that 

they won’t see us again, so who bothers? 

Jamila 

My interaction with Jamila took place close to Ashiana Nagar. She was sitting at one of 

the drainage side walls that people like her mostly use to rest. These walls are broad enough to 

sit for some time. As soon as I got down from my auto rickshaw, my eyes spotted her, not sure if 

she is just sitting there for a moment or if she has no home to go. I went to a shop nearby and 

bought some kachoris (stuffed bread) and chatni as it was almost noon, and I had not eaten 

anything. I also bought water and sat inside for a few minutes as I watched Jamila closely. She 

was still sitting in the hot sun. I stepped outside the door of the shop and prepared myself to talk 

to her. Situations like these are hard as you never know if the person is in the right state of mind 

to talk or is in withdrawal or is overwhelmed. People who sit outside with no place to live make 

it very rough to approach them in order to protect themselves from harm. However, as usual, I 

put on a brave face and try to start the conversation by introducing myself and my purpose for 

approaching her. Jamila is a Muslim woman wearing a salwar kameez and dupatta (a piece of 

scarf that us used to cover the breast portion and the head). Muslims dress this way often instead 

of a sari. She has more than two dozen green bangles on both her wrists. She does not wear a 

bindi but has kajal (black pencil lined on lower lash line) in her eyes. All in all, she was a good 
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looking woman. Homelessness causes problems, but women still love to wear make-up and 

desire looking good. This was my first question to her. Jam, do you love wearing make up? She 

replied with a smile, yes, I do, but I see you love wearing kajal, too. I respond, YES! I have 

loved it since I was a little girl. In the beginning, lighter conversations allow people to settle in 

with a stranger. Though an insider, I still feel like an outsider. While I interviewed all these 

women, the advantage I had was that it did not take me long to understand the cultural situation 

that bonded us together. Other than normal tradition and culture, we as Indians inherit a culture 

of the city of which one has to be aware. Patna has a culture. People usually eat breakfast outside 

their house. Eating kachori and jalebi (a swirled, rounded sugary sweet) in the morning with 

some potato and green pea curry. Often, people are spotted at the local roadside shops and hotels 

eating this food. Though it was not a breakfast time, I had managed to get kachoris and some 

jalebis from the local shop. I offered it to Jamila as well. Food is something that I learned to offer 

whoever I sit with. I have learned this art from my grandmother who never ate without offering 

food. My arrival in the US slowly abolished this art or skill because this culture does not exist in 

America. I had to edit myself as it made people very uncomfortable here. 

Moving on with Jamila, I asked her the same questions that I had asked the other women 

on migration and poverty. She made a true effort to answer my questions. Migration, she said, 

cannot be denied. She said, cities have everything, so being attracted to cities is not something 

uncommon. My question to her was if she migrated here, was the attraction of town any better 

than where she lived? This made her think for a while, and she told me that though this place did 

not offer her a proper place to live, she feels more free. Freedom is what she meant. Money was 

a problem when she was in the village, and it remains a problem for here as well. Her economic 

status has deteriorated in the city as villagers used to offer her regular, healthy food. I guess this 
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is a part of “structural adjustment” that the concept of development introduced to developing 

countries through the World Bank. "Structural adjustment" is the name given to a set of "free 

market" economic policy reforms imposed on developing countries by the Bretton Woods 

institutions the World Bank and International Monetary Fund (IMF) as a condition for receipt of 

loans” (Chebucto community net society, CA). 

But it is her freedom that has brought her here. Did she run away? Yes, she did. Most of 

these woman whom I met on the roads of the city have ran away, some from abuse, some for 

freedom, and some uprooted for other problems. 

Jam continued to reflect on her journey of being forced to cook, run household chores, 

and then get married to anyone the family chose. Jam also confessed how she got abused and 

exploited while being in the city. Not a surprise for me as she added this is because she is poor. 

Poverty hurts. “Per jeena to hai” (but have to live). She asked me the English word for jeena 

(live). Jam had interest in English and showed me some interest in learning and speaking 

“phataphat” (fluently). I offered if she is willing to come to my house, I can teach her. Despite 

her courage and interest to learn a foreign language, she expressed her concern about making a 

standing appointment, citing no knowledge of where she will be at what time, believing it will 

not work. Seeing these women, I feel depressed. I went back to the situation in 2003 trying to 

interview trafficked women and women in the red light area. Not only did I feel hurt, but I felt 

extremely restless and useless. When will things improve? When will the state rulers realize 

there is a section in the society that has lived in this poverty-stricken state 67 years after 

Independence? 
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Jam answered questions on the future of 

poverty and admitted that though people 

talk about it and it is non ending, I do feel 

that this is going to end and at the end, we 

all will live happily together. 

Jamila showed her desire for living a happy life that she feels is going to happen. She was very 

positive of her own thinking and her efforts. She said she will change things around. I did like 

her enthusiasm and her bold approach towards living in a society that usually offers depression 

rather than positivity. Women like Jamila are rarely seen, so I made an effort to spend more time 

with her. I was with her almost all day. Jam laughed when I tried to discuss adhikaar (rights) 

with her. While in the middle of the conversation, she mentioned that adikaar sounds like a real 

word. This word has the power to uplift; imagine what power it has when it actually happens. 

That was her response when we were talking about human rights (manav adhikar). Human was 

not even the word she heard or responded to. Right was the one that attracted her and made her 

happy. In between our conversation, she looked at me and showed her intention to come with 

me. At this point, I wish I had a shelter of my own to protect all these women I met. I reminded 

her that I live outside India. She nodded yes. As our conversation continued, I asked her if she is 
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comfortable staying at a shelter and that I can look it up for her. She said with a doubt that not 

everyone can be like me. She also added that some women who run these institutions are very 

rude and discipline too much. She is here living like a free bird and does not want to be in a cage 

again. Shelters have rules and regulations, and the city does not have enough to accommodate 

homeless. A report has mentioned that there at around 2,500 homeless and the shelter can only 

accommodate 1,200, which is not even a third of that population (Cheng & Kumar, 2012; Patna 

Profile, 2016). Her concern and discomfort in living in a confined shelter with few activities 

going on is understandable. Freedom is a word, but we all define it in the way we want. Freedom 

is a self-descriptive word. What is freedom for others cannot be the same for me, and what it is 

for me cannot be for others. Freedom in general can be defined and understood on the surface, 

but not in depth. Interviewing these women has given me a better sense of understanding words 

and their usage. Jam answered questions on the future of poverty and admitted that though 

people talk about it and it is non ending, I do feel that this is going to end and at the end, we all 

will live happily together. I felt like a Bollywood movie just ended when the villain is killed and 

the macho hero takes away his heroine in his arms for his heroic deed that he just performed. 

Jam’s mood and face lit and she felt that she is going to live in a house that will provide her 

happiness with all the material necessities that one desires. Her conversation end was abrupt, but 

she did make a lot of sense for me. She walked with me and actually introduced me to a couple 

more Muslim women who she knew and with whom I took over a conversation. 

Jahan 

Beginning my conversation two days later with Jahan was extremely easy. We were both 

near Sardar Patel Marg when we interacted, and I did not feel the discomfort that I had felt 

meeting Jamila. This woman was simple, and since there was an introduction by her friend, I had 
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lost my uneasiness. Jahan was a girl of medium stature, dressed in salwar kameez and dupatta. 

She was a young girl who did not say much but had something interesting to say. Her migration 

was not from a nearby city but Gaya (the place where Lord Buddha attained knowledge). I have 

had the opportunity to live in that city. She did not tell me exactly which part she came from. I 

did not find the signs of desperation that I saw in some others though she was living in the same 

situation. She told me she has found a man who is going to rent a place, and she is going to 

marry him. I asked what he does. She responds, he is a truck driver. Jahan spoke Hindi/Urdu 

very well, so letting the conversation go was easy. She was interested in my conversation about 

development (vikaas). She mentioned a few things about the government and how Vikaas Babu 

(CM Nitish Kumar, also called Development Kumar) distributed bicycles for girls, which 

allowed women to go to school with ease. I asked her does she have data; how many have been 

distributed? She said no. I saw her interest in politics, which was not surprising for me, but 

coming from her, it was a little surprising. Her knowledge was good, and she was literate enough 

to read newspapers and other magazines, providing her with the ability to fuel her interest in 

political news and latest developing stories. 

Jahan believed in some kind of vikaas (development), so her thinking of the future of 

poverty was also different. Her statements were a result of her truck driver partner who made her 

believe that life can be wonderful. She relayed that hard work can lead anywhere and 

everywhere. I guess it was not wrong thinking as they both are very young and have time and 

energy to struggle. Even though I wanted to probe a bit into this and wanted to ask more about it, 

I left with a positive thought of this couple with a positive outlook that things will improve and 

will not remain the same. Now, I had two women in row with optimism, which helped me gain 

some additional positive energy to move forward with another participant. 
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Zumaira 

I met Zumaira close to Patna collecteriate under a tree. She was sitting there accusing a 

maulvi (priest) who forced her with her mother to accept some kind of ritual near the dargarh 

(tomb). People of other religion also come here to make a wish. The woman had an atheist view 

and did not want to succumb to rituals that were forced on her. I was not sure how to take the 

conversation further. I asked her if we could sit and continue the conversation. She said yes but 

not near that kothi. I asked her why, and she replied that was the place she pointed out that her 

mother and the maulvi troubled her. 

I remember once I was crossing that place on a rickshaw I had seen something like this 

and had asked my rickshaw wala. He told me when women don’t want to get married or are 

stubborn they bring them here to maulviji who tries to convince them to do it without countering 

their parents or relatives. The role of maulvi ji was to act as a superior parent who has the ability 

to convince. However, the resistance that came from the girl was amazing. I am not saying all 

that these women want is the right thing, but forcing a human to do something that they refuse to 

do sounds demeaning. Women endure a lot more than men in this situation. I stand evident to 

many such examples. Such stories are not rare. It is just that some can be observed, and some get 

lost in the big traffic of life. Happens in almost all the communities. A long time ago, I had 

interviewed rape victims under 18 and remember the scared parents unable to even whisper what 

had happened with their girls. They never reported the matter. Societal pressure is hard on 

parents. Hence, actions like forcing girls to accept what they do not want occurs in spite of their 

unwillingness. Parents have mentioned to me that they really do not want to participate in these 

actions that hurts their children but cannot live outside of the societal norms. They fear being 

outcaste will affect the other siblings who have nothing to do with it. Parents do have role to 
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protect their other children who have not been a part of controversy that the other one went 

through. That is the custom, and the parents see their role as following society. 

Zumaira had many opinions but kept a bit quiet as it seemed to be her personality which 

did not bother me anyways because we all have certain traits 

that are different, which is that the beauty of our distinct 
Poverty for her was 

something that is “not a 
personalities. big deal.” She says many 

people live in such 

situations, and to survive 

with it is only the key 

Usha Devi 

As I moved ahead, I met my next participant at Pun Pun Station. I was visiting an 

organization and had the opportunity to see this woman. “Survival is the technique,” Usha Devi 

opens up her story by highlighting this while sitting in the muddy and dirty area full of donas 

(paper bowls) thrown around in Gandhi Maidan. Usha is a woman around 35 and has been living 

on the streets for about two years. This woman is easy going, and I did not have to make an 

extreme effort to talk to her. Since my youth, I have taken a stroll in Gandhi Maidan. I make it 

there almost every day when I am in my childhood home. Gandhi Maidan is named after 

Mahatma Gandhi, the father of the nation. A huge statue of him stands in the middle of this huge 

park, surrounded by stairs and places to sit. While, I was walking, I saw Usha sitting by the side 

of the walking trail. I had to take a break in the heat, so I made my way towards her, and very 

smoothly the conversation started. My questions did not go in the right order this time, but 

instead, I started somewhere in the middle, and she responded. Usha was not a shy woman, so 

she did not pull back from answering anything. Poverty for her was something that is “not a big 
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deal.” She says many people live in such situations, and to survive with it is only the key. I asked 

her why she talks about survival and does not dream something big. Usha replied, dreams are 

fake, and we do not have a way to convert them in any true sense, so it is not a great idea to 

dream. She continued, when we think of surviving, it makes us feel better rather than dreaming a 

world that is hard to achieve. Maybe that will be in another life or something. Despite being 

shaken by her answer, I tried to ask about the human rights issues, where she pointed out that if 

people get what they should get, all these rights will not be required. Human rights had to be 

explained to her, but her response was so simple and true. Usha also asked me if creation of these 

terms are important. Right, Didi (Big Sister)? I told her it is. Amidst people taking their morning 

walk, Usha pointed out to me that there are so many types of people here, all in different sizes, 

shapes, clothing, and ordinary chappals (sandals). Usha mentioned she sees them almost every 

day. She asked me if they all look rich to me. I answered her, no. She then pointed out that why 

do we need to complain and crave for things when we know that not everyone can be on the 

same staircase. 

“Same staircase” was an interesting way to compare our lives. Most intellectuals would 

have used the words platform or stage or boat. Usha said that 

That was also one reason living in poverty means living with rudeness and disrespect, 
for her to be on the streets 

instead of hearing the same but she also said that she is not the only one who is living 
abuse all day that her 

“Body is rotten that can’t 
with it. Efforts to make money within this issue are important 

produce a baby.” 

and are the only way to live. Regarding the future of poverty, 

she responded, “I am not sure how to react to this question, but I guess it is something usual, and 

I guess we have to be in it for long time. I don’t see a future that will change much. Big (rich) 
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people are connected more, and that helps them grow even bigger (richer). We are not, but what 

will connect us anyway? Money connects people well, and that we don’t have. No?” 

That is where she left her conversation. I did not have much to ask after. She did mention 

how she cooked and lived by the streets and how she gets help when she really needs it. Her life 

at home was not good as there were too many fights involved each day and it sounds like she left 

the house due to the severity of never-ending problems in the house. She was married but had no 

children due to some complications. That was also one reason for her to be on the streets instead 

of hearing the same abuse all day that her “Body is rotten that can’t produce a baby.” Culturally, 

having the capability of reproduction or having a fertile uterus plays a huge role for married 

women. It gives them status, and respect can be earned if we belong to this process even when 

women live in poverty. For years, I have witnessed this and have found that women do find 

solace in this and feel less threatened. It upholds her status in the house and society better. I can 

vouch that her journey is unbelievable. Culture and traditions have also been a foundation of 

“status building” for some while making it “fall flat on the earth” for others. This part of human 

interaction and living within this culture has made this study interesting. 

Women, who left home as result of being abused or ill-treated is not new but what makes 

it interesting to note is that women can abuse other women and help in pushing them out of the 

house as was the case for this participant. Women in her own family were abusive. They abused 

her so much that she clearly did not had any option other than to leave. Usha had to flee. 

Manju Devi 

Manju Devi, a 19-year-old said, “I am poor because rich people want me to be like this. 

Why the hell will people live like this if they don’t want to?” Manju’s statement was very stark. 

She said that she has thought about this many times, and this is what she has concluded. She also 
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mentioned that she probably would try something in the future to change it but not much right 

now. Manju seemed to be pregnant. I asked her if she would like to have a seat and continue 

some discussion with me. She agreed, and we both sat in a huge Maidan (park). She was having 

some difficulty sitting down on the grassy floor. I asked if she was pregnant and that it might be 

better a bit comfortable to find somewhere else to sit. Manju looked at me and said I was very 

kind and that it was too nice for me to offer her this. We moved to a bench, but she added that 

sitting on floor would allow her some kind of exercise that allows her to deliver in a smooth way. 

I said, these are “gharelu nuskhe” (home remedies), right? She said, oh yes, that is what my 

grandmother and other old ladies teach at home. 

As I was trying to begin the conversation, I asked if her husband was somewhere near 

and working. With a smiling face, she said she has none. Really? I was shocked. She said she is 

pregnant and that everyone would call it an illegal child. Much aware of the culture, I wasn’t 

very surprised. Though it was not my question, she answered, so I tried to go a bit deeper into 

whether this was an abuse of exploitation. She answered, No! She continued to say that this was 

her choice and that the father of this child is a “likeable person.” In fact, she also mentioned that 

the person was willing to use a precautionary method or “safe sex.” She was the one who 

denounced birth control and went ahead with her choice of “freedom.” She further told me that 

women also need a choice. Sure, I reacted and told her that there are women who want 

precautions but men prefer not to, but in this case, I see the reverse. Manju had a great smile, and 

she said yes, that is how it is traditionally, but she chose to follow something outside of it and 

found someone who understood her. I asked whether she thinks the person will accept the child 

and if she will have a committed partner in future. With great caution, she replied, “I would not 

expect that from him as this was my choice, and he agreed to it.” I have heard stories of 
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exploitation and abuse (and mostly they are), but this story is not one of them. I told her, see that 

is one reason, I am having a hard time believing you. She told me that I should believe her, 

which I did. It made me think that if the generation has changed over the years, why have rapes 

cases in India increased? 

Manju’s story was different though she matched Jamila on the point of freedom. Jamila’s 

freedom was well-defined. She was very clear. I see two women from two different 

communities, one Hindu and one Muslim, who define freedom in almost the same way. Their 

thoughts are familiar even though they do not know each other. Maybe be some day, they will as 

they both spend much of their times on the same streets. As I had said, freedom for me, after 

hearing these women, became a self-defined word. No one else defines freedom for us. It is 

oneself that does that, and there is no harm in it. Manju added there is not anyone else other that 

her “likeable person” (payara insaan), whom she prefers to sleep with, but when talking about 

rape and abuse, she does fear it might happen to her as well. Safety is compromised on the roads 

because we do not have a structure of four walls to sleep. She said she lives in fear day and night, 

but freedom against so many other things matters for her. Her compromises as she says are 

“risky,” but one has to take risk sometimes to enjoy other aspects (pleasures) of life. Life is 

precious, and we get only one to live as humans. There are many other lives, but according to 

her, she says those are in the shape of animals, birds, insects, and worms, and that is not the life 

that one can imagine to be enjoyable and “full with freedom.” I found a lot of sense in her 

imagination and the stories she passed on to me. Not all were her own stories, but she had 

gathered some oral histories from her ancestors as well. I have also heard in Hindu mythology 

about being born “in the shape of flower” and other living beings when we lost our father. Some 
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people who came to pay tribute told us told these stories. I know where her thoughts and 

imaginations were coming from. Very aptly, she told me that she has good plans for the baby and 

that she will find a way to bring him up in a good environment. In spite of living in a hopeless 

society, she still thinks she can make life work. 

Most of the internal migration happens due to “in hopes of better lives in the city. I 

continued with the other questions on migration, and she said she comes a family that controls 

women much more than men. She did migrate from some block in Patna. She said it is not far 

away. Her homelessness was a choice that she made to relish her 

“Her homelessness was a
freedom. Not that she belongs to a rich family, but she definitely had a 

choice that she made to 

place to live. I asked if she had friends and relatives, which she said she relish her freedom.” 

did. Manju was amazing in answering some questions. I asked her of 

development agencies that helped people on roads and slums. She said she knew one agency that 

was distributing condoms, and she laughed hysterically. Who will use a condom when people 

don’t have a “newalla” (a piece of bread) to eat? Isn’t distributing food more important that 

distributing condoms? She pointed out her finger to herself and said, you see, did I use it? No! 

Agencies have to know that places such as this need support with food and shelter first before 

distributing condoms. These are a waste of time and money. She said that they never ask people 

what they actually want. I asked her that they usually do surveys and then come up with these 

ideas of requirement. She questioned me, who is this population who have said that they need 

condoms? Do you think so? I didn’t have any answer for her. 
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Manju’s story was connected to this idea. 

Regarding the future of poverty, Manju said, see, when we 
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I have worked in the nonprofits for long, but since my area of work was more on the health and 

immunization side, I did have an idea of “condom distribution” and how it is usually measured. 

Condom distribution does relate to some health benefits for women, 

live in poverty, we really live with it. Since this has become a part of life, it is going to stay. Just 

like many other things that stay in our lives, this will also stay. What is the point is discussing it? 

Due to her age group (very young), I was expecting her to answer my questions on “human 

rights.” She responded that this is not her piece of cake and that she needs a lot of explanation to 

answer this question. I made an effort to make her understand it. Her mood was not that great 

and she did not understand this question line, so I was convinced that she needs more time; her 

body had only a certain capacity to bear things and be verbal because of her pregnancy. At times, 

I found her breathing hard due to the pregnancy. She was a very good communicator and usually 

understood my language very well. Her Hindi was decent, and she also spoke Magahi well. My 

communication was mostly in Hindi, but at times, we did lapse into Magahi as well. 

Girls like her are sometime wanderers. They leave home in search of a free life, which is 

not easily available. I did not see so many young women on the road when I was growing up. 

The population has definitely doubled since then, but I also feel that women are less scared now. 

Stories and incidents of rape have been making news all over the world regarding Indian cities, 

discussing the vulnerability of women. Hearing stories like this make me feel that there are 

women who are full of confidence and have the courage that makes them take risks like this. I 
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also wonder if reports of such women getting abused or raped get reported accurately. There are 

many questions that can arise, but for now if we concentrate on the story of Manju, that does not 

seem to be the case. Her ability and choice to live the life she wants is her game, and she is 

playing it with absolute confidence and will. She prefers that way, and she is living it. I might 

not be able to track her anymore due to her unsteady living, but maybe there will be a day when I 

will come across her and ask her some follow up questions regarding her life since she chose to 

live in a community that was not hers. Choices are hard to make, but when one makes it, it is 

also considered as a life that one chooses to live although there were many women who live on 

road because they do not have a choice. Among all the narratives, I was really awestruck by 

Manju’s story, and I felt very gratified as I left her amidst the evening sun setting in the west 

walking away with her offspring still in the belly and a promised future for her/him. 

Surati 

Surati was found on the railway junction. She is around 30 and has been on the streets for 

a few years now. Her life and story were not too connected because either she was lost or did not 

have a consistent flow. Anyhow, I do gather some incidents and stories of her life. 

She answered me well on her situation of poverty. She mentioned, “these situations are 

somewhat better that dying with food and water.” She thinks she can beg and get food, and 

people are generous and give her food and money. 

Living with her in-laws did not prove pleasant. In the process of getting married, her 

family failed to provide the demands of her in-laws. That noncompliance of their demands kept 

constant pressure on her. She feared life as she lived with them. In gaps whenever she met her 

parents, she brought up this issue but things did not materialize as the parents did not have 
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money either. Surati told me, “shaadi karna jaruri hai ka, didiji?” Is getting marriage necessary? I 

had no response. 

Running away from home had two significant reasons. 

One was an inability to pay the dowry, and the other was not 

having the capacity to bear a child. There was another woman’s 

story that mentioned this reason as well. Having a child increases 

the chance to fit in the family despite a lack of dowry. Having a 

son increases this position even more in the traditional set up. “Families where a son is born are 

more likely to stop having children than families where a girl is born. This is suggestive of 

parents employing “stopping rules,” says a survey, led by chief economic advisor Arvind 

Subramanian(Quartz India). 

The questions of human rights were a little tough on her, but she did answer me in short 

on poverty. She said, “rehne ki cheez hai,” it is there to stay. However, she had issues with 

nonprofit organizations. She mentioned that she observes some people coming and going, but 

has no idea what exactly they do. She pointed out, “Sanstha wale log dikhete hain per kya karte 

hain ye nahi maloom.” What these organization people look like, I do not know. 

Ruhi 

Ruhi, another participant, observed that while living near the temple, she was often 

offered prasad, (an offering made to god in the Hindu temples) which served as her daily food 

intake. It makes her life easier as she does have space to cook, but she also mentioned that there 

are fights between other homeless people for food. Sometimes she says prasad is limited and is 

offered to all as there are many beggars sitting outside the temple. 
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Talking of poverty, she mentioned that “it is not by choice, but one has to embrace it.” 

Government comes and goes and there are only a few who care. 

Speaking about the future of poverty, she 
She mentioned Laloo Prasad Yadav- a Yadav was a student emphasized that it is “deep, strong and 

comprehensive.” It means a “vast sky, a
leader who emerged in 1990 by becoming the Chief Minister of 

vacuum, where many people live.” 

Bihar; he is also called gareebon ka massiah, god of poor 

people; a social justice leader whose regime allowed all the 

OBC/SC/STs to organize and have sammelans, or intellectual gatherings in his state. He was also 

known for controlling communal riots that often took place between Hindus and Muslims in 

Bihar, who created space for rickshaw pullers to sleep, and small little shops for street vendors to 

lock up their belongings at the end of the workday. It was hard for them to carry their wares back 

and forth every day. She also said that if Yadav knew about us, he would have done much more, 

but not many other politicians are interested. 

Speaking about the future of poverty, she emphasized that it is “deep, strong and 

comprehensive.” It means a “vast sky, a vacuum, where many people live.” 

Nishat 

A Muslim by religion, Nishat (about 23 years old), spends her time near the temple at the 

railway junction. She calls herself “movable property.” She said she was abandoned from the 

house due to her lack of following discipline in the house. She started seeing men at a very early 

age, and that caused much disrespect for the family and hence the abandonment. Nishat was new 

to the streets. Bihar reports of women and girls who are lost through police stations, and these 

women who leave homes might be counted as such. Similar to Jamila’s case, this woman also 

hated shelters (there are so few to choose from anyway). She said her freedom was hindered 

there, and if she left home for certain reasons, she does not need to entertain the same in the city. 
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She sounded bright, and answered my human rights question about “Violence is a human right 

violation.” She agrees that it is a violation and said that in her family, not her father or brother, 

but her uncle hit her hard. He pulled her hair and beat her on her back. It was extremely painful. 

She defines poverty as “loitering in the city” and feels that the future of it can be 

“beautiful and a bit gentle on us.” She also said that maybe exploring this a bit more can result in 

something else, but for this time, I will stick to this. I was amazed as her eyes spoke volumes. 

Lots of dreams and sadness were there, as well. Development programs did not have a great 

impression in her mind as she felt not everyone that works for these sectors have compassion for 

poor people. She concluded, relief comes in other ways as well. This is not the only source. 

Somali 

Monsoon in India and especially in Patna is nuisance. A proper fishbowl. There is no way 

water would be able to get out from where it has moved in. Water is everywhere, and the garbage 

odor seeps into every crevice and pore forever. As the evening steps in, it becomes extremely 

hard to navigate the roads. In spite of living in that city for most of my life, it is still miserable to 

travel home in monsoon season. Hot and extreme humidity sucks away all 

energy. Amidst all the mosquitos delighting in this weather, I met my other 

participant who also looked a bit perturbed, and while seeing me navigating 

the road unsuccessfully, she offered me her hands. It was slippery, too. 

That was the connection between us. I asked if she lived somewhere here. She said, no, she will 

be going to sleep on the station as it is safer to be there at night. That one sentence was enough to 

figure out she was a homeless woman. He words were remarkable: “deh dasha barsaat mein 

ekdum kharaab go jaata hai is jagah mein.” She said, all her body becomes really bad and rough 

in this city and weather. I assume only people who live in a clean place and atmosphere would 

“I have heard, 
America is a very 

rich country and 

did you see any 

poor people 

there?” 
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love monsoon. Somali wasn’t aware of my position as a researcher, so I introduced myself to 

her. It was getting dark, but I still insisted if we could talk. She asked me the purpose, which I 

narrated. At first she seems to be a bit skeptical, but she became curious when I told her I live in 

the US. Now her eyes lit up, and she had her first question for me. “America to bahut ameer desh 

hai, aapko koi gareeb dikha aaj tak?” She meant that, “I have heard, America is a very rich 

country and did you see any poor people there?” This is a very 

hard question for me to answer. Somali kept pushing me. Please 
She went on to say that poverty for 

her does not have a natural cure. “It show me a picture. I have met you, the only direct person who 
needs vitamins and other things 

that can give it a better lift.” came from America. Among all others, she was the first one who 

showed so much curiosity and will to see pictures and what life 

looks like in America. The woman confined me in her desires and made me keep my promises. I 

did show her pictures the next day, and I also continued my conversation. This was one way to 

get into more substantial conversations. 

She went on to say that poverty for her does not have a natural cure. “It needs vitamins 

and other things that can give it a better lift.” A wonderful measure that could resolve the issue. 

However, she was also very skeptical about who is going to do it. Is this an easy affair? She 

added that without this, there is no scope, and the future remains bleak. Talking about it is 

shameful and unhealthy unless there is a way to make the change. She reminded me of the state 

of the roads and how the crowds were walking all over, gesturing at how all looked so unreal 

because people were so indifferent towards each other. I guess, she was talking about the gap 

between the rich and poor and that it is hard to bridge that gap easily. I remembered that poverty 

brings more segregation, and the same is true for America, too. It is hard for people in 

developing countries to believe it or realize it. 
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Shilpi 

Shilpi, was standing near a shop looking at the passersby. I was on my way home from 

the centre when my eyes caught her. I gave her a pleasant smile, and she smiled back at me. I 

asked if she lives close by. Shilpi said she is temporarily out of her house. She was only one who 

mentioned her temporary condition. She was also a woman who was accused of not bringing 

enough dowry. I asked her if she feared life. She said no. She just wants to teach them a lesson 

although she knows once she returns back, she will be battered. Amazing courage! After 

knowing all this, I pulled back asking questions on migration or how she lives or cooks. I asked 

her how poverty makes her look. Very promptly she said, see, if I were not living a poor life, this 

won’t have happened. She used words like “dealing with it” and really living a life. She was not 

sure of the human rights questions, which I explained, but I could not get an answer from her. 

Shilpi seems to be engrossed in engaging about future of poverty. She mentioned that the 

future of poverty can be dangerous, fearing that it will not end. She said, survival will be more 

difficult as people do not get it. People will live anyway, but it is hard living with weak health, 

torn shoes, and bad clothes. Poor health seems to be the most important. She went ahead and 

described a scene from somewhere near the slum where people were living a compromised life. 

She also mentioned some deaths that happened due to non–treatment of said person due to 

money. Prenatal and natal care were also of concern to her, and based on my work in the clinics, 

I know slums has many cases like this. 

Some issues were very focused upon slums and not on homeless women. They live alone 

and have hardly anyone to care for and to care for them. However, living with poverty is the 

situation that both groups face. Creswell (2014) noted in his book the value and importance of 

theme and how it helps in Qualitative Research writing. Here are a few that were identified. 
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Themes that emerged out of these heavy, profound and emotional conversations: 

1. Runaway Brides: Runaways brides included seven of my participants. Most of them ran 

away due to suppression and abuse. They narrated stories where other women have 

compromised in order to live with families. Runaway brides are not new. I have heard 

such stories since childhood. Some girls leave their houses and never return. Disrespect 

to the family results in killing women as well. Risking life the family, many women 

choose to run away even though they know that the future of being out of the societal 

structure is not predictable. Despite knowing things can be worse than what is in the 

house and within the family, they still choose to go. One of my participants mentioned 

that her mother did not have a voice. She was docile and just cannot do anything to 

remedy the situation. All the power lies in the hands of males of the house. I salute the 

contribution of these women, and I also know that in a patriarchal, macho culture that 

exists, I should not be surprised. However, what surprised me was that the girls spoke and 

felt this powerlessness. Women felt the need to move to the streets but also mentioned to 

me that they need a safe and protected nest; shelters and begging on the road cannot be 

the only option. 

Middle class families struggle with these issues, so it is very understandable to 

think about lower classes or families that suffer economically having even more dire 

consequences. Most women try to adjust in these families, but when it becomes rough 

after sometime, such situations make these women pave their way outside the home. I 

remember the fear of being outside my house in the dark. The amount 

of courage it takes to be out in the streets cannot be overlooked. I 

remember one of these women responding to her need for a huge 

One of my 

participants also 

mentioned that men 

hate HELPLINE 
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amount of courage and a very firm one. Another one said that when the situation is grave, 

you do not think of courage and will. All you think of is escaping out of this situation as 

the best option. If we have life left, then we will see what more we can do with it. Saving 

life is the option when repeatedly being hit and abused. Helpline, an organization that 

also serves as a hotline for vulnerable women in my city, had many cases like this where 

in spite of all the violence, we still considered counselling the family as the best option 

and putting these women back with the family due to their lack of economic 

independence. In fact, that is one major reason these women return to their homes and 

keep getting abused. At this point, there is no other way. 

One of my participants also mentioned that men hate HELPLINE. It gives them 

insecurity and makes men feel that there is help available to these women in need. 

Helpline in my city went through some issues while handling men who were aggressive 

and did not prefer their wives to get help. Such men actually propagated false news at 

times about the closing of Helpline so that women do not approach us. Recently, it has 

moved into 35 more districts of Bihar (Times of India, 2013). 

2. Lack of Motherhood: Not able to be fertile and produce an offspring for the family is a 

great difficulty. My father’s first cousin did not have a baby, and her husband married 

another woman. She still lived in the house, but naturally the other woman who produced 

three babies took her spot. One of the 
But listen to me. If I had the ability to reproduce, he would 

reasons in visiting our place was to talk have produced babies every year. Did you get it, Didi, what 

about her experience of not bringing I mean here? I would have hated that. Yes, I have a hard 

motherhood and joy to the family. time smelling breast milk and baby poops. It is dirty, and I 

had no patience or desire for it. Men are born with a mind 
Motherhood is one aspect of the story. 

of a lemon. Very sour! 
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The other one is about having a son, who in Hindu 

religion, plays a role in the life and death of parents. 

About three-fourths of my participants narrated the story 

of this issue. The emotions were high, and I could see the 

tears rolling. I, at times, was also affected by these 

stories. Such emotions did not do anything to their 

family. They mentioned family members as “heartless and cruel.” 

One of them mentioned that we do not control our bodies. Isn’t it god’s desire that 

I have this inability? Now, while one was upset and passionate while talking about this, 

the other one told me that it is good that I have this inability. I know I was hurt and had to 

be suppressed, accused, and abused to basically show me a way out of the house. But 

listen to me. If I had the ability to reproduce, he would have produced babies every year. 

Did you get it, Didi, what I mean here? I would have hated that. Yes, I have a hard time 

smelling breast milk and baby poops. It is dirty, and I had no patience or desire for it. 

Men are born with a mind of a lemon. Very sour! A crucial theme to ponder over as there 

are numerous who are going through it. 

3. Redefining Freedom: Freedom redefined or say freedom self-defined. Freedom from 

oppression is what we have known, but defining freedom the way you want was 

something a bit new for me. Two of my women had strong opinions about it, and a third 

one went a bit softer about it. I have mentioned this earlier while narrating one of the 

interviews. Dreams are infinite for these women, and they feel freedom can be one way 

to give it a smooth direction. Redefining freedom is a possible way to move forward. 

Freedom for one can’t be the same for other. Freedom is definitely about “CHOICE”. As 
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Saba Mahmood (2001) explores in her article, “Rehearsed Spontaneity and the 

Conventionality of Ritual: Disciplines of Salat” were her focus is about religious practice 

of “Salat” and feminist politics, but she moves her thought about freedom in general. She 

mentions “contextualization of freedom should be contextual, rather than a universal, 

practice” as its analysis should be thought through topography of a “politics of freedom 

adequate to variable understandings of the self and its embodied power” (p. 845). For me 

though, the context is different in the narrative, but that is what meaning of freedom is for 

the subject. In agreement with Mahmood and as a researcher, understanding freedom in 

the context of a person is a genuine freedom. 

4. Religion as an obstruction: Religion is a very picky subject, and I wasn’t willing to take 

this topic up, but there were women who were very sad and felt that religion never helps 

women. This did not just come from one but all the three of them. Women said that 

religion hurts. They added that religion has given power to men, and they also weigh men 

above women. Two of the women reacted that living on streets should have been seen by 

God, so it is God’s will that we stay in these places. Streets are not safe but if that is what 

his will is we will continue to stay here. One of them told me that if God watches over 

everyone and he is omnipresent where I he for us poor women? 

Religion creates an impasse to openness and relationship. People have a hard time 

marrying each other. Even if they do, they have a very hard time surviving and fighting 

for it. Why did we need a religion? Why can’t all be the same? I added, it is not that easy. 

I thought for a little and reminded them about caste. I asked them if it is easy to marry 

outside caste. 
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5. Marriage as a bondage: Marriage for many years now has existed as an institution. 

Since it is a call of social norms, tradition, and culture, people do it, so everyone feels 

they have to do it, too. The flavor of unconditional love, friendship, warmth, 

understanding, and togetherness has disappeared a long time ago. In my experience and 

with what I have been hearing, these women who are not in a powerful position to 

criticize still whispered to me that marriage has 

“Isn’t marriage done to keep us safe in every 
not been a graceful journey for them. Some of way all our lives? It was done to take care of 

women because the father will get old, and 
these women have tried to find help, but it has 

protection of a young woman was a priority.” 

never worked out. Two of my participants were 

very clear in saying, “Shaadi jaruri hai ka, didi? Kahe jaroori hai? Khadaan chalene ke 

liye?” It was really amazing to see that culture of marriage has dissociated itself from 

many. Smart, young, and homeless women have understood the pain of a worthless 

marriage. Marriage and its secretive reasons are known now to most of them. Civility in 

marriage is gone, articulates my other participant. I asked her if it is thriving in other 

relationships. She said, not in most, but since this is such a close one, one can’t do 

without it. It matters more here than for the rest of them. Of course it hurts in every 

relationship, but here its injuries cut to the quick. 

One of them uttered, “Isn’t marriage done to keep us safe in every way all our 

lives? It was done to take care of 

women because the father will get She clarified that an old father 

cannot be a protector all his life. 
old, and protection of a young woman 

Practically, when he gets old, he will 

eventually die, and her brothers both 
was a priority.” “Kyunki bhai ho na 

will get married and have their own 

family, or there are chances that the ho, ya bhai ka bhi ghar bus gaya 
girl might not have a brother. 
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ho.Tab bahen ka kaise chalega?” She clarified that an old father cannot be a protector all 

his life. Practically, when he gets old, he will eventually die, and her brothers both will 

get married and have their own family, or there are chances that the girl might not have a 

brother. Ultimately, who is going to protect her and take care of her? Obviously, it will be 

her husband. One basic reason to get married is to have your own family. However, 

situations in society have changed. Power belongs to men. Who is going to care? As a 

result, there was a common belief that marriages are not working in favor of women. 

They are taking place as men need offspring, and their families need to grow. Amidst all 

this importance, the desires of women evaporate like a vapor. It might or might not sound 

right for people, but that is what is happening. I have also heard from my lawyer friends 

that cases in family courts have tripled, and in spite of two major trial courts and one 

speed trail court, dispersing cases related to marriage and divorce have been a tough task. 

More cases are filed than they are dispersed. 

Conclusion and Future research: 

The discussion on poverty and its measures and cures will continue. As the ways in 

which people fall into poverty and climb back shift, the phenomenon is always changing and 

new ways of gauging and reducing poverty must be developed. In Oyen’s work it was very 

visible in to see that how she felt about this process as a “tale –telling” process rather than 

finding a good scientific reason of people living in poverty or falling in poverty. She 

acknowledges that there should be more ways to conceptualize poverty. Moving ahead with 

research is not only the call of the present era but there should be appropriate ways to move 

further. Just as high GDP acts as a mirror of the growth in a country; it hardly measures how 

many people actually fell into poverty. As Amartya Sen (2013), eminent scholar and economist 
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in his new book, An Uncertain Glory, calls GDP an unintelligent way to examine the human 

economy. Sen, believes enriching human abilities more than only expanding the horizon of 

growth. Certainly it is not a way to end poverty but developing capability will facilitate people to 

keep from falling into the poverty trap. 

“In this perspective, we have to recognize the importance of the two-way relationship 

between economic growth and the expansion of human capability, while also keeping in 

mind the basic understanding that the expansion of human freedom and capabilities is the 

goal for which the growth of GDP, among other factors, serves as important means. 

Growth generates resources with which public and private efforts can be systematically 

mobilized to expand education, health care, nutrition, social facilities, and other essentials 

of fuller and freer human life for all. And the expansion of human capability, in turn, 

allows a faster expansion of resources and production, on which economic growth 

ultimately depends”. (Dreze & Sen, 2013p; Sen, 1999) 

Discussing about women in poverty, “feminization of poverty “is the term that strikes the 

mind and helps in understanding the problems faced in a women managed household in which 

normally the male figure is absent. This trend shows the urgency of situation and the need to 

address the problem. The role of United Nations, other international agencies and other welfare 

programs should continue to be responsible and create new programs and engage women and 

continue to influence their lives. Regardless of debates, challenges and other issues women have 

still continued to live and support their lives in poverty more than their male counterparts. Mike 

Davis, in his book, Planets of slums, has mentioned that, when the Varanasi (India) silk sari 

industry was investigated by Human Rights Watch, it was found that women and children work 

more than 12 hours a day under horrible conditions with physical abuse and token payment. So, 

http://www.tehelka.com/tag/gdp/
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in order to counter these, he poses a question “DO WE NEED A SURPLUS HUMANITY?” 

(Davis, 2007, p. 174). A recent report from Huffington post confirmed that 1 in every 5 adult 

lives in poverty in Unites States or is in a position of “falling into poverty” (as Krishna defines 

it). Defining poverty, measuring poverty, scholarly writings, debates, role of state actors and 

many other terms were recognized during the process of writing this paper. But the complexities 

of why people are still suffering and more and more people are getting inside the trap of poverty 

require more than can be covered here. That being said, in agreement with Davis we really do 

need a surplus humanity to relieve the suffering of the poor, especially women. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

VOICES OF POVERTY IN SLUMS: WOMEN-ARE THEY BEING HEARD? 

Human history is not monolithic. On the other hand, incredible, poignant individual 

stories do not mean that there is not a common, fundamental basis of human experience. 

Tell the stories and make visible the common foundation. -Janaki S.N. 

New poverty is being created as some old poverty is destroyed. Contrasts like these 

growing wealth and acute deprivation are hardly uncommon in developing world. 

Glittering skyscrapers rise next to the rickety shacks, expensive restaurants look upon 

ragged street children, big-ticket tennis and golf tournaments are hosted in places where 

most people never get hold of tennis racket or golf club. What does the future hold for 

those left behind? Does one merely need to wait: Economic growth will overcome 

poverty? Or something more active and purposeful is required? - Anirudh Krishna (One 

Illness away, p. 1-3) 

“The beautiful forever wall came down, and in two days, the sewage lake that had 

brought dengue fever and malaria to the slum was filled in, it expanse leveled in 

preparation for some new development. The slum dwellers consoled one another. It is not 

us yet, just at the edges.”-Katherine Boo (Behind the Beautiful Forevers, pg. 233) 

“Poverty is, of course, matter of deprivation”-Sen and Dreze omnibus (p .22) 

Poverty is not equally distributed. Women and children suffer most from poverty and 

economic exclusion. (Pilario, et al., 2015, p.22) 

In 1909, the book “Makers of our Clothes was published. The authors (Dankelman & 

Dickenson, 1988) showed how even in London in those days, women’s work was compromised. 

Compensation was minimal and was not made on time or was even never made despite the hard 

work. Situations like this have gotten better in those countries, but women in “Global South” 
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have a long way to go. Women’s work and wages matter to the fundamental health of the family 

unit, and they have to take a front seat when we talk about women in poverty. Esther Boserup’s 

book, Woman’s Role in Economic Development, published in 1970, was a pioneering effort in 

this discussion. The UN Decade of Women (1976-1986) “heralded [an] era of research and 

enquiry on gender issues” (Boserup, 1970, p. v). It is difficult to discuss ’all the ideas Boserup 

has in her book and do justice, but this one is the prominent one, and it is not hard to take it into 

account and have some relevant discussion and insights for new research and development. 

Kabeer’s (1994) Feminist Theory of Development had viewed that the progressive and liberal era 

will bring more women’s participation, will improve their shares of resources, and will have 

better employment opportunities, but in the1970s, studies documented that women were more 

burdened and were participating in more in unpaid labor. 

Two chapters of this dissertation can never be able to voice all the issues and concern of 

women, particularly those living in the global south because they are enormous, and most of 

these issues are interlocked, pulling women into poverty. However, it is going to complement the 

work and effort that other scholars have performed. Women are known as protectors of the 

environment by planting trees and protesting against deforestation even though many ’do not 

have land rights. A majority of subsistence farmers are women, and they participate in cash crop 

cultivation as well (Dankelman & Davidson, 1988). Women fight for reproductive rights and 

fertility, but they still care for their children when they are born. As an agent for family welfare, 

a woman cooks, cleans, looks after children, and also contributes to the source of the family 

income. Even after so many contributions, women are mocked and abused when they are 

abandoned by a man who migrated or left her for any other reason and for marriages that happen 

before the legal age. Poverty has crept in their lives by several means that include all the above-
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mentioned issues but also because of gender-blind development that completely undermines the 

traditional agricultural knowledge, and since women have been the biggest producers and know 

the dependence on a healthy environment, moving into an urban environment has not helped 

them either. It is mentioned that the world population’s 75 percent of poverty is shared by the 

poorest, and “women make up the majority of the poor” (Dankelman & Dickenson, 1988, p. 3). 

“Time–budget studies have shown that women not only perform physically heavier work 

but they work longer hours” (Dankelman & Dickenson, 1988, p. 3). Thanks to a few 

organizations including the United Nations, UNFPA, and UNEP, who have helped in bringing 

awareness that has demonstrated some impact in this situation. 

As I mentioned earlier, the issues comprising poverty are intertwined, and there are many 

issues to be discussed and resolved. Issues have been in existence for ages, and governments 

have prepared different policies over time. Some have worked and some have not, but I will take 

into account the case studies that were basically worked out after interviewing these women. 

Times of India, a leading newspaper of 

India, reports that the population of the slum has 

reached an estimated 65 million in the new 

census that was conducted in 2011. I am sure it 

has a different number by now as the next census 

is due in 2021, and the survey is already on. 

Until then, we have to be dependent on this data. 

Data demonstrate the increase in urban slum hold is up. Slums have occupied a large portion of 

urban lands, whether they are notified slums or illegally occupied slums. The area is always 

enormous, but there are always too many houses cluttered in one. The government has a role in 

Figure 5.1: Eviction taking place in slums. Source: Google 
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getting these persons settled. All categories of slums have been identified. Figure 1 shows police 

officers trying to force eviction on these residents. 

Women who live in the city of Patna and its surrounding cities and areas, inhabit slums 

that have been there for years and maybe even generations. Families have been living in some 

shacks for generations. Women in these slums have been either married to men who have come 

to these slums or have been living in the slums as youths with their families. Women don’t have 

much choice. Through my narrative research, I observed that most of them have followed their 

men here or their families. I wasn’t able to see the spark of fire that I saw in homeless women. 

These women living in the slums had a very soft point to handle. From my observation, I felt it 

was more of a patriarchal setup. In spite of women not being very happy with men, they were 

trying to manage the bond and stay. They help men with earnings as well. The major part of this 

set up is a part of the informal economy, which does not always flow. Earning becomes a 

problem as their people are either rag pickers, street vendors, vegetable vendors, domestic help, 

vessel exchange for saris (Bartan wali), massage help, thela drivers (loading cart drivers), bus 

ticket checkers, and repair mechanics. These are 

everyday jobs and are not guaranteed. Some of 

these men do not have anything to do, so they just 

sit and drink or do drugs that make women upset 

and very depressed. 

Poverty in slums are different than 

poverty of homeless women. Homelessness is 

something that brings in more depression, insecurity, and at times, a reasonable amount of hatred 

for society. Women who chose to be on the streets were happy to be there but had substantial 

Figure 5.2: Interior of a rag picker's dwelling. Credit to U.C. Roy 
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reasons to choose what kind of life they led in the shacks. Most of the problems that these 

women have described are intertwined, but to keep the analysis in focus and organized, I have 

divided them is small titled themes. 

Also, it should be taken into consideration that in spite of facing most of these issues 

women rank one problem over another. There are problems that are more crucial and they need 

more space to talk about it. Here not only talk about it but also looking for ways to resolve it 

completely. The estimated population of women in Slums in Bihar is not indicated anywhere. I 

tried really hard to find any data the particularly focuses on the women population in slums of 

but haven’t been able to find one. 

Informal Economy, Women Labor and Poverty: 

Rinku Kumari, one of my participants, mentioned that she works as domestic help for a 

family and earns about Rs. 1000 a month ($25), depending on the value of money. She has been 

living in the slums for more than 14 years and has 3 children. Her husband works in a hotel 

where he does dishes and cleans, earning around Rs. 2,500 ($60) a month. His work is also a part 

of the informal economy as he never knows when the work will be gone, and there is not the 

infrastructure that saves his job for any reason. The informal economy became stronger in India 

after privatization in the 1990s, and since then, it is a part of Indian economy. There is no 

stability related to these jobs, and people who live in low-income areas are mostly dependent on 

this transient job situation. Women have been part of it for very long as women’s labor was not 

truly recognized until Karl Marx focused on it and said women’s labor is a reserve force. The 

only time women’s worth is recognized is when men fall in danger of not working or finding 

work or during times of war. Each of these women is working in more than one job. 
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All of the women participants from the slums are breadwinners. They came to their 

families’ rescue when men had no work or even when they worked. Women of the slums work 

and earn bread for their family. They work multiple jobs. “There is never enough money,” one of 

them mentioned. “Money comes and goes,” my other participant mentioned. I said, “Yes, money 

comes and goes, but do you think it stays somewhere?” “Yes,” she remarked. “It does stay with 

mota bhai kind of people.” Mota Bhai means fat brother, and it is a big fabric store in my city. 

These people are businessmen, and so even though these women do not shop here, they clearly 

know the name of these shops . While most of the women participants were part of the reserve 

labor force, they had successfully entered the major labor force for a very long time. Connolly 

argues that it is cheap labor and is much institutionalized (Connolly, 1987). It is always in 

demand more so in the industries and less elsewhere. 

My argument in this work is not focused completely on women’s labor, but over the 

years, the meaning of “reserve labor” has changed. Not that these women are not used as a 

reserve labor, but they are in the forefront of earning regularly for their families; the focus is 

more on women’s condition and poverty. When women earn, why is it that women still remain 

poor in most places? “To be poor is to be vulnerable” (Bhatt, 2006, p. 23), and there is no doubt 

that women are more vulnerable. A woman collects fuel and cooks the food, but she still stays 

hungry despite needing all these nutrients to work and reproduce. 

As Dankelman & Davidson (1988) noted in their book, Women and environment in the 

third world, “It is difficult to talk about women as a whole without ignoring the vast economic, 

cultural and social differences between them. Even if we were to consider only women in the 

third world, we would find it difficult to generalize. The lives of women in India, for instance, 

are different from those in Ghana or Peru; and within countries, similar gaps in income and 
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culture exist” (p. 2). But at the same time she argues that is not difficult to “outline the general 

shape of women’s living condition in these places” (p. 2). She further argues, that women share, 

“first of all, their poverty: roughly 75 percent of the world’s population are among the poorest 

and women make up the majority of the poor” (p. 2). She mentions that the house work they do 

is not even proclaimed as labor. Though she focusses more on rural women who work in 

agricultural farms, the stories and conditions of urban women who live in slums are equally 

perilous if not worse. 

The Unseen Labor: Women Rag Pickers of Slums 

Continuing the issue of the informal economy and women labor, I focus my energy again 

on women labor. One day while I was at the slum and was taking a walk to sit some place quieter 

so that we can talk, I saw Solochana’s sharp 

eyes saw something and picked it up very 

quickly and threw it in her bag (Bhatt, 2006). 

I asked her what that is. She smiled and said, 

it is a piece of plastic that can be sold for 

money. I have seen rag picking before but 

that is usually very early in the morning and 

they carry a proper big bag where they keep 

precious finds. I asked this and explained to her how I imagine it is done. Solochana, very calmly 

told me that people really do not care about the environment anymore. They throw things out of 

their houses anytime now, so we have to be prepared with our bags all the time too. She was 

right. These dumps were supposed to be out early. Solochana indirectly hinted to me that people 

like her help in saving the environment too. Garbage needs to be clean then it can biodegrade, 

Figure 5.3: Rag pickers at work (google) 
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but if there is a mixture of plastic or can or any other material, it will not help in processing 

naturally. Women’s knowledge is powerful, and she knows her connection with the environment. 

People living in these areas are very much aware of the environment and what helps in protecting 

it. While women may seem to have opted out of this essential connection with nature in modern, 

urban society, they often have a connection that goes unnoticed. Women are connected to food, 

environment, land, and even technology in numerous ways. 

Susan Buckingham-Hatfield very aptly puts in her book, Gender and Environment: 

Despite many differences between women in the North or South, there persist global 

inequalities in income and occupation between women and men. It is noticeable how 

women world-wide are engaged in those jobs, which is the most critical to human 

survival (feeding, clothing, and providing health care), are least valued in society. Since 

poverty is a major determinant of ill health and of exposure to many environmental 

problems, women are more likely to suffer these. That such income and occupations 

balances seem so resilient to geographical location and to industrial progress implies that 

society must be structured in such a way as to perpetuate those inequalities. 

Karl Marx’s argument was that women’s labor was brought into “waged labor force” when need 

arrived, and he termed it as “reserve army of labor” (as quoted in Hatfield, p. 5). Rag picking is a 

tough job. It is also very disparaging and waist breaking, “kamar tor deta hai,” uttered Somalia, 

another participant. Until it is done, it involves so much energy. First, in the process, we picked it 

up, then we clean it and then we spread it on the ground to dry. Once they are dry, we sort it out 

in categories (Bhatt, 2006). We have to make sure which one goes where. After finishing all 

these details, we sell them all to a dealer. The dealer conducts the sale by himself and sometimes 

uses a middleman, but after all, we have hardly any control because we need money. Things are 
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sold at different prices; steel is like Rs. 22 kg, Plastic is between Rs. 5 to Rs. 8 kgs, tin is 

somewhere between 14 to 15 per kg, raddi kajaz (Paper-just like garbage) is Rs. 5 kg, Loha 

(Iron)about Rs, 25 a kg, so these are some extra income for us, and we need this in order to have 

some comfort in our lives as well. Though the work is demeaning, it provides us with extra cash, 

and that matters the most. This is not a very steady income, but it is still an income, laments 

Raheela with a sincere smile, as she winks at me while playing with her artificial earrings. 

Women like Solochana, Raheela, Sonali, and Suratiya’s work is of domestic help, primarily 

because to keep the income going, they have to do this other work too. Raheela said sometimes 

they are really scared to do it because if people for whom they work see it, they might take them 

out of their houses because this is work is demeaning, and they would feel that we are not 

trustworthy enough to be working with them. Ela Bhatt (2006) mentions this exactly in her book 

We are Poor but so Many. Her organization SEVA (serves in the state of Gujarat in India) has 

been working with this population for decades, and Bhatt has the ability and a remarkable way to 

describe it. Putting pressure on themselves to do everything from cooking, cleaning, caring, 

working as domestic help, and then doing rag picking work is all labor intensive. For all this 

work, a woman gets paid minimally. Most of their physical work is 

an unpaid labor, without taking into consideration the reproductive 

labor and her emotional labor that goes into their lives as well. I think 

not having a union or a bargaining unit for supporting them or their 

causes just like “SEVA” is a loss of workers’ rights. 
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Figure 5.4: Rag picking site is back-breaking (google). 

Several theories have been interpreted to 

show women’s commitment and involvement in 

environmental issues (Dankelman, 2007). Esther 

Boserup’s (1970) seminal work makes this 

connection between labor and nature, while Geeta 

Menon’s (1991) (qtd. in Dankelman, 2007) work 

basically focused on labor-based interaction, where 

she saw work as interaction with the natural environment. She argued that historically, all the 

labor based work that women do are connected to environment. 

Violence in the Shacks: The Patriarchal Drama 

The present government has banned alcohol in the state of Bihar, so it is hard to find 

cheap alcohol for men in slums, and this forces them not to drink too much. Several of my lady 

participants mentioned that, “E Nitish Kumar acha karlai, humni phir se vote debai ukra. Nahi to 

e mardanwan ke koi kaame na halai. Bhore bhore pee ke turrrnn, aur humani ke thethaye la 

bechain. Theek kailak nitishwa.” And all of them had a hearty laugh. Some more of these 

participants mentioned that after the alcohol ban, they have some relief from domestic violence. 

Else these men would get up in the morning, get cheap alcohol, drink, and started hitting women 

without any reason. That used to be a morning routine. Sushila told me that they are happy with 

the Chief Minister(CM) and will vote for him again. He got them relief from being beaten, which 

had become a part of their job for these men for many years. Men did not care. They would not 

see who is watching or be concerned with how the children would feel. They would not question, 

“Why am I doing this to her?” They would hit their pregnant women as well without even seeing 
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the consequences. Very rude, cruel, and insensitive daru (alcohol) makes them. When the men do 

not drink, they are all right, we really do not want them to drink, and most of 

the women participants agreed with this action. 

Violence happens in slums for other reasons as well. Rupali 

mentioned that if a woman would talk to other men even for some work, 

violence takes place. There was an incident that a man who was alone in 

house had issues with his stove. He came to her and asked if she can cook him some rotis as he 

has to go for work and his wife was out. Rupali agreed and cooked the rotis and asked him to 

collect them when done. By the time this happened, Rupali’s husband returned from his work. 

He did not say anything while the other man was there, but his large and red eyes said 

something; as soon as the man left, her husband blamed her and pulled her hair and asked if she 

was entangled with him. Rupali was shocked to hear this. She argued and said if her husband had 

done the same and asked some other woman to cook for him as he needed it, she would never 

doubt him. In return, he slapped her twice and said, “Don’t try to argue like a lawyer, you bitch. 

abuse and use really shameful words for each other’s wives. 

Stay where you are or you will be thrown out of the house.” Rupali cried bitterly. She still had 

marks on her cheeks and her hand from trying to safeguard 

herself. Violence is blatant in slum shacks. It is unimaginable! 

She adds that when it happens, no one says anything as people 

If a woman would 

talk to other men 

even for some work, 

violence takes place – 
Rupali mentioned. 

Slum environment is really filthy. As a researcher who is trying to talk with these women, I felt 

really sick listening to all these episodes. I am not going to forget when she said, “even dirt on 

the road is better than what men spill from their mouths for women.” Rupali also said that she 

contributes so much in the earning of the house and runs the show all by herself, but on other 
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fronts, her situation stays the same. The husband never sees her as a resource. What a rude 

patriarch! Dobash and Dobash (1979) proposed “that the husbands use of violence was an 

expression of his authority and power and that this violence largely been accepted as 

appropriate”(as qtd. in Boonzaier,2001). 

Similar, to her case, was the case of Sapna. Sapna’s husband had a crazy thought. She 

said that he dreams while “he walks and does work.” He uses some crazy dreams as an excuse to 

abuse me. The man of dreams had similar doubts about Sapna as Rupali’s husband had. 

I asked if she also did the same thing and that he caught cooking her for 

another man? She said no, but he dreams that I sleep with other men. If “Didi, I need to 

be dressed well 
she refuses to argue on this with him, she falls into the category of good as I meet these 

customers every 
wife. As Boonzaire (2001) mentions in her thesis, “…duties ascribed to day at the shop. 

It is really 
her as a good wife were not essential to her role” (p. 103). For 

necessary for me 

to look neat.” 
example, cooking for husbands and family members without complaining 

or listening to them without giving a personal response or opinion. “Follow or 

get abused” is the trick. Women who listen to men are usually considered as 

good wives. Sapna’s looks were clearly very good (she had extremely sharp features) and she 

carried herself very well: nice, clean clothes with pretty bangles and hair tied in a neat bun. In 

addition to her beautiful looks, she was a skilled and well trained tailor. She sewed and stitched 

cloths at a ladies tailoring shop where she was getting paid. She told me, “Didi, I need to be 

dressed well as I meet these customers every day at the shop. It is really necessary for me to look 

neat.” She also mentioned she worked at the beauty parlor where she was learning some new 

skills while being there, but she is only responsible for cleaning the shop. She said she makes 

money that helps her to pay for food and milk for her kid. Ahooja-Patel (1995, p. 33) has aptly 
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pointed out the poverty conditions in slums where “men survive and women struggle.” Shortages 

of food and hardships fall on women more than men. 

As Ramana (2002, p. 154) has mentioned, “It is the woman who is the biggest victim of 

poverty in any slum household.” It is said the women’s everyday life experiences are different 

than men (Corral, 2002). Despite this described connection to the land, women hold less than 2% 

of the world’s privately owned land (ICUN, 2007; Global Green Grant Funds, 2010). In 

developing countries, the speed of urbanization has increased exponentially, and statistics prove 

that more than half of the urban population lives in slums and informal settlements, in sub-

standard housing, without basic amenities (UN HABITAT, 2006). Women headed households 

form a very high percentage of the population in many such settlements because women in many 

traditional societies cannot buy land or inherit property, and at the same time, millions of women 

in Asia, Africa, and Latin America depend significantly on land for a living. Worldwide, an 

estimated 41% of women headed households live below the poverty line, and close to one third 

of the world’s women are homeless or live in inadequate housing (Benschop, 2004). Prohibiting 

women from access to land pushes them to the cities, where they often join the ranks of the 

increasing number of women headed households in slum areas (Beshop, 2004; Seager & 

Toepfer, 2005). Kenya, for example, “where women head 70% of all squatter households, over 

25% of women slum dwellers migrated from their rural homes because of land denial” (p. 1). 

Women provide up to 90% of food to the rural poor and produce 60-80% food in the most 

developing countries (IUCN, 2007). Boserup (1970) has addressed women as food gatherer and 

food producer. 
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Child Marriage and Poverty: 

Child marriage is still prevalent in Indian slums in particular. On my last visit home, I 

saw two marriages happening in the slum close to my place, where both the kids were underage. 

The legal age to marry in India is 18 for girls and 21 for boys, but the girls who were getting 

married were not more than 15 years old. One can easily measure this as they looked like 

children. Why does marriage connect to poverty? Sometimes it is not only girls who are 

underage; there are underage boys being married off as well. Where would someone find work if 

he or she is young and not literate? Though informal economy allows people some kind of work, 

it is not always available in plenty. Since most of these jobs require little skill or almost no skill, 

there are always people available to serve here. One reason for child marriage is falling in love at 

a young age, as well. Mistrust and being scared of their parents, these young kids run away and 

marry before they are separated. Even though it is not a legal marriage due to their age, they still 

do it and consider it legal. Lack of proper parental guidance gives this problem more ways to 

move further. Young girls become pregnant, which means a baby girl gives birth to another 

baby. She has a husband with no income, and the responsibility of parents begins without even 

realizing how difficult it is going to be. Shikha, a 16-year-old participant, was one of them. She 

fell into this gutter when she was only 13 years old and was a mother of a two-year-old now. Her 

story had a different twist. She confessed that if she did not marry, her father would have married 

her to some old guy for money. While narrating the story, she started sniffing and used her 

dupatta (a piece of cloth that women use to wrap around or cover their breast) to wipe her tears 

off. The little one who was playing and giggling at her mother suddenly became serious and 

started sobbing as his eyes got stuck on his monther’s face. Shikha wrapped her arms around 

him, giving him a sense of protection and said, “na, na kuch na. Hum theek bua.” It is okay. I am 
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okay. ‘Mat rowa baua.” Don’t cry my child. Motherhood comes naturally to women, no 

matter what their age is. Her delicate heart knows how her child feels. Though not 

a mother yet, I still felt the emotional bonding between the child and this very 

young mother. That was a powerful display of emotions and beautiful bonding 

that erupted within seconds between them. 

Abandonment and Life in Slums: 

“Agunah” is a halakhic term for abandoned women that is used by Goldstein in her book 

Enforced Marginality: Jewish Narratives on Abandoned Wives. Agunot is the Hebrew plural, 

agunes the Yiddish. Goldstein had the experience of growing up as a daughter of an abandoned 

wife. The prose and her language is a wonderful display of emotions that hits the heart of any 

female like me who is also narrating stories of “women who live in poverty.” There are strong 

reasons for why I used Goldstein’s book as a background because she places those emotions well 

because of her own experience, which definitely connects it with the women in this study. In 

addition, Wendy Zierler has done a beautiful review that hits my soul as well. “Pratiyukt 

Stri”(Pratiyukta) is a word for abandoned wives in Hindi. 

Nibha Devi, Fatima, Lagni Devi, and Sunani Devi, my four participants are living a life 

of “agunah.”. In Bihar, we use some term close to it as well to address these women. Local slang 

terms are always alive as these abandonees are also seen as a stigma to the society and keep 

getting abused, accused of being in that situation. “Choral hai” “Bhataar3 (Husband) chor diya 

hai”is a term used in Bihar. This is a regional word for husband usually spoken or used by 

women in Bihar. 

3 Bhataar. Means husband in the regional language in Bihar. Usually used as a slang. 
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Modern society has definitely allowed or has helped women’s “self-quest” for more 

freedom, adventure, and self-transformation (Zierler, 2012), but it is not true for women who live 

in the global south who belong to the low strata of the society. There is no way for them to 

conquer this kind of freedom and adventure with their lives and mold into new transformations. 

This is a difficult task of doing it when already surviving in the section where women are 

stigmatized, accused, and abuse at the same time. 

The state has a long history of migration, and the earliest migration stream can be traced 

to the 1830s when people from Bihar migrated as indentured laborers to the British colonies of 

Mauritius, Guyana, Trinidad, and Fiji. “Since the mid-1960s and the spread of the Green 

Revolution, a large bulk of migrants has been going to the northwestern states of Punjab and 

Haryana to work as agricultural laborers. More recently, in the 1990s and 2000s, a significant 

number of migrants have also been going to several other areas to work-in diversified 

occupations” (Sharma, 2005p). 

Left behind women of migrant workers is another issue that has left these women 

abandoned. Male migration in Bihar has continued due to it low income and poverty stricken 

status. Males migrate to metropolitan cities for employment, leaving their wives and families 

behind. In the initial year of work, they refuse to take the family as it is very hard to live in a big 

city with a family. The costs are skyrocketing for them. But later in the years, some people take 

them and some do not. Actually, most of them do not. The migrant workers end up having a new 

family in big cities. The legal approach to these marriages is striking. Though their first 

marriages are legal, these first marriages still get washed away by the second marriage and 

children born out of them. Legal divorce takes a long time to get settled, and there is a high cost 

to these as lawyers take good amount of money. There is legal aid set up free of cost for people 
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who live in poverty, but either they are not aware of it or they have a long wait 

Why would someone 
in line to get this done. Family courts have been running way behind in 

get married without 

a choice and get 
disposing of cases of divorce or any other issues affecting women. Despite all 

abandoned? Bolo, 

Didi? Nibha these courts and speedy trial arrangements, it is a tough path to attain this 
lamented. 

salvation. All along the way, it is women who suffer. Male out-migration men 

have either settled with other women or have left women for several other 

reasons. Women’s issues have been enormous. Women who do not have babies due to infertility, 

women who do not bring enough dowries to their marriage, women who got married but are still 

forced to ask for money from their parents all contribute to men abandoning their first marriages. 

Nibha’s anger made so much sense. Why would someone get married without a choice 

and get abandoned? Bolo, Didi? You tell me, sister. All my lectures on women rights and gender 

fell apart. Where did we reach? Have we reached these women? How can one talk about human 

rights? How can one talk about poverty when situations like this cannot 

be focused on and resolved? Even though organizations are doing 

their part of the share, I would say not enough is done. One 

reason women fall into poverty is due to this as well. 

Women are married for a purpose. One, parents do 

not want to safeguard them for very long, and the 

situation in India regarding this is an international 

focus now. Two, marrying them allows parents to 

pass on the economic burden to someone else who 

can be there as her protector and also who can take 

care of her financially. However, in this age of economic 
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instability, this particular support is getting much harder, but the process of marriage is not 

changing. It continues! Cards are distributed, dowries are taken and given (even though many 

grooms and their families are never satisfied with it), and the process of union continues. First 

comes the marriage and then comes abandonment, not for all, but for many. Women have paid 

more price for marriage than men. This is how it has always been. 

Fatima, about 24 years old and Muslim, was abandoned by her husband who also 

migrated to Mumbai for years and ended up marrying a Hindu girl. Mumbai has one of the 

biggest slums called Daraavi. It is huge, and the people living in there embrace a lot of 

unpleasant situations. Katherine Boo’s book (2008) Behind the Beautiful Forevers is a bounteous 

reflection of how life works in the biggest slum, with an international focus on Dharaavi in the 

world. Newspapers say, Mafia is strong there, so sometimes commitment made inside those 

places needs to be honored. The movie Slumdog Millionaire was also focused on Dharaavi and 

has reflected solid details of life lived there. Fatima remains a left out bride in the city where she 

was married. I did not have specific questions for her, but since these erupted as a theme in 

women living in poverty, I tried to break the ice by asking how many siblings she has and what 

does she plan for her future living in this situation. Situations as such exist and people living with 

it are deeply disturbed. Fatima had a very soft voice. She has five siblings, and she is the middle 

child. Fatima said, “Sister, see this is not an abnormal situation for women like us. There are so 
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many. We suffer. Subsequently, we learn how to exist. Would you be willing to help take us with 

Iska pati isko chor diya hai, chants a teenager, Dulha kekro 

utha ke le alai mocks a tiny girl. “Choral Hai”, points out the 

other one. Dulha kisi ko le aaya hai,I see a finger pointing out 

from a shabby curtain that came down with a clap and a hearty 

laughter. Then came in a grumble that said, what makes you all 

laugh on her? Is that her fault? One voice of sympathy drops in 

an ocean full of mocking and shaming. 

you or where we can find some work and get some mental peace?” So, many women have asked 

me this. I tried contacting the shelter and local NGOs, but that is the kind of help they do not 

want. They want something permanent that gives them security and social support for their 

lifetime. However, recent news on girl child shelter rape in Bihar takes away all my trust from 

them. 

Fatima, was a young girl, so I found her a lot less shaky than the other ones who were 

older. She pointed out that her confidence shook initially, but she has it back. She feels she 

would be able to overcome and will live a proper life of her own. Fatima comes from another 

city and plans to return but does not have a definite time or it may be said that she has not really 

settled on those thoughts of returning yet. She works at a beauty parlor (salon) where she cleans 

and takes care of the place. Even if her husband plans to bring her back, she would not like living 

with another woman. She also was not too comfortable with the interfaith marriage that her 

husband ended up doing. Interfaith marriages are not very rare in situations like this but are 



    

 

 

 

  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

  

   

 

Migration in itself is hard, finding work, living with 

Sulagni Devi said, minimum, and then people’s own sexual needs alongside 
“Men are like Dogs. 
They love smelling fighting loneliness in a new city are a really hard ball. 

shit”. 
Where Fatima’s story was in some ways kind and 
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normally kept hidden due to societal pressure. People do not think of anything except that life 

should become easy in any circumstances. Fighting countless things at the same level is hard. 

gentle, Sulagni Devi’s was very angry and sarcastic. She was not in a mood to give up. She 

continued her story by saying, “men are dogs; they love smelling shit.” Yes, that is how they are, 

and that is how they behave, I had a hard time again.” Talking and listening have been a bit 

tough on my mind; I have run out of peace. I tried hard, but it really fell off the radar sometimes. 

Sulagni’s intentions were clear. She hated what she was going through without even feeling shy 

or nervous or awkward. Very clear with her intentions, she expressed her story very well. Not 

even a minute of a doubt for her narration instead of a clear-cut thought and one hundred percent 

rage and despair was absolutely visible. Sulagni works as a domestic help in five houses. She is 

overworked because her husband is not there anymore, but she mentions that even if he was 

around, he was economically dependent on me because he used to get fired from his work 

frequently. He did not have any stable income, and so now that he is gone, I am still good. 

Women are paid lower wages and obviously, in the family itself, the status of women is low as 

well. Article 14, 15 (1) and 16 (1) in the Indian constitution guarantees “equality before the law 

or equal protection of the law within the territory of India” (Ramana, 2002). 

Living in the same culture for years, I am very well aware of these situations and stories. 

With my own eyes, I have seen and heard them, but I do not live with them, and that is where 

“lived experience” and its narratives matter. This much abuse of someone with no fault of hers 
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has created an immeasurable trauma and impact on her. This woman feels and goes through the 

same situation every day. I was shocked to see her going through this. Shaming is a large part of 

life in these shacks. I was amazed and stood in shock for a few minutes. Later, when I asked 

Sumati if she feels good to talk, she smiled with tears and said, “Didi, e roje ka chakker hai. 

Humara nashta kahan sab isse se hota hai.” Meaning, this happens every day. This is my 

breakfast and lunch, and I don’t really need real food after this. It fills my stomach very well. 

Alongside this, I also hear many other things that overfeed me, so please don’t worry and come 

in. “Kursi per baithiye di.” Sit on the chair, di. Do you want some tea? Amazed and shocked at 

the same time, I gave her a nod for “Yes.”. I thought that might distract her, and it will allow 

some space and a different conversation before we get locked into some serious ones again. 

When we think of Shakespeare and what he said: “Life is a stage, and we all are actors 

we come to play our part and leave,” true to this situation where I was in, I saw extreme pain and 

drama. My thoughts went back to Shakespeare’s plays. Not just live on a stage but also the 

characters of Macbeth and Othello can be found where male characters played some action roles 

that stunned me and will for many other readers as well. Many men created so much drama and 

control over women. One point that is clear is when I interviewed women on the streets, their 

stories of how they ended up there is shocking. Sitting 

with her gave me one clear reason that we cannot live 

with abuse every day of our lives (Snell-Rood, 2015). 

Women ran away and ended up on the streets knowing 

very much that they will still be a target of some kind of 

violence, but it still gives them a break from this kind of 

communal abuse and stigma. Finding solace on streets 
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feels great in order to show that “freedom matters the most” and that abuses are traumatic and 

cannot be encouraged and lived with. 

While these communities sometimes provide commonality for women to share, such rare 

situations and occurrences make you a target of everyday 

mocking and abuse. After a little tea break, Sumati had a “A dose of poison that drops and 

slips off my soul without even my 
few questions for me, where I explained her the need for 

tiny recognition” and that feeling 

is really good even if “it stays 
this particular study and how it can be a mirror to reflect 

within me for a moment only”. 

and identify with many other women who live this life of 

“abused dramatics.” I showed her some pictures of my past 

work on my phone to make her comfortable. Sumati was a maid and cook for a family that lives 

close; she reports that they paid her reasonably well. She did not work in many houses as she 

says her hours are long, and the family is generous to accommodate and pay her fair salary. She 

had a break from work as they were traveling for a vacation, and she said that she will be 

compensated for her time off as she is not the one who is on leave. She also mentioned that they 

would have still paid her as they are “good hearted people and are very generous to her and only 

a few people realize it.” 

Since she mentioned that they paid her well and the family was generous, I started with 

the question of poverty. I asked, “If you say that they pay you well, it means that you have 

enough or is that the money that you feel it is better than not having it at all?” Sumati takes a 

deep breath and asked me if I am comparing her to the people she lives with or this is a question 

that is more general and targets a larger community. See, this is why I say that women in these 

hovels are pretty intelligent and that formal education has nothing to do with it. I said, she can 

answer accordingly. First, she said that living in this community was not a choice and that her 
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status of poverty and her husband (who is not with her anymore) had basically brought her here. 

She says that being alone helps with money but this is not really enough for everything that she 

wants. Her desires have taken a back seat after her husband betrayed and migrated with someone 

else to another city. I refocused again on the “question of poverty” rather than going into her 

painful life story. Eventually, she understood my intention and spoke at length about their 

impoverished situation, which has been created by the government and other institutions. Having 

very little hope how poverty will look in the future, she mentioned to me, “Life isn’t there 

forever, so even if the situation will change, I won’t be there to see it ‘develop’ but my blessings 

for the new generation of poor people who will be able to live a life they desire.” I saw her eyes 

sparkle for a moment, dropping down in sadness again while she mentioned she really wishes 

she had a kid of her own that would have been one reason for her to live happily. 

Life isn’t a bed of roses, I stated. Struggles are part of our lives, and we should live with 

it without giving up. I am in agreement with your statement, she said, that is why I am seeing her 

alive despite all that shaming and stigmas that are poured on her on a daily basis. “A dose of 

poison that drops and slips off my soul without even my tiny recognition” and that feeling is 

really good even if “it stays within me for a moment only.” Marriages are important, and that is 

where it leads us and sometimes goes unnoticed. My real thoughts on “marriage as an 

institution” are not wrong, and I remember one of the homeless women also pointed this out to 

me. Talking about marriage definitely took us on the path of speaking about her abandoned 

status with her husband. 

“Abandoned wives” have no status in the society, these women do not belong to that state 

of society where they will claim adventure and freedom from the basis of their caste, money, and 

family status. Even though sometimes in the upper class or strata, this comes as a stigma, due to 
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the effect of the new modernization of developing countries and other women rights issues, it has 

been accepted partially in those sections of the society. Sometime back, BBC had reported that 

NRIs have been abandoning wives. They have been treating them like “holiday wives.” When 

they go to India, they live with them, but they never bring them to foreign lands and give them 

the status of a legal wife. Recently, there was a big gathering in Punjab’s capital as the number of 

these marriages are higher in that particular state. Amanjot Kaur Ramoowalia, the head of a 

charity for women abandoned by their foreign-national husbands, met with these women. “Ms. 

Ramoowalia estimates there are more than 15,000 women across the state who are in this 

situation. She sees around 15 abandoned wives a month and says the numbers are increasing.” “I 

see a lot of beautiful, educated women. They are in a mess,” she told. “They are ashamed to live 

in a society as an abandoned wife. I believe this is a big violation of human rights,” as reported 

in Meeting in Secret: The Outcast Wives of India. Financial Express (6th July 2018) reported 

about 30,000 wives were abandoned in Punjab by NRIs. 

A new policy change in the Indian government took place a few days back to prevent 

these atrocities. Now, the NRIs have to register their marriage in India as well to counter these 

issues. Recently, eight passports of NRIs were canceled by the Indian government. Issues like 

this are common in upper-class communities, and people who belong here have a hard time 

countering it, so imagine women of these communities who have no power at all to counter this 

situation. This is just a comparison to make people aware of how difficult the situation is. 

When I discussed “Agunah” and women who have a hard time divorcing men and have 

to stay within that chain, it is not only painful but very ugly and gets uglier each passing day. It is 

not about them only but also about relatives and other social supports that they need in order to 

survive. Keeping up with this pitiful situation is not tolerable or acceptable in any way. 

http://helpinghapless.org/
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Poverty and Human Rights: It is All about Shame 

Poverty and human rights have been powerful issues for everyone, but how much a 

woman in the slum partakes in it and recognizes it was one of my crucial points to research and 

explore. Women who live here are not usually literate, and life in the slums are not pleasant. 

Thousands of issues erupt, and people usually live with their lot. Living in the slums means that 

their condition lacks in many facilities we take for granted and engenders a great 

deal of unhappiness. People who live here have a lot of courage because 
I asked, “How does it feel 
like living there?” Nibha they have to live and figure out what will they do. They don’t have a 
replied, “I am okay living 

here. I just have to control choice but the “courage to live can also be said as someone who has the 
my desires. That is all. But 

poverty is obnoxious.” energy to bear things.” 

Nibha has been living in the slums for almost two years. She has a 

family comprising her husband and three children. Though she said she is fine living there, she 

answered a bit differently on defining poverty. She said, “Poverty is very obnoxious.” Nibha has 

problems understanding human rights when I explained, but she said, it looks like it is going to 

do something better. She pointed out that she does not have much networking to cope with it, so 

controlling her desires was one way to do it. Connecting human rights with poverty, she 

mentions that connections look better, and if one works, the other will work too. That really 

sounded startling. Regarding future of poverty, she said she envisions it as a catalyst of evil 

things. It was difficult to make it sound like a catalyst, but that is what she meant, and I asked her 

so several times about this. 
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Fatima has been living in the slums for 15 years as she was basically a minor when her 

family moved here. She said that though she is used to it, she finds it very confusing. Her brain is 

really disorganized, and though poverty is like a native to her as she grew up with it, she still gets 

apprehensive about it sometimes. Why? I am not sure. She also pointed out that nothing can be 

compared with anyone or anything as she feels that she has no 

“Abandoned experience of living outside of this, and people who have been 
wives have to 

boar a lot in living outside must also have some kind of problems. This 

her life” 
exchange of conversation and her narrative suggested 

that living in poverty for years encourages people into 

“acceptance” and illustrates the actual situation that exists and many things about their internal 

strife, effects that cannot be seen from a far distance. This also Fatima said, everyone is different 

and a comparison is not a way to 

go. And thinking about poverty is shows that “freedom of expression” is still present but with a 
a damn thing. Extremely 

unhealthy. It might go away but I little malady. Women complain but in a very passive way. 
have very little hope. 

Fatima was also a soft-hearted person and did not believe in 

being loud. She was also an “abandoned wife” and kept herself going. She basically finds herself 

in a twofold issue. Her life looks like it is in shambles, but she is adamant to overcome it. She is 

too young for all this. She said in answer to the “Manav adhikaar” (human rights) question, it did 

not make much sense to her because as an abandoned wife, she has lost it. She said books have 

so many charming things in them. They really appear very amusing but in reality, there are only 

limited things that can be straggled or even acknowledged, but if it were all of us, we could have 

lived the same life together. 

Lagni is 23 years old. She said living in slums is okay as there are many people like her. 

Being cranky thinking about it will not work. Lagni said, “Since we are all humans, we all will 
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compare ourselves sometimes. But not constantly. Human rights should be there for (“Hone to 

chahiye hai”) us.” She remarked, “Poverty should vanish one day if the world has a reason to do 

that,” another significant statement she made. Dressed in a green salwar kameez, she looked very 

Table 5.1 
Table 5.2 

beautiful. Sonali also falls in the category of “abandoned wives have to bear a lot in her life.” 

Marriage brought poverty to her. She mentions that because this was not the place she belonged. 

Her marriage to her man got her there, and she mentioned living would have been worth it if he 

stayed with me. But no. Women who live here have been subject to many atrocities, and these 

are just a few to remind us how callous the condition is. The next chart suggests there is a big 

population globally that is living in poverty. Global population is big, but if we see India shares 

218 million alone out of 327 million all over Asia. That is more than 75 percent of the total 
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Table 5.3(Source: Google) 

population of Asia. 

Phusiya has been living in the hovel since childhood, and she lives with her entire family, 

including both families, her own married family, and her paternal family as well. She gets lots of 

help from her mother to look after her children, and she also works as a domestic help and is a 

vegetable vendor. Her income is better than many of her counterparts as her husband has a 

regular job of driving. She is 34 years old and is extremely mature. She has been married for 15 

years and has three children aged 14, 12, and 8. “Living in a shack is not a problem, and I am 

really used to it. I have tried to bring in all the necessities that my children need, that is why we 

earn,” she noted. Phusiya had two rooms, which is very rare. Most of the slum dwellers live in 

one room setting as there is a space issue, and more people need to be accommodated. Women 

who live in a better condition is rarely seen. Phusiya looks like one of those rare ones who enjoys 

all the little luxuries that can be available in that setting. Analyzing this from my own angle, I 

can say that she is the queen of the shack that basically is where they throw anything and 

everything on the woman. Phusiya’s condition was rare and unbelievable. An important thing to 
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note is that because her parental family still lives in the same shack, maybe there is some kind of 

pressure or respect that keeps the husband away from committing those atrocities that other men 

do. Though they also live in poverty, there is an understanding that living in poverty can also 

have the pleasant relationship among couples. Things looked mostly sound between the couple. 

Talking about human rights, she expressed that what she has now is okay, and she is not in a 

mood to complain. She has seen people who have almost nothing, so for her, life seems to be 

okay, and she feels having a little more in life never hurts. Future of poverty seems to remain the 

same for her, and she feels that people just have to make it. Life’s cycle keeps going on and 

waiting for something to improve is not the way to plunge. Poverty stricken slums and its 

residents make so much out of it. No sanitation, no clean water, no toilets, no bathrooms. 

Nothing is available in an accurate way. 

Supari Devi said living in slums and what it feels like is very hard to express. She also 

felt comparing herself to people who live outside will not be right. People have different 

situations in life. Supari has been living in slums for about 11 years, and she has been married for 

eight years now. “Understanding poverty is not hard. I have seen it all through my life. My 

parents also lived like this, and I am married in slums too.” She thinks there cannot be patterns of 

poverty, and they all are the same. At one point, she remarked that if women get all the rights, 

there will be no poverty for them. I asked if she was sure of it. She nodded and told me that 

“seeing me, she feels she is right.” I told her, “How do you know that I am not poor?” 

“Hunnnnn, juth kahe la bola ha?” Why do you lie? That is what she told me. The future of 

poverty and what it means for her? It will not go away, but she said she still needs time to think 

as it is not an easy question for her to answer. Supari’s family was a part of “generational 

poverty”.“Social and economic deprivation during childhood and adolescence can have a lasting 
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effect on individuals, making it difficult for children who grow up in low-income families to 

escape poverty when they become adults, Because the negative effects of deprivation on human 

development tend to cumulate, individuals with greater exposure to poverty during childhood are 

likely to have more difficulty escaping poverty as adults.” (Wagmiller & Adelman, 

2009, p. 1). 

Rukshana Khatoon, was about 35 years old and living in slums for 

about 15 years. She landed up here through her marriage. Her living here 

in slums did bother her because she felt that the place is not permanent. 

There might be times when we will be removed. Eviction takes place often, and if it is not a 

government sanctioned slum, the frequency of eviction is even more. Informal settlements have 

these issues, and it is not new, but many other women have talked about it. She described 

poverty as “a need for help.” That was her definition. In addition, she felt that this can come 

from anywhere. I jumped in and asked if there were any organizations that came in to help them. 

She said yes, some people come, but they only check for polio drops, asking if we have children, 

and if they have taken the drops. UNICEF and WHO have been active contributors to this 

program for years and do organize these campaigns every few months; I myself have been a part 

of this, so what she communicated definitely echoed with me as well. Moreover, I was awestruck 

by her answer on future of poverty. She very clearly mentioned that “giving education to my 

children can change the future of poverty.” Verification was not required in their challenging 

stories. That is the only resource to put this behind us. Poverty needs to take a backseat, and 

according to her, it can only be done through education. Aligning with her on such a statement 

was not an easy task for me, but I still will carry her narration and her hopeful belief as I write 

her piece. 
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Another participant, Chandni, is 28 years old and has been living in slums for ten years 

now. She has the same story here as well. She came in with her husband. As a family, she only 

had a 3-year-old alongside her and her husband. She said, “living here in monsoon is painful. I 

really want to go somewhere during that time.” Not much complaint came out of her mouth. She 

mentioned a few episodes where it was really bad, and they had to suffer. Defining poverty was a 

tough job for her. She had mixed feelings and was confused with what human rights mean to her; 

she was not too clear, but she did mention that development is not equal for all of us. 

Ruhi Khatoon has lived in the slums for 13 years now. She dreams of a proper housing 

and accommodation someday. As a 22-year-old, she has high hopes. She has been married for 

five years and has a 3-year-old and a 6-month infant girl. She has lived in slums for long, and she 

tells me that she is the third generation living in the area. “Slums have been our lives.” She was 

born in this shack. Defining poverty is easy for her. She said, “Well it is self- descriptive.” 

“Managing life” is how she defined poverty. Projects from 

She said, well it is self-
NGOs have helped a bit, but it had nothing to do descriptive. “Managing 

life” that is how she 
with human rights. Fair distribution of everything 

defined poverty. 

is the only way for future of diminishing poverty. I 

asked her how she knows or feels that there is not fair distribution of which she said that if it was 

there, then why do some people have more and some less? I said, maybe they are educated and 

have the power to earn more. Ruhi gazed into my eyes and said, “Majodoor se zyada koi nahi 

katata hai aure mazdoor ko sabse kam paisa milta hai…e kahan ka nayaay hai?” She meant that 

construction workers perform the maximum physical labor, and there are ones who are paid too 

little. From where did this justice come from? Is this justice? I said, “Yes, I agree but that is how 

people have ranked the money. The more mental labor, the better your money is.” Sadly, she said 
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that is the reason poverty exists, whether I believe her or not. Labor as described by, scholars, 

Fox (1981) mentions in her work that “women typically do what no one wants to do, at wages no 

one else will accept (or without wages in case of house work)” (p. 45). She noted that this was 

case during war when women were mobilized would take up jobs of men during that crisis. 

Faith in the Development Sector and Women Empowerment: 

Faith (aastha) is mostly connected with religion when we talk about this to women here. 

Every little explanation is enough for them to divert their attention. One participant mentioned, 

“Where is it? Which sector? Who are we talking about? Is it something that is useful to us?” I 

explained it briefly. 

Women understand “sanstha” better, meaning NGO. There are 

approximately 500 NGOs in Patna, and most of them work for women and 

children. Some of them are focused on providing free eye care for poor people; 

some have free health check-ups. Some provide poor children with shoes, and 

others provide required educational materials. In addition, some of these non-profits have 

extended centers in different slums to cater to children and women and provide informal 

educations for kids and adult education for adult women as well. I was willing to stop by in one 

of those and talk, but the center was closed for some reason. I attempted twice. I don’t remember 

what the occasion was, but my guess is that there might be some religious festival, so the center 

was closed. 

Mixed reactions were observed while having a conversation about this sector. Now, the 

reason I tried a discourse about this is because they center mostly on work for poor people, and 

all these women who participated in my research belong to this community. During, my last visit 

at one of these women’s houses, an elderly woman from another community who lived nearby 

If I was there to 

uplift their lives 
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asked me if I was there to uplift their lives. I conveyed to her that my area of 
“Judging 

someone is 
work is more focused on research, but there is no harm in helping or doing not always 

wrong. 
something for these women. They do need help, for sure. Women’s There is a 

certain 

organizations have been working for ages, but I have doubts they have really reason for 

people to 

judge”.reached out to communities in this place. I think programs on livelihood are 

really needed and would have helped. 

Lalmuni has an extraordinary temperament, which involves antagonism, so she is a 

woman who is always eager to judge. Judging someone is not always wrong. There is a certain 

reason for people to judge. Lalmuni pointed out to me after understanding what I mean by this 

sector and how it has become a part of our daily lives that she has seen people visiting them from 

this sector. Her main observation was that these people just do their duty rather than caring for 

people. Attachment with people or the community is not present. “They are very self-centered, 

and that makes me very uncomfortable,” she uttered. Also, they do not 

come often. The role of nonprofits has been a little dicey. By no means 

“There are some are the slum inhabitants saying they do not work or they are not great. 
people here to help 

but that help is not All they have observed is the inconsistency of the project visits to their 
always available”. 

neighborhoods. 

Lalmuni had issues with them. Sometimes people from this 

community feel that they are exploited in the name of poverty, and the money that comes in the 

name of donations for them is not distributed the way it should be. She reminded me that the 

money comes in their names for helping them, but not all the help is provided. I assured her that 

I have worked with this sector, and there are some problems, but that does not mean they are all 
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bad or not useful. One other participant reacted, “there are some people here to help, but that 

help is not always available.” Henna said, “I am not aware of this institution.” 

Non Profits have been accused and even blacklisted for their poor performance in India. 

As they work for poor people, and all the grants are directed towards a cause, the role of non-

profits has not been up to the mark. I am not generalizing anything here, but from what these 

women uttered, most of them had some kind of dissatisfaction from them. Obviously, these are 

city-focused observations and cannot be extended to other places, but 

dissatisfaction, in general, has also been observed. My remarks are mostly 

based on these women’s conversations, and most of them have were not 

happy with these institutions. Jamila, while doing her laundry at the 

local tap, smiled and said, “Not much help comes from them. It is hard to 

find their office and people.” Zeba, smiled and said, “They need to need to talk 

to us more.” Her expression shows that NGOs have forgotten to reach these people in need. 

Today, while watching the news, I saw that a care home for young girls in Muzaffarpur has been 

acquitted of child rape. The girls have spoken as evidence, and the charges are almost proved. 

The role of non-profits is becoming questionable on each passing day. About 80 percent of 

women responded to this question and came up with an answer that was very similar to each 

other. NGOs have to be extremely accountable, and more monitoring and evaluation by the 

actual funders should be put in place, especially when this Muzaffarpur NGO in Bihar has not 

been accountable for the welfare of minor orphan girls. 

Women’s Empowerment and Aspirations: 

Jo Rowlands (1997) has talked about women empowerment at length. She argued that 

“Empowerment is more than participation in decision making: it includes the processes that lead 
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people to perceive themselves as able and entitled to make decisions (Rowlands, 1997, p. 14). 

Writer Srilata Baltiwala emphasized the role and the definition of empowerment. She states that 

these are not just buzz words but actually have a meaning that should be deeply understood. 

There are confusions with the meaning of empowerment. As Rowlands explained in her work 

with Honduran women, she brings in a sense of not just making decisions and feeling 

empowered. She focuses more on the process of women being capable and has the entitlement to 

make decisions. I will start with my own example. Growing up, as usual, I have seen men or 

boys go out and do shopping and women mostly stay at home. My very young brother noticed it 

when he went to get a shampoo for me. The one I told him to bring he said was not available. I 

said, go get me another one; here is one more name that I found. The role of men in the family is 

always of a man who demands, rules, gives directions (Mansplaining). But I was really fortunate. 

My younger brother made me sit next to him and explain. “So what if I say there is this shampoo 

that you said is not available, what you will do?” I said, “well, then I will just tell to bring 

anyone or anything, and it will be done.” He said, again, “what if I lied?” I said, “how will I 

know that?” “Yeah, exactly, that is why I am making you understand. Take a visit to that shop by 

yourself. Look around, there are so many choices. Should you not be bonded by my decision to 

choose a shampoo to wash your hair?” This was a conversation between a 12-year-old and a 14-

year-old. He said, “First, women don’t get a choice of decision-making. Men are always eager to 

decide for them. But if she gets a chance take that opportunity, rock it, and stop further 

exploitation.” Feminist males are rare. Since this thesis is all about lived experience, and all these 

experiences come from my culture and place, I have placed one example of myself as well, 

alongside these women. Aspirations are not far from empowerment. Both of them go hand in 

hand. In the process of empowering oneself, we attain those aspirations as well. 
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Though this was not a direct question to my women participants, I would say about 78 

percent answered me in a behind-the-scenes way. This came up in conversations when we talked 

about poverty and how decision-making has been a problem in spite of them being the actual 

breadwinners. Most of my initial themes in the paper talked about rag pickers, women being 

domestic help; they made paper bags, and it was very evident that they were the sole and 

constant breadwinners in their families, but empowerment is not just decision making for once 

(Rowlands, 1997). First, they do not really make decisions, but even if they do, that is not a 

constant situation that we see, and such power disappears very soon. Second, women in these 

communities are vulnerable, but they are very expressive as well. A woman may only be soft-

toned when it comes to speaking to her family or husband, but she can get loud and angry when 

it comes to fighting outside the community, even for her 

“abuser or exploitative” husband. Women in this community 

are vulnerable but have a very strong sense of family and 

community. They come forward for anyone in need, and that 

More than 90 percent of my 

interviewees confessed they do not 

see doctors unless their condition 

really deteriorates. 

has nothing to do with their “empowerment status.” 

Empowerment of these women could be seen in community-orientated participation and other 

related incidents. Walking hand in hand for a purpose that addresses issues of their own 

community is the way of living life for them. 

Urbanization and Women’s Health: 

More than 90 percent of my interviewees confessed they do not see doctors unless their 

condition really deteriorates. They have no concept of annual check-ups or even when they have 

some issues. Now, this can be said about general health, but the condition of reproductive health 

is extremely out of control. Sushila said, “One of them died due to severe bleeding.” Her 
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husband did not care. Also, he had no money, but at least they could have tried the nearby 

hospital for an emergency case like this. She said he did not calculate the 

severity of the problem. It was the case of new childbirth. Women have 

the least control when it comes to their own reproductive health and 

sexuality. Urban health interventions are simply bad because they only 

cater to short-term solutions (Patel, 2011). Patel elaborates that from “quality of 

housing to access of clean water, the urban poor is highly vulnerable to a number of health 

problems, many of which affect women disproportionately” (p. 93), even though National Slum 

Dwellers Federation (NSDF) has been trying to address the issues of eviction, it has not been 

able to do anything for women in particular. Fundamental rights do not work for women in 

slums. The constitution has its own problems (Patel, 2011). India’s massive economic growth in 

the past decade has reached the global attention with its IT industry and global trade has also 

made the number of urban poor increase, resulting in the creation of vast slums. Patel has 

discussed this at length, and I felt the necessity to mention it here as well. It has been found that 

“42 million women, the highest in number in the Asia Pacific region, has been missing due to 

sex-selective abortion, infanticide, and discriminatory treatment in access to nutrition, health 

care, and other basic needs” (Patel, 2011, p. 96). Sonali said, “Reproductive health is taken for 

granted. Men think that we make a fuss, and that it is not serious. Usually, they say that it will 

get better, go and take something at the pharmacy. Women are shy to talk to the pharmacist as 

only men work there. We want a lady doctor or any female to show the problem.” Yet it never 

happens, and women stay up not seeing doctors, and the problems keep aggravating in the 

absence of a proper medical practitioner. Phusiya complained about the sewage flow in the 

middle of the slum making sickness even worse. Something needs to be done. The connection 
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between women and the environment has already been debated and proved; an unhealthy 

environment creates more health issues for women because of its cultural dynamics. 

Conclusion and Future Research: 

As I conclude, there have been stories of impoverished women who are very compelling 

and empowering as well. One big issue remains that these stories should be distributed so that 

even these women can be able to read it. The discussion and debates on poverty, equality, 

gender, and environment are very much active and alive today. Women living in slums suffer 

and die in extreme urban poverty, but there have been examples where women have worked their 

way up to preserve and protect the resources that they have been diligently connected to. It is 

represented by movements like Chipko in India and the Greenbelt movement in Kenya. This 

partnership of women and the natural world is not limited to individual leadership and discussion 

but also has crossed borders and transnational boundaries. Chipko and Greenbelt stands as one of 

the finest examples of connection between gender and environment and also demonstrates 

government decisions affecting women’s needs. This paper along with several other scholarly 

papers have discussed ongoing debates and concerns faced by ecofeminists and other scholars 

regarding this issue as it affects poor women more. They have challenged policies and 

approaches, and as shown here, there have been critics of the ecofeminism view. Standpoint 

theorists have shown that women’s relationship with science and patriarchal systems that control 

natural resources can be difficult. A scientific approach sees everything with a rational, gender-

neutral viewpoint whereas women often engage with science on a more emotional level. It is 

about knowledge production and practice of the real world. Scientific knowledge is produced by 

logic and not real world experience. Women’s relationship with science is based on personal 

experience and a cultural connection to the natural world. 
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The new focus on women’s health and the environment due to extreme poverty remains a 

challenging issue due to its nature. Women’s health has always been a subject of discussion and 

concern among the feminist and female scholarships. The long history of women’s health 

movement in the initial part of this essay has explained why it is important to focus on women’s 

health Women’s health conditions in adverse environments continues to be the heart of many 

organizations including WEDO. Current debates have challenged the role of state actors, welfare 

states, and policy makers. Women’s role as a nurturer and a close associate of nature and 

environment suffer from living in unhealthy conditions and atrocious health. It is not only the 

late Kofi Annan who said that women can only save this planet (WEDO). 

Women’s role in keeping the environment green and sustainable is not only their own 

individual need but also the need of family and community in general. Women’s partition 

matters, and so we need healthy women in order to create a more sustainable environment. 

Future research is needed to examine how women’s participation in environmental activism can 

be increased in this era of development. This would not only focus on their health but would take 

care of their vulnerable and poor status. Women need to increase their focus on factories and 

women’s low paid work. There needs to be more research into issues such as the exploitation of 

women who for example are working with toxic chemicals that affect her own reproductive and 

general health and is still considered as a part of women’s positive integration into development. 

Women face challenges with health and coping with day to day gender struggles, yet they 

need to stay involved in larger issues related to saving the environment by organizing at local 

level and fighting for the “right to live a healthy life that is free from poverty.” This has been 

evident in many studies, and the research conducted has shown some successful outcomes 

despite not much gains in the past decades, and it should continue globally. 
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APPENDIX A 

Semi structured (partially open ended) Interviews for Women Slum Dwellers. 

Date: _________________ 

Participant No: ______________________Home:  ____________________ 

1. How did you land up here? 

2. Did you migrate from another city? Why? 

3. For how many years have you been living in this place? No of years____ 

4. Do you own a place? _______How many rooms do you have? 

5. Do you have electricity? _____ Yes  _____ No 

6. Do you have TV/Radio?  _____ Yes  _____ No 

7. How do you access water?  ___ Yes ___ No 

8. How far is it to the nearest toilet?  _________ 

9. How do you feel about living here? 

10. How do you compare yourself with others living outside of this area? 

11. Have you been the victim of crime since you lived here? If yes, what type of crime? 

12. Do you know what domestic violence is? 

Family: 

1. Are you married? _____ Yes  _____ No Widowed?  ___ Yes  ____No 

2. How long have you been married? ______ 

3. Do you have any relatives who can help you?  _____ Yes  _____ No 

4. Do you have elderly parents to take care of? _____ Yes  _____ No 
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Health: 

1. Do you have any reproductive health issues? _____ Yes _____ No. Do you have another 

health issue? Yes____________No 

2. Are you unable to work more than 5 days each month because of sickness? _____ Yes _____ 

No 

3. How often do you visit the clinic? ___ Once a week ___ once a month___ Once a year ____ 

never  _______________other 

4. How many times a day do you eat?   _______ 

5. What food do you usually eat? ________ 

6. Do you have enough money to eat for a week? _____ Yes  _____ No 

Work: 

1. Do you get paid to do work? _____ Yes  _____ No 

2. What type work you do? 

3.How far do you have to travel for work? 

4. Is your husband employed? ____ Yes  _____ No 

5. Do your children work for money?  ___ Yes  ___ No 

6. Do you have any other kind of income other than your own work? 

Poverty: 

7. What is poverty?  How do you define/understand poverty? 

8. Do you know what poverty means to you? Is there a difference between you and other people 

living here? 

9. What do you do to cope up with poverty? Do you have any networking? 

7. Do you know if there are any development projects running in this area? ___ Yes  ___ No 

8. Do you understand what these projects are for? _____ Yes  _____ No 

9. Does anybody visit regularly from the project? _____ Yes  _____ No 
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10. Do you know if you and these agencies define and see the patterns of poverty in different 

ways? 

11. Do you think social norms and culture stops you from anything? Or do they help you? _____ 

12. What does human rights mean to you? 

13. Is there a connection between human rights and poverty?? How? 

14. Do you think having human rights will help take way your poverty? 

15. What is development? Are these three connected? 

Social: 

1. Do you own a cell phone?   ______Yes  _____ No 

2. What religion you belong to? _______ 

3. What is your caste? ______ 

4. Do you go to a Temple, Church or Mosque?   ______ Yes _____No 

5. How often do you have time to visit with friends or family?  ___ once a week  ___once month 

___only at holidays and special occasions ____ I don’t have time 

Children: 

1. List children, age and if they are in school in the boxes below. 

(If they have died, write “dead” and age that they died under AGE if known) 

(If children are adults, over age of 18, and not living with Mom, write “adult” under AGE) 

Child Age In school? Level of school 

Yes or No 

1 

2 

3 

4 
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About yourself: 

1. How old are you?  _______ 

2. Did you ever go to school?  ______ 

3. Can you read and write? ________ 

4. How many hours a day do you sleep?  ______ 

5. How many hours a day do you work ______ 

6. Where have you come from? 

7. Did you migrate? _______ 

8. Where is your actual home? ________ 

B. Please walk me through your regular day schedule. Do you enjoy it? 

C.Please tell me how life has changed for you over the past year and if the development projects 

have helped you in anyway? If not, then what will be your suggestion for them? 
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APPENDIX B 

Date: _________ 

Questionnaire for Destitute Women: 

Semi structured questions (Partially Open Ended, Interviews) 

1. Where do you live? 

2. How do you cook? 

3. Where do you get food from? 

3. Do you have a family? 

4. Did you migrate? 

5. Where is your original place? 

6. What made you migrate? 

7. Define what poverty means to you? Do you understand the term poverty? 8How do you live in 

this situation? 

9. Do you have relatives/children? 

10. How do you survive with this little money? 

11. Do you have friends? 

12. What is Human rights? Do you know it is important to have one? 

13. What does poverty means to you? Do you understand why you are poor? 

14. What does development means to you? Do you think it is helping you and other poor people? 

15. How do you see future of poverty? 

Social: 

16. Do you have a way to socialize? If yes, then who are your friends? 

17. Does that help you in dealing with daily stress? 

18. Do you like meeting people? 

19. Tell me one thing that you love about these meetings? 
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20. Would live have been lonely/difficult if you did not have meeting partners? 

Health: 

21. Do you have any health issues? 

22. Where do you go if you have one? 

23. Do you have access to hospitals? 

24. Where do you go when you are sick? 

Miscellaneous: 

25. Describe your day for me. How do you spend the day? 
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APPENDIX C 

Map of Bihar, India 

Source: Google 
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APPENDIX D 

Sample of scanned field notes: 
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